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Author’s Note 1:
A wee Scots language primer

Scots is considered by many to be a language in its own right,
one related to English and German, with a Scandinavian influence as
well. It’s spoken mostly in the Scottish Lowlands, including the city
of Glasgow, where ‘Shattered’ takes place. (If you ever read Robert
Burns’ poetry in school, you’ve read Scots!) The degree to which
Scots is spoken and the level to which it’s interspersed with English
varies widely with location and situation.
Since I’m treating Scots as a language and not a dialect, I’ve
used full words without apostrophes or other indicators of slang.
For example, the words wi and no are actual Scots words, not
simply slang-shortened forms of with and not. So when you see
them appear in dialogue, I promise they’re not typographical errors.
Scots words that might confuse, along with their English
meaning:
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awfy (awfully, very)
aw (all)
baw (ball)
burd (bird)
cannae (can’t)
deid (dead)
didje (did you)
didnae (didn’t)
dinnae (don’t)
fur (for)
gaun (going)
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gie (give)
gies (literally give us, but usually meaning give me)
heid (head)
nae (no, as in lack of)
naw (no, as in the opposite of yes)
no (not)
pish (piss)
polis (police)
tae (to)
whaur (where)
whit (what)
wi (with)
widje (would you)
ye (you; the pronunciation is closer to yeh than yee)
yer (your)
yersel (yourself)

Author’s Note 2:
Punctuation, grammar, and spelling

I chose to follow British English rules rather than American
English, to give ‘Shattered’ that extra Zach-y flavo(u)r, and because
I’m a bit of a masochist.

The New Oxford Style Manual was used for copyediting and
proofreading purposes, but I’ve undoubtedly made a few errors out
of ignorance. Those knowledgeable in British English should feel
free to email corrections to jeri@jerismithready.com.

Scots is not to be confused with Scottish Gaelic, a language
related to Irish and spoken mostly in the Highlands and Hebrides. In
the ‘Shattered’ scene in which Gaelic is spoken, the words are
italicized.

You might notice Zachary’s Scots usage varies along a spectrum
from none (with his mum) to some (with his dad) to lots (with a
large group of his mates). Pretty typical seventeen-year-old boy,
aye?
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‘Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength,
while loving someone deeply gives you courage.’
― Lao-Tzu

Chapter One

You’re free. You’re safe. You’re going home.
I silently recite the words I was told upon landing at London
Heathrow half an hour ago. My escort and temporary physician
(Tina? Tara? Can’t remember her name.) thought those phrases
would reassure me in my ‘disorientation’.
Disorientation doesn’t … quite … cover it.
After eight weeks of complete solitude, the opposite is almost
harder to bear. The crowds lining the international arrivals corridor
are putting me on edge, despite the sedatives my doctor gave me.
My brain feels like it could pop out of my ears.
So I keep my focus straight in front as I stride towards my
mother, who waits apart from the throng. She must have been
warned I needed space.
At the sight of me, Mum’s hopeful smile twists with sorrow, but
she raises her arms for an embrace. I stop short, perhaps ten paces
away.
During my first month in Area 3A’s solitary confinement, I
craved a thousand things – fresh air, television, the sight of my
girlfriend, Aura – but those longings paled next to my need for
human touch. I would beg for a handshake, a hug, even a beating.
The second month changed me. Now the thought of another’s
flesh against mine makes me feel I could disintegrate.
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Mum drops her arms, but only for a moment. Then she lifts her
chin and holds out her hands again, this time supporting rather than
pleading.
I step forwards. Perhaps it’ll be different with her than it was
with my guards when they brought me out of my white-grey cell
yesterday morning, or when the doctor checked my pulse on the
plane. Perhaps Mum’s touch won’t send me spinning.
‘Zachary,’ she whispers when I’m within reach. ‘You’re here.’
‘Aye.’ I take her hands. Her fingers are cold like mine, but soft
and strong. I lean over and kiss her cheek, and as I do, I smell her,
same as always, that mysterious mix of perfume and lipstick and
sometimes sugar. The smell of home.
‘Mum.’ My knees bend so my arms can wrap around her. She
hugs me hard, exhaling all the way so that not even the air in her
lungs comes between us. For one moment it’s perfect.
Then panic hits me, quick and sharp and staggering as
lightning. My pulse pounds and my arms spasm. I let go quickly,
afraid to shove her away, but even more afraid to crush her. Taking
a step back, I curl my arms around my own waist, an instinct I can’t
fight.
Mum tries to speak, pale lips trembling. Was her hair always so
silver, the skin round her eyes so creased? How long was I gone,
again?
I save her with an easy question: ‘Where to now?’
She blinks, then clears her throat. ‘It’s, eh, Terminal One. Our
flight to Glasgow leaves in two hours.’ Mum reaches for my hand as
if I’m a six-year-old wean, then thinks better of it.
‘Need the toilet first. Then ring Aura.’ I move away, leaving her
with my doctor, who can update Mum on my state of mind. (Two
words: Un. Balanced.)
On my way to the gents’, I check the arrivals board for the time
and date. One minute before five a.m. on the twenty-sixth of August.
I repeat these facts with each step, memorising them so as to
confirm later that time has moved forwards.
Just inside the loo, a businessman stands before the full-length
mirror, adjusting his tie, so it’s easy to avoid a look at myself as I
pass. When my captors cleaned me up with a shave yesterday
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morning, I saw a reflection of the pale, thin, feral-eyed beast they’d
created.
I lurch into the closest cubicle and slam the door shut. With my
forehead and palms pressed against the cool metal divider, I try to
calm my breath.
‘You’re free. You’re safe,’ I whisper. ‘You’re going home.’
I was going home once before, with Mum and Dad, on the
twenty-second of June. But when the ghost of my girlfriend’s exboyfriend, Logan, appeared to me at Baltimore-Washington
International Airport, I couldn’t miss the chance to go off and speak
with him in private. To make peace, for her sake.
You’re free, inhale. You’re safe, exhale.
The delay saved our lives. We missed our flight, which soon
crashed, leaving no survivors. Since my family’s escape was my
fault, we became suspects in the disaster; it was assumed I’d been
forewarned by the bomber.
You’re free, inhale. You’re safe, exhale.
Stunned at our slip from tragedy’s grasp, I went quietly into
custody at first – until the authorities threatened my mother and my
sick father, at which point I may have said, ‘If you fucking touch
them, I’ll punch you so fucking hard, you’ll have eyes in the back of
your fucking head.’ Or something like that.
That was the last I saw of my parents, or anyone I knew—
You’refreeyou’resafeyou’refreeyou’resafeyou’refreeyou’resafeyou
’refreeyou’resafe.
—until yesterday. After the DMP released me, the kind folks at
Immigration let me visit with Aura for five short minutes. As we
spoke through a thick pane of glass – and then didn’t speak, when
words became unnecessary – my eyes devoured every detail: her
dark, wavy hair bunched up on one side as if she’d just woken, her
slightly chapped upper lip, her shirt collar brushing the hollow of
her throat (the place on her body I most loved to kiss).
You’re free, inhale. You’re safe, exhale.
I hold onto this memory of Aura with all the strength left in my
mind. My breath turns slow and even, and my pulse softens from a
throb to a thrum. I stand up straight, then wipe away the sweat my
palms and forehead left on the cubicle wall.
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I will see Aura again someday, and when I do, I’ll be the lad she
fell in love with. Not this cracked shell of myself. I’ll find a way to fix
things. For us.

‘Zachary, we’re home.’
I wake from a light doze to find us taxiing towards the gate at
Glasgow Airport. As we pass a small white-and-blue jet with
Loganair on its side, I feel an inexplicable urge to smile. Then I shut
my eyes against the mass of humanity around me, poised to leap up
the moment we stop. When they do, they’ll make this plane so very,
suddenly tiny.
‘What time is it?’ I ask my mother.
‘About half seven.’
‘“About” half seven?’ Not good enough, after two months with
no clocks or calendars. ‘What time is it exactly?’
‘Just a moment. My phone’s still powering up.’ There’s a
vibrating sound and an electronic beep. ‘It’s seven twenty-eight. I’ll
ring your father and tell him we’re getting off last, so he won’t
worry. Martin’s there to keep him company.’
The seat belt sign dings. ‘Martin Connelly?’ My best mate’s
name feels far away, even as it trips off my tongue.
‘Yes, he drove our car. He’s been to the house quite a bit this
summer, entertaining Dad for a few hours when I’m at work, or
fetching what we need from the shop. He’s ever so concerned for
you.’
I open my eyes but glue my gaze out the window as the other
passengers get to their feet. ‘Does Martin know where I’ve been?’
‘We couldn’t tell anyone, for fear of jeopardising the
negotiation for your release. Your friends all thought you were in
prison for disorderly conduct – wrongly accused, of course. That
was the official story.’ She lays her hand on my seat’s armrest, then
hesitates, tapping her ring nervously against the surface. ‘Now
you’re out, you can tell the truth.’
Not the whole truth. Not even half of it.
‘Of course,’ she continues, ‘some of your friends might think it
“pure dead bril-yint” you were in prison.’
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I grimace at her remark, not just for its mockery of my old
mates. The English are shit at Scottish accents, and my mother’s no
exception. But it’s sort of a relief to know some things haven’t
changed.
‘How are you feeling?’ she asks twelve minutes later, as we’re
making our way from the gate towards the exit.
‘Fine.’ It’s a relative term.
‘I’ve told your father you’re feeling a bit sensitive at the
moment. He knows to give you your space.’
Fuck that. I will hug my father, no matter how hard it is. And I’ll
shake Martin’s hand, clap him on the back like always. Otherwise he
might think I’ve gone all homophobic or something.
(On the other hand, this is Britain, where no one touches if they
can help it. So there’s an out if I need, God Save the Queen.)
‘There they are.’ Mum points. ‘Near the WH Smith.’
My mind grasps for what a WH Smith is. Doesn’t matter. Look
for a sign that says that.
Ah. I didn’t see them at first because I was searching for a man
on his feet next to a fourteen-year-old boy.
But Dad’s in a wheelchair, and Martin’s, what, seventeen?
Eighteen? His birthday’s the tenth of August. (Which day is it now?)
His ginger hair is darker than it was years ago, with barely a hint of
orange remaining.
As I approach, Dad struggles to stand, his pale-green jumper
hanging loose on his frame. Should I help him, or would that injure
his pride? What if he clutches my arm too tight and I panic?
‘Sgàire.’ My father utters my Gaelic name in a surprisingly
strong voice, growling SKAR-uh deep in his throat.
I put my arms around him carefully. The touch of another body
feels like spikes against my chest, like I’m trapped in a medieval
iron-maiden torture device.
Christ, he’s so thin. Surely he’s thinking the same of me. ‘Dad.
It’s good to—’ My throat closes. ‘It’s good.’
We let go, and I turn to Martin. He shifts closer, face pinched
and arms crossed, one freckled hand rubbing his jaw.
‘Mate …’ is all he says before his eyes fill with tears. And then
Mum sobs, then I sob, then Dad, too. Suddenly we’re all crying in the
airport, in a very un-British moment.
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No one holds one another now. We just stand here, weeping,
holding ourselves.

‘Shouldn’t it seem smaller?’ I ask Martin as the two of us stand
at the threshold to my bedroom. ‘Isn’t that how it works when you
go back to a place you haven’t seen in a year? You’re bigger, so the
house or school or whatever seems to have shrunk?’
‘Dunno, mate.’ Martin gives me an easy grin, his natural cheer
having returned during the car ride home. ‘Perhaps you’re the one
who’s shrunk.’
That should sting, but it doesn’t, coming from him. ‘Good point.’
I enter my room, which is just as I left it four years ago. I’ve
been back here to our terrace house in Maryhill for a few days at a
time during that span, but never long enough to change the decor.

Sign near intersection of Great Western and Byres Roads, Glasgow’s West End.
Photo: Judy Gabbett

Glow-in-the-dark stars cover my ceiling in meticulously
constructed constellations. ‘Holy shit, I forgot about that.’
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Martin laughs. ‘Some of them fell, and I didn’t know where they
went, so yer ma said to leave them on yer desk.’ He points to a stack
of cardboard stars, then chuckles again as he sets my nearly empty
rucksack upon the bed.
‘What’s so funny?’
‘A moment ago ye said “Holy shit”. Ye sound like a fuckin’ Yank.’
He says ‘fuckin’’ not with hostility but with the ready fondness of a
typical Scot.
‘Do I sound American in general?’
‘A wee bit American, a wee bit English.’ He draws the blind to
let in soft daylight. ‘Nae bother – it’ll wear aff soon if I’ve anything
tae dae wi it.’
I hope Martin does have something to do with it. I’ve missed
him.
I check the digital clock on the bedside table (8.16 a.m.) and
subtract five hours. Too early to chat with Aura. When I rang her
from Heathrow it was already 12.04 a.m. her time, so I doubt she’s
awake.
I strip off the wretched rugby shirt the Department of
Metaphysical Purity gave me as a parting gift, since all my
belongings were confiscated upon my arrest. ‘Burn this, would you?’
Martin catches the shirt when I toss it to him, then looks away,
no doubt disturbed by the starkness of my ribs and shoulder blades
beneath my skin. I must look like a skeleton.
‘Wonder if anything in here fits.’ I switch on the lamp atop the
chest of drawers, then slide one open. ‘Hah, this is ancient.’ I turn
back to Martin, displaying a Franz Ferdinand tour T-shirt. ‘We were
what, thirteen?’
‘Twelve, I think.’ He starts to laugh, then stops, staring at my
chest. ‘Is that—’ He points slowly, as if I’m a wild bird spooked by
sudden moves. ‘You’ve a scar from that day.’
That day. One afternoon when I was thirteen, the lot of us – me,
Martin, Niall, Roland, Frankie, and Graham, along with Martin’s
eight-year-old brother, Finn, who always tagged along – were
mucking about along the canal. Finn slipped and fell in. The rest of
the lads were too pished on that cheap Buckfast wine to do much
but panic, so I jumped into the grey water to pull him out.
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Finn had floated downstream under an iron bridge,
unconscious. I held him up out of the water as best I could, my own
chest gouged by an exposed nail (hence the scar). But the neardrowning took its toll on Finn’s brain, and he’s never been the same
since.
Neither have I, to tell the truth. The incident gave my parents
the excuse they’d been looking for to leave Glasgow. For my father it
meant the promotion he’d refused for years, since it required him to
work at the London headquarters of MI-X, Britain’s more competent
and benevolent version of the US DMP. For my mother it meant
living near her parents for the first time since marrying Dad.
And for me, it meant boarding school, where I’d meet ‘a better
sort of boy’ than my lifelong mates.
‘It’s not a bad scar. Only shows up under bright light.’ I turn off
the lamp, then pull the T-shirt over my head. Though the hem barely
reaches the waistband of my denims, the shirt still fits in the arms
and chest. Martin’s right: I’ve shrunk. ‘So how is wee Finn?’
Martin looks down, rubs the toe of one pale-blue Converse
against the instep of the other. ‘He’s alive.’
Those two words have never sounded so foreboding. I know
better than anyone that mere breath and pulse are insufficient. ‘Still
at the psych unit in Springburn?’
‘Naw, he’s … worse. In June they moved him to a special
hospital in Yorkshire. So instead of a twenty-minute bus ride, it’s
four hours on the train.’ Martin runs a hand through his short waves
of red hair. ‘They say he might be released one day, if he’s no longer
a danger to himself and others.’
‘Is that a big if or a small if?’
The hope drops from his voice. ‘A wee if. A very wee if.’
After the accident, Finn’s doctors had said that once his brain
started changing from a child’s to an adolescent’s, he’d either
improve or decline. ‘I’m sorry.’
‘It’s not yer fault,’ he says quickly.
‘I know it’s not.’ I rub the scar on my chest through the shirt, for
a moment wishing it were deeper, so I could feel it through the soft
material. But it’s just a thin silver sliver. ‘Does he ever wish I’d let
him drown?’

Martin gives me a surprised look. ‘He’s said as much, but he
doesnae mean it.’ He turns for the open door. ‘’Mon, I can smell yer
ma’s got breakfast ready. Nae doubt you’ve been missing black
pudding.’
I follow him downstairs, listing out loud all the foods I missed
while I was in 3A. But on the inside I’m thinking of Finn and his
scrambled brain, stuck in an institution, perhaps forever. And I
know Martin’s wrong: when his brother says he wishes I’d let him
drown, he means it.
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Chapter Two

After breakfast, fortified with tea and black pudding, I sit alone
at my desk, the window of an encrypted chat room open on my
laptop. Across the Atlantic, Aura’s waiting for my text so we can
have our first private conversation in two months.
I want desperately to see her, but I know she’ll have questions.
I’m already exhausted from deflecting the ones my parents asked at
breakfast after Martin left:
‘Where did you disappear to in the airport before our flight in
June?’ Mum wanted to know.
‘I went to the loo, then got distracted by an aeronautics exhibit.’
‘That’s what you told the FBI,’ Dad said, ‘but where did you
really go?’
I couldn’t say I went to talk to a ghost, because as someone born
just before the Shift, I shouldn’t see ghosts. In fact, I only see them
for a short while after I kiss Aura – whose birth may have caused the
Shift – during which time she takes on my ability to repel ghosts. No
one knows about our power-swapping ability but us.
So I simply repeated, ‘I went to the loo, then got distracted by
an aeronautics exhibit.’
My parents sighed. Their next question was another I can never
answer:
‘Zachary, dear.’ Mum shifted the eggs on her plate with her
fork. ‘I know it must be difficult to talk about, but what did the DMP
do to you in 3A? Did they hurt you?’
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‘Were you beaten?’ Dad asked, barely containing his rage.
‘Were you starved?’
I gave my parents the truth, knowing they’d hear it as a lie.
‘They did nothing. They just … kept me.’
After the DMP discovered my very presence was painful to
ghosts – as evidenced by the apparent shrieks of one who was put
into an inescapable room with me – they isolated me completely. If
they ran further tests, I didn’t know about them. I knew nothing but
boredom and loneliness that found no relief but madness.
Now, I gather my nerve to send Aura the text. We start with
instant message, where I give her the link to our encrypted chat
room. There’s an elaborate security procedure she has to undertake,
so I wait, staring at my desk clock, an old brass-and-wood
contraption that once belonged to my granddad. I watch closely to
ensure the second hand sweeps over the clock’s face in the correct
direction.
Four minutes and thirty-six seconds later, Aura’s name appears
in the chat window. We flirt, reminisce, flirt some more. This is
working. I’m forgetting 3A already. I can do this.
And then she writes: Can you tell me what happened while you
were detained?
My hands freeze, trembling, above the keyboard. That one
word, detained, has changed forever. It’s traded its casual meaning
(‘Sorry I’m late. I was detained.’) for one that meant the utter
annihilation of the boy I once was.
My throat tightens, and I have to gulp air to keep breathing.
The world’s going all fuzzy around the edges. What’s happening to
me?
My computer beeps. Zach, you there?
Am I? Where is ‘there’? Is it only one place or two?
Desperate for an answer, I look out the window. The latemorning sky is pale grey, almost white, like the ceiling of my cell.
But the clouds are moving, and the sun behind them creates light
and shadows. The sky is a grey that lives.
I am here.
Yes, I answer, resisting the urge to add Barely. Though I still feel
dizzy, that terrifying fuzzy-world feeling has faded.
We can talk about it some other time.
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I type NO! NEVER!, but then delete it and say Yes instead.
The important thing is that you’re okay now.
With that one sentence, she’s made the Atlantic Ocean seem
light years across. With that one sentence, everything becomes
clear: Aura expects me to be okay.
I am not okay, but I will be, and until then, I’ll fake it.
I change the subject and have us switch to video chat, where I
smile (which is hard) and flatter her (which is easy, because she’s
beautiful) and tell her I’d forgotten how lovely Glasgow is, that I’ll
soon be off to the pubs with my friends. Like any regular guy.
Though her deep-brown eyes are bleary from the early hour,
they light up when I say these things. She leans closer to the
monitor, chin on her folded hands, the way she used to listen to me
blether about my latest football match or complain about calculus
homework.
My voice grows more animated. Yes, this is the solution: keep
to easy, casual topics that have always connected us. Together, Aura
and I will build a bridge between Now and the Good Then of last
year. A bridge so tall I can’t see 3A from it.
Soon Aura signals that we need to discuss secret things. The
video chat’s not encrypted – an issue I’ll remedy this week – so we
switch back to text.
I know why they let you go, she writes. It was the State Dept and
whatever, but also MI-X.
I figured. But what took them so long?
They needed leverage against the DMP.
Like what?
Like the fact that the company that makes BlackBox hired
private spies to bomb Flight 346.
I reread her sentence five times, feeling as though I’ve fallen
into one of those Tom Clancy novels my dad loves. But I’m no Jack
What’s-his-name, and this is not a novel.
I pound out my reply. What?!!! How do you know this?
Her answer takes an eternity. Because I told them.
Those four words could be made of fire. They sear my eyes,
burning straight through to my brain and lighting up every panicky
synapse. My fingers trip over the keyboard:
How idyu kniw Delete.
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What mawed yoi Delete
How the fucl did you finr out? Delete delete delete.
I type with a single finger, one hand steadying the other: Sorry?
I did research, and I got info from Nicola.
Nicola from DMP? You were spying?
Not spying. Investigating.
I want to strangle her (Nicola, I mean, not Aura. No, Aura as
well). You could go to jail!
I did this for you.
I shove my chair from the desk and stagger to the window.
Need air. Now.
Long-buried muscle memory reminds me to pound the right
side of the sill twice so the window won’t stick on the way up. It
opens with a loud squeak.
I put my head out, and for a moment, I forget everything but
the miracle of an open window. The light rain cools my face. I close
my eyes and listen to the patter of drops on leaves and pavement.
You’re free, inhale. You’re safe, exhale. You’re home.
But at what cost? How could Aura be so brave and stupid on
my behalf?
I force myself back to the computer to type one spiteful
sentence: I’m not worth that.
The length of her pause tells me I’ve stunned her. I want to take
back the words, or better yet, send them into the past to stop her
mistake.
Can I see you? she asks.
I have to go now. I slam the laptop shut.
It takes only a moment to regret this. ‘You stupid bastard,’ I
whisper to myself. After what she did for me, I couldn’t even thank
her. She saved my life.
But how much of my shattered self has she really saved? Pieces
of me are already calling out: We’re still here. You’re still here. You’ll
never really leave. They’re huddled under starched white sheets,
nestled into the spotless corners where my bleary gaze so often
rested, and tucked inside the bathroom cabinet, amid Kleenex and
toilet tissue and Q-Tips, soft clean items that made up my only
belongings.
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I pick up my phone, trying to stay in the present. Aura, I’m
sorry, I text. I love you.
Immediately she replies: I love you too. Are you mad?
Not at you, I tell her. Never at you.
If you need to talk …
I can’t. Not yet. Fuck me, why did I add ‘Not yet’?
When you’re ready.
I stalk out of my room, towards the stairs, intending to leave
this house, to run until I collapse.
Instead I pause outside my parents’ empty bedroom. Like the
one they had in Baltimore, it’s accessorised with medical
equipment, tools that keep Dad alive and mobile as long as possible.
We fight his mesothelioma, not for ultimate victory – it’s virtually
incurable – but rather for points, like in a video game. Rewards
include a night without coughing up blood, or the ability to walk
stairs on his own power. Small victories are everything in this war
of attrition.
The sight of his battle calms me. Mine is not the only struggle in
this house. And if I can’t deploy my full arsenal of weapons for
myself, I can do it for Dad. I must be strong, for his sake.
I text Aura a two-word promise: I will.

Chapter Three
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Friday morning, Martin’s waiting outside to take me to my first
psychiatrist’s appointment. Mum said going alone wasn’t an option,
and Martin was an infinitely more acceptable choice than her or an
MI-X escort. Besides, she needs to go back to her job. We all need
normality.
He’s sitting on my front steps, smoking a cigarette and drinking
a Starbucks. When I come out, he hands me my own cup. ‘Help you
wake.’ He looks pure knackered himself – the pub where he works
only closed six hours and thirteen minutes ago.
‘Thanks.’ I sip through the small hole in the lid, then promptly
spit out the brown liquid. ‘What’s this?’
‘Coffee.’
‘I was expecting tea.’
He shrugs. ‘Thought you’d’ve started drinking coffee in
America. Anyway, it’s more caffeine than tea.’
‘What are you drinking?’
He curls his hands protectively around his cup. ‘Tea.’ When I
hold out the coffee, he sighs and swaps with me.
I do need the caffeine, desperately. In the three nights since my
return, I’ve slept a total of seven restless hours. It’s just jet lag, I tell
myself – my brain’s still on Eastern Daylight Time. Also, after
yesterday’s trip to the barber, it hurts a bit to put my head on the
pillow, the close-cut hairs like wee needles poking my scalp.
Or perhaps it’s the fact that whenever I close my eyes in bed, no
matter how tightly I swaddle myself in sheets, I feel like I’m floating
away in a thousand pieces. Or perhaps it’s my fear that if I sleep, I’ll
wake up in 3A and discover this is all a dream.
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No, it must be the jet lag. And the hair.
I follow Martin down the street, holding my tea in one hand
and using the other to shield my eyes from what seems like the
brightest sunlight ever. The terrace homes around us gleam in
various tones of red, brown, and white. When my dad was young,
most Glasgow buildings were covered in century-old soot, before
the city had them all scrubbed. Traces of black remain on the bricks
and stones, but I’ve always thought the smudges added to their
beauty.

down Great Western Road reveals several new-to-me trendy shops
and eateries, yet the feeling I get is the same as always: this is home.

Kelvin River, from Great Western Road, Glasgow’s West End. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready

Terrace homes off Byres Road, Glasgow’s West End. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready

Martin stops at the corner of Fergus Drive to hail a taxi.
‘We’re not taking the bus?’ I ask him as the black car pulls to
the kerb beside us.
‘They’ll be too full.’
Right. Rush hour. I’d be packed in with a hundred other people.
‘You’re a genius.’
‘It was yer ma’s idea.’ He opens the taxi door for me. ‘Though
it’s true I’m a genius.’
My tea’s lacking in sugar, but I drain the whole cup as I take in
the passing sights. This summer, part of me wondered if I’d ever see
the Botanic Gardens or the River Kelvin again. Our slow journey
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Then the taxi turns onto St. George’s, coming alongside the M8.
The sight of so many cars queued on the motorway makes my head
spin. As I stare into the dark underpass ahead, my knees turn to
gelatin.
Suddenly this psychiatrist visit seems impossible. How will I
find the strength to protect my secrets when I’m not sure I can even
stand?
We arrive at the doctor’s office in Sauchiehall Street. In a fog of
fear, I manage to climb out of the taxi and cross the pavement to her
front door.
Inside, the waiting room is empty. We sit, Martin leaving a chair
between us. Two women are murmuring behind a closed office door
to my right, but a ceiling speaker plays classical music to mask what
they’re saying. Still, if I were to put my ear to the door – if someone
put their ear to the door while I was in there – surely words would
leak.
Martin starts tapping his thumbs against his cardboard coffee
cup in an off-cadence rhythm. I notice a black-Sharpie smiley face
drawn under his name, on the cup originally meant for me.
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‘Jags’ve a match at Firhill tomorrow,’ he says. ‘The whole lot of
us’s going, but Roland can’t make it. You want his ticket?’
A football stadium full of people. Seeing all the lads at once,
fielding their questions. The thought alone doubles my dizziness.
‘Maybe next time.’
The office door opens. I grip the arms of the chair and keep my
gaze on the floor, away from the departing patient. I envy her, that
she gets to walk out now.
‘Welcome, Zachary,’ says Dr McFarlane with a smile. ‘Come in,
won’t you?’
My psychiatrist looks about my mother’s age, and her eyes hold
a similar kindness and strength. Her salt-and-pepper hair is tied up
in a loose bun, neat but not severe. She doesn’t look like a torturer,
but then again, who does?
‘I’ll meet ye outside at eleven,’ Martin says quietly as he slips
away.
I follow the doctor into her office and reluctantly shut the door
behind me. I take a step towards the sofa, then reach back to check
the door handle. It turns easily, a surreal experience.
Dr McFarlane takes a seat in a chair beside her desk. I sit on the
sofa’s center cushion. This is not the sort of psychiatrist’s couch I’ve
seen in films, the sort you lie on while spilling your guts. I’ll have to
look at her when I speak.
‘Before we begin,’ she says, crossing her legs and straightening
her skirt, ‘I want you to know two things. One, as you’re seventeen
and considered an adult in this country, you are here entirely by
your own choice. If you decide at any time that we’re not a good
match, I can recommend another psychiatrist, no hard feelings,
okay?’
I nod and try to take a deep breath, but my tight chest won’t
allow it. It feels like every molecule of caffeine in that tea has taken
my muscles hostage.
‘Secondly,’ she says, ‘though I work with MI-X, everything we
say here is between the two of us, unless I feel you present a danger
to yourself or others.’
I nod again, though I don’t believe her. MI-X could be recording
us right now. I would if I were them. The DMP could’ve brainwashed
me or turned me into an American spy.
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I sign papers acknowledging what Dr McFarlane just told me.
Then she asks a litany of basic questions: my age, family situation,
where I live, how long I’ve been abroad, if I’ve plans for my gap year.
She’s probably establishing a baseline of honest responses, like
interrogators do. She wants to see how I answer when I’m not lying,
so she can see it in my body language when I do lie. I know these
tricks.
As I answer, I keep my hands folded in my lap, stealing glances
at the contents of her bookshelf. Most deal with trauma, abuse, and
neglect, especially of children. That explains the teddy bear sitting
beside me on the sofa.
Then medical questions: how I’m sleeping, eating, if I’ve heart
palpitations, light-headedness, muscle aches, etc. I answer ‘aye’ to
nearly every symptom. Christ, I’m a mess.
But it’s just that I’ve got a rebellious body. Medicine will surely
take the edge off. It’s no different to taking antibiotics for an
infection.
‘And how about nightmares?’ she asks.
BOOM. My arms start to wrap around my waist, but I cover the
gesture by scratching my elbow. ‘Nightmares, em, yes. A few.’
‘A few per week or a few per night?’
A few per hour. ‘Per night,’ I answer, looking at her shoes.
I bounce my heel against the floor, bracing myself for the next
question: what do you dream of? I can’t tell her, because I only
dream of that place, that nothingness. If she asks, I will run, or
vomit, or perhaps curl up in a ball on this sofa, clutching the teddy
bear. But I will not answer.
To my surprise, Dr McFarlane just nods thoughtfully, then puts
on her glasses to make notes.
I use the brief respite to try to pull myself out of this spiral, step
away from the haunting remnants of my nightmares. That’s all they
are, just dreams. They can’t touch me here in the daylight.
A trickling noise captures my attention. There’s a small ceramic
fountain on Dr McFarlane’s desk. I watch the water dribble out of a
tilted pitcher to flow over a bowl of smooth stones. As I count the
blue pebbles, then the brown ones, my nightmares loosen their grip,
and my next breath is smooth and slow.
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‘Now,’ she says, ‘excluding the events of the summer, have you
experienced any outstanding traumas in your life? When you were
younger, perhaps?’
‘You mean besides three years of English boarding school?’
She laughs loud and full, a pleasant surprise. The ability to
amuse my psychiatrist will come in handy.
‘Aye,’ she says, ‘besides three years of English boarding school.’
My memory seizes upon something to distract her from ‘the
events of the summer’: the near-drowning of Martin’s wee brother,
Finn. I tell her how I saved him, how we both almost died, how the
accident made my parents move me away from everyone and
everything I knew and loved. How I still bear the scar.
The more I tell, the more hope rises in my heart. This will be my
salvation: Dr McFarlane will teach me how to deal with my old
trauma, then I’ll apply the same method to my new trauma. I can
cure myself without anyone knowing what happened at 3A. Fuckin’
quality, as Martin would say.
I almost smile as she gives me an array of scripts to fill at the
chemist, as we arrange our next three appointments, as she
suggests exercise and meditation to combat my anxiety until the
pills can take effect.
I can do this.
Martin’s waiting outside. He hastily puts out his cigarette when
he sees me. ‘Awright, mate?’
I know it’s merely a greeting, the equivalent of ‘Hey’, and he’s
not literally asking me if I’m alright. But after sixty-one days of
solitude, the mere acknowledgement of my existence feels like an
embrace. Here’s a human being who sees me, a human I can see in
return. Something so basic, yet peculiarly marvelous, like a gift on a
day that’s not your birthday or Christmas.
‘I’ll go with youse tomorrow,’ I tell him. ‘It’ll be good to watch
live football again.’
Martin smiles. ‘Ye might take back those words after ye see
how Partick Thistle’s playing.’ He elaborates on the Jags’ recent
difficulties, illustrating his points with mind-spinning statistics. I
absorb every word, as if no information has ever been so important
as blootered shots, stinging tackles, and sitters missed.

It’s life, these numbers. Actions and reactions on the football
pitch, as real as the ebb and flow of Sauchiehall Street traffic. The
smell of car exhaust and cafes, the rumble of wheels over concrete
and the whir of breeze through the trees, it’s all so worldly. I
suddenly can’t get enough.
I turn to Martin. ‘What time do you have to be at the pub for
work?’
Dr McFarlane said to exercise, so here I am, dragging my arse
(and Martin’s) to run about the main loop of the Botanic Gardens,
one of my favourite parts of Glasgow. Then again, on this, my fourth
day out of captivity, everywhere feels like my favourite part of
Glasgow. I never want to leave.

Botanic Gardens, Glasgow. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready
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I wonder if Aura would like living here. As an Italian-American,
sunshine is in her blood. Would the light in her eyes grow dim after
days on end of Scottish rain?
No, not once I’ve shown her the brilliant reds, yellows, and
pinks of these gardens. The vivid green of the sloping lawn almost
hurts my eyes, accustomed to nothing but white-grey walls. I can’t
stop watching the puffy clouds scoot across the blue sky (the sky,
fuck’s sake – I can see the sky!).
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The wind blows harder against our chests, making it even more
difficult to climb this hill at a decent pace. After less than a quarter
mile, my lungs and legs are shrieking.
At least I’m not alone.
‘Auugh.’ Martin halts and bends over, clutching his stomach.
‘Quit now or I’ll boak.’
We’ve stopped just outside the Kibble Palace greenhouse. The
closest bench is occupied by a young mum with a toddler, and the
next one over holds a trio of elderly men with matching Jack Russell
terriers.
I usher Martin into the greenhouse, where we collapse on a
long bench near the goldfish pool.
‘I remember when exercise used to give me energy,’ I say once
I’ve caught my breath.
‘It should be easier for you than me.’ Martin pats the paunch at
his gut. ‘You’ve less weight for yer legs to drag about.’
‘Too little weight these days.’
He pants for several seconds, examining the snow-white statue
of Cain to his left. The man’s figure is bent over in spiritual agony
that seems to match our physical one. ‘So, why are ye so thin?’ He
says it like it’s not a loaded question.
‘I stopped eating for a while.’
Martin squints at me, wiping sweat from his temple with his
sleeve. ‘What made ye start again?’
‘It was—’ I try to remember but come up blank. ‘I’m not sure.’
My skin prickles a warning to stay away from that memory. I change
the subject. ‘How’re things at home?’
‘Ach, funny ye should ask. Ma told me last night that I’m to start
paying rent to her and Da.’
‘Rent to your own parents? Why now?’
‘Hm.’ Martin scratches his ear and glances away. ‘I might’ve
brought someone home one night last week, and Ma might’ve
walked in on us.’
‘Shit. You think she’d be as pissed off if you’d been with a lass?’
He looks amused. ‘Perhaps, but there’s nae testing that theory.’
‘So this lad you brought home, is it serious with him?’
‘I thought so.’ His finger traces the wrought-iron squirrel on the
bench’s armrest. ‘But he didnae.’

‘Oh. Sorry.’
He shrugs. ‘Anyway, I’ve looked at flats closer to my job at the
pub. Figured if I’m to pay rent, might as well have my freedom, aye?
But prices on the West End are fuckin’ mental. It’s dead trendy now.’

Cain, Kibble Palace, Botanic Gardens, Glasgow. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready
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‘Then come live with us.’
Martin’s eyes widen. ‘Naw, I couldn’t. Not wi yer da so ill.’
‘You’d be good for him. You make him laugh. Besides, our house
is nearer to your job.’ And I’d be that much less alone at night. ‘You
can stay in the guest bedroom. My parents won’t charge you, though
they’d probably appreciate a few pounds a week for food.’
‘Well, of course. I’m no a charity case.’
‘No, you’re my best mate.’ I’ve a sudden need to confirm this
fact. We’ve been apart for years, and by now, one of the other lads –
Niall, perhaps – could’ve taken my place of honour. ‘I’m still your
best mate too, right?’ I feel like a seven-year-old lass for asking.
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Martin breaks into his signature wide grin. ‘Aye. In both senses
of the word.’
A warmth grows in my chest as I realise he means both ‘aye’, as
in the Scots word for ‘yes’; and ‘aye’, as in the Scots word for
‘always’.
Martin slaps the bench between us. ‘’Mon. Ah know whit yer
skinny wee arse needs.’

I’m greeted by the smell of grease and fish and grease and
potatoes and grease. One step inside the chippy and I can almost get
a full meal by licking the air.
We eat fast, without speaking. It’s magnificent.
Halfway through the meal, I check the time on my phone again.
1.36 p.m. I send Aura a quick I love you text, though she won’t
receive it until she goes outside for lunch. Her high school – once my
high school – is lined with the BlackBox technology that repels
ghosts. It provides peace for post-Shifters like Aura and everyone
younger than her, but also keeps out mobile phone signals.
Martin and I finish lunch, then stagger uphill towards home,
unable to hurry despite the threat of rain. The fish and chips lie in
my stomach like wet concrete, but it feels good to be full of
something.
We pass a newsagent, where I pick up a copy of The Skinny, our
free entertainment weekly. I open to the music section. ‘Is it just me,
or are there lots of new Scottish bands?’
‘Tons. Glasgow’s the best music scene in the UK, maybe all
Europe. It’s the Brooklyn of our side of the Atlantic.’
Perhaps Aura would love it here after all. I could take her to
shows. We could dance our legs off.
But what if concerts reminded her of Logan? Would she want
to share that with me?
‘The fact you even ask if there are lots of new Scottish bands’,
Martin continues, ‘means you need a strict diet of nothing but. I’m
making you playlists fuckin’ pronto.’
‘Okay,’ I hear myself whisper, as if from a distance. In front of
me, a musician who looks like Logan stares out from the pages of
The Skinny. My eyes fix on the spiky, black-streaked, bleached-blond

hair; on the eyebrow ring glinting in the camera’s flash; and on the
half-hostile, half-charming gleam in his gaze.
The longer I stare, the more his image sharpens and my
surroundings fog, as if the clouds have descended to street level. My
vision begins to spiral.
Martin’s voice fades. Is he walking away? I should follow him,
but my feet won’t move.
The spiralling sensation overtakes me. The world narrows,
then turns to white.

‘I thought you passed on,’ I tell Logan, knowing my captors are
probably watching me right now, sitting alone on my bed, talking to a
… ghost? A voice in my head? Or what?
‘I did pass on,’ he says. ‘I guess this is my new gig, keeping idiots
like you from offing themselves.’
Now I know he’s not real – my mind lifted this from It’s a
Wonderful Life. ‘So you’re a guardian angel now, then? Is this how
you earn your wings? Are you going to show me how crap the world
would be if I’d never been born?’
‘First of all, I can’t bust you out of here to show you anything.’ His
disembodied voice wanders about my tiny cell, as if he’s examining its
contents. There’s not much to see besides walls, a bed, and a wee desk
that once held a stack of books before I tore out their pages. ‘Second,
you’re only seventeen, so you really haven’t done much. You saved
Aura’s life, but if it weren’t for you, she wouldn’t have been in danger
in the first place.’
This is madness. I pull my blanket tight around my body and
press my back to the wall.
‘Third,’ he continues, ‘we don’t get wings. That’s stupid.’
‘What do you get, then?’
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*WHAP!*
With a heaving gasp, I find myself standing on the pavement
near the newsagent.
‘Mate, wake up.’ Martin slaps the paper in my hands, making
the same noise that just pulled me out of – where was I?
He snaps his fingers in front of my face, provoking a blink.
‘There you are. What happened?’
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‘Skateboard,’ I whisper.
‘Sorry?’
A new skateboard. That’s what Logan said he hoped to get
instead of angel wings. For keeping me alive.
Laughter gurgles up from my throat. It doesn’t sound like mine.
It sounds like a maniac’s. I gag on it, feeling my stomach twist. ‘I-I
think I’m—’
‘You’re gonnae boak. Here, this way.’ Martin points me towards
a low iron fence bordering a front garden. I grasp the fence posts
and heave my lunch onto a bed of pink and white flowers (mostly
yellow now, thanks to the fish and chips).
Martin pulls a lint-covered tissue from the pocket of his hoodie
and hands it to me, along with his cup of Coke. ‘Better?’
I scan the sky as I wipe my mouth, cold spikes of fear jabbing
my spine. I’m in Glasgow in broad daylight. I’m supposed to be safe.
I’m supposed to be Here.
But for a moment I was There again. Like in my nightmares, but
with no shield of surreality.
I take a sip of Martin’s drink to keep from screaming. ‘Much
better,’ I croak as I start walking again. Need to move, to think.
‘Nothing like regurgitating half a chippy menu to welcome
yourself back to life.’ He catches up to me and asks in a lower voice,
‘Was it my imagination, or did you leave this world for a few
moments? Ye went totally glaikit, with yer eyes out of focus and all.’
‘Aye, I was … there again.’ My voice is shaky, or at least it
sounds that way in my head. I touch my throat to still it. ‘In that
place, from this summer.’
‘Like a flashback?’
I stop short. Is that what it was? A way for 3A to touch me in
daylight, with my eyes wide open?
No no no no no.
‘Maybe.’ I force myself forwards, managing a shrug. ‘I’m sure
it’ll sort itself out with my medication.’ Not that I’d ever tell Dr
McFarlane I had a flashback. She’d have me committed. ‘Don’t tell
Mum and Dad.’
Martin scoffs. ‘I wouldnae worry them on purpose if ye begged
me.’

I fall silent, thinking of the things I’d beg of him, especially after
what just happened: don’t walk away without telling me, don’t fail
to return my calls or texts.
Don’t leave me alone.
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Thinking of Aura reminds me of another task. I pull out a pad of
sticky notes and write 117 on the top one. Then 116 on the next, and
so on, ending with 0. Each night I’ll discard another note to display
the number of days until Aura and I are together again.
I tear off the top four sticky notes, one for each day I’ve been
out of 3A. There, I’ve accomplished something already.
The clock reads 10.26 now, so I go to my bed and pull a large
manila envelope from under one of my pillows. Inside are the letters
written to me while I was in 3A, from Aura, my parents, and Martin.
Letters the DMP didn’t give me until I was released. (God forbid I
should have had proof I was remembered and loved. Fascist
bastards.)
On the flight home, I devoured the letters all at once, but now I
reread only one per night, the better to savour each. Tonight’s is
from Aura, the first she wrote me, on the fourteenth of July:

Chapter Four

Friday night I sit at my desk, preparing for my midnight chat
with Aura. It’s only 10.14 p.m., but I’ve lots to keep me busy.
To my right is a jumbled stack of papers and notebooks, clues
to the mystery of the Shift. It’s a bit of a mess.
To my left, though, lies one neat sheet of graph paper, upon
which I’ve charted how much saner I need to become each week in
order to be reasonably normal by the twentieth of December, when
Aura and I plan to reunite in Ireland. My calculations assume a
continuous but nonlinear growth in mental health – slow at first, as
3A digs in its claws and refuses to let me go; then faster, as my
medication, therapy, and sheer force of will allow me to heal from
the damage I’ve sustained.
I will measure my progress in quantifiable ways. Subtracting
from my sanity score will be number of nightmares, panic attacks
(which each count as two nightmares), and flashbacks (worth five
nightmares, if today’s was any indication). Adding to my score are
things I can control: hours of exercise and sleep, as well as weight
gained, since eating and drinking must surely be signs of good
mental hygiene.
So I’ve a goal and a plan, with clear, rational variables. I almost
wish I could show this graph to my old calculus teacher, the one
who told me – in front of Aura – that I’d never be a scientist because
I’m such crap at higher maths.

Dear Zachary,
I miss you so much. I’d give anything to bust down your door and
be in your arms again. But the world doesn’t work that way right now.
Please stay strong, stay safe, and stay there.
Love, Aura
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She explained yesterday that this letter had been a warning not
to try to escape. She and her friends had sneaked into the outskirts
of the 3A complex and discovered it surrounded by an invisible
electric fence, marked by the corpses of small electrocuted animals.
They also discovered that 3A was protected by Nighthawk, the same
‘private spies’ that bombed the flight my parents and I should have
taken.
I run my finger over the letter’s top edge, a row of jagged holes
where the page was torn from a spiral memo pad. Aura could’ve
been killed by that fence or shot by those mercenaries. The thought
twists my stomach, until I have to lie down on my side to stop the
pain.
I crush the letter against my chest with both hands, as if Aura’s
determination can seep out of the paper and into me. She still wants
to conquer our vast array of enemies, while all I want is to forget
them.
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‘Zachary?’ Mum knocks on my half-closed door.
I sit up quickly, smoothing my hair. ‘Yes?’
She eases the door open. ‘Just wanted to let you know I’m away
to bed now.’
‘Goodnight.’ I offer her what feels like a serene smile, then
make a mental note to add smiles to my list of positive sanity
variables. ‘If Dad needs anything, let me know and I’ll take care of it.
I’ll be awake late anyway.’
‘No, you need your sleep.’
‘I can sleep mornings after his nurse comes. You can’t, because
of work. Let me take the overnight shift from now on.’ When she
hesitates, I add, ‘Please, Mum. I’ve no job or school to fill my time. I
want to help Dad. I need to help.’
A thoughtful look crosses her face. ‘I suppose I could use the
rest. Do you remember what to do?’
‘Of course. I helped you care for him in Baltimore. He’s no
sicker now than he was then.’
‘True.’ She smiles at me. ‘Thank you, Zachary.’ She turns away,
her hand still on the knob.
‘No!’ I leap off the bed, scattering the letters. ‘Don’t close it!’
Mum yanks her hand away as if it’s been burned. ‘I wasn’t, I-I’m
sorry.’
‘Okay. Goodnight.’ As I watch her back away down the hall, into
the loo, my thumb pushes the latch into the door again and again,
comforted by how easily it slides in and out.
Which reminds me …
I wait inside my bedroom until I hear my mother start brushing
her teeth. Then I hurry downstairs to the front door.
Just like last night, I disengage the deadbolt, then turn the knob
to unlock that, too. Quietly I open and close the door. Leaving it
unlocked, I repeat the process on the door to the back garden, then
on all the ground-floor windows. Finally I put the kettle on for tea,
one of the simple, everyday rituals denied to me this summer.
And then …
I stand here, holding my breath, eyes darting between windows
– first the small one over the sink, then the larger one in the dining
room.

So. Fucking. Quiet. I could be the only person in the world right
now.
Slowly my arms curl around my waist. Not alone not alone not
alone. But even I feel far from me at this moment.
On the stove, the kettle rattles as it starts to heat. I reach to
place my palm on its stainless-steel body. If I burn, I exist.
The briefest flash of pain makes me draw back. I press my
hands to my face in relief.
My fingers still hold the warm brass scent of the door locks. It
reminds me that here, metal exists. Here, some things are hard and
unyielding, not all soft and padded like they were in 3A. Here, I
could use hard things to make myself stronger, or to destroy myself.
Today, I choose strength.
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Chapter Five

My mates and I are taking the long way home from Firhill
Stadium, where the Jags have just won a match. Aye, Jags won – one
doesn’t often see those words beside each other.
Due to the club’s shitey season thus far, it was a sparsely
attended event, so the crowds didn’t overwhelm me like I’d feared.
Martin had told Niall, Frankie, and Graham that I was still on edge
from ‘prison’, so they were not to bring it up or subject me to our
usual roughhousing. But once they saw that my time away hadn’t
touched my ability to analyse football – or colourfully insult the
referees – they accepted me back into the fold.
Right now we’re on the footpath beside the Forth and Clyde
Canal, discussing how far we’d live from Maryhill and still support
Partick Thistle.
‘All the way to Govan, I think,’ Niall says, ‘or East End
somewhere.’
‘Only a few miles?’ Martin asks. ‘You’re a fickle bastard, so you
are.’
‘Not me.’ Graham taps his fist against the thistle logo on his
jersey. ‘I’d support Jags even in Edinburgh – not that I’d ever live
there on purpose.’
‘Mind now, Graham,’ Frankie says. ‘Niall’s girlfriend’s from
Edinburgh.’
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‘Rose’s not my girlfriend, ya bawbag.’ Niall skelps Frankie in
the shoulder. ‘Anyway, she’s from here in Glesga.’
‘If you say so.’ Frankie stops to light a cigarette, turning his
back to the wind. During the pause, I take in the lush green trees on
either side of the canal, as well as the family of ducks paddling
against the light current. I still can’t get over this wonderful world
I’ve reentered. It seems too good to be true.
Graham unscrews the cap from a bottle of Buckfast, takes a
swig, then offers it to Martin. With a bartender’s snobbery, Martin
wrinkles his nose and shakes his head.
I hold up a hand to keep Graham from giving me the bottle.
‘Aren’t youse a bit old for this pish? Buckie’s for weans, not
eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds like yersels.’
‘Didn’t we tell you, Zach?’ Frankie tosses the match over the
weeds into the canal. ‘We were all frozen in time the moment you
left. Cheers for coming back and un-stunting our growth.’
‘At yer service.’ I give a gracious mock bow, complete with
hand flourish.
‘Ye didn’t answer our question,’ Niall says to me. ‘How far widje
go before Jags lose you?’
‘I supported them when I lived in Baltimore, and in England
before that, so I guess they cannae lose me.’
They jeer and heckle. Graham shouts, ‘You’re nuthin’ but a
fuckin’ martyr.’
I smile, thinking of how my mates in America used to call me
that when I turned away other girls, waiting for Aura to return my
feelings.
I pull out my phone to check the time (6.31 p.m.). The battery’s
almost dead. Also, Aura’s not returned the celebratory text message
I sent her twenty-one minutes ago at the end of the match. It’s
Saturday, so she’s not in class. Why wouldn’t she reply?
‘So where we going the night?’ Frankie asks. ‘Zachary’s
homecoming deserves the best.’
I scan my memory of last night’s video chat. Did Aura mention
going somewhere today? I should’ve paid better attention.
‘There’s The Sorry Dog,’ Graham says. ‘They’ve a good whisky
bar.’
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Frankie scoffs. ‘Aye, and fuckin’ expensive. Besides, we spend
too much time in there, we’ll turn into hipster pricks.’
‘Too late for you.’ Niall cracks.
A horrible thought strikes: what if the DMP took Aura to 3A?
What’s to stop them? Certainly not me.
Suddenly I must know now that she’s alright. I send her
another text: You there?
As my mates weigh the pros and cons of local bars, I watch my
phone for Aura’s reply. I can’t ring her – international phone calls
cost too much. We’d both get in trouble.
‘Lads.’ Martin clears his throat. ‘I cannae go out with youse the
night.’ He scuffs the sole of his shoe against the grass. ‘Me and some
other friends are, em …’
I look up from my phone. Is this it, when he finally comes out to
all of them?
‘Whaur ye gaun?’ Graham says.
‘Em … to Relic.’ He bites his lip. ‘For dancing and all.’
Of the others, only Niall isn’t confused. He bows his head, rubs
the back of his neck, and sighs. Like this is a moment he’s been
dreading.
‘Relic?’ Graham says. ‘Is that new? Whaur is it?’
‘Merchant City.’
Now Frankie goes still. He knows what sort of clubs populate
much of that section of Glasgow.
But Graham blethers on. ‘Why can’t we come? Too posh a place
for yer old mates?’
‘Ye wouldn’t like it,’ I snap. ‘It’s a gay club.’
Everyone goes totally silent. Then Graham says to Martin in an
astonished whisper: ‘You?’ Martin nods, then glances at me, which
makes Graham turn my way. ‘Not you, too? I thought you’d a lass.’
‘I do.’ At least, I hope so.
For several moments, the four of them look off in different
directions, as if suddenly fascinated by the water and ducks and
trees. They look like band members posing for an album cover.
Finally Graham clears his throat. ‘Frankie, gies a fag.’
I tense before remembering that here, fag means cigarette.
Usually Frankie won’t let go of his smokes. He’ll possessively
hold out the packet to let somebody take just one, then he’ll light it
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for him. But now he drops the packet and the matches into
Graham’s palm, coming nowhere close to touching his hand.
Graham lights the cigarette. ‘Well, that’s …’ He blows the smoke
out hard and high, then turns away without finishing the sentence.
‘We could all play fitba the morrow,’ Martin suggests.
‘Weather’s supposed to be good.’
‘Let’s do that,’ I say in a hurry. ‘Rain or shine.’
The others murmur noncommittally. In the brief lull, I check
my phone again. No message. My mind spins through a kaleidoscope
of terrible fates that could’ve befallen Aura.
Niall says to Martin, ‘Ye sure you’ve time fur us, mate?’ He
emphasises the last word, mocking it. ‘Won’t yer new friends want
tae go see an art gallery, maybe take in an opera or two?’
Martin’s lip curls. ‘Ye know, they might. But I’ll be sure and tell
them I’d rather slum with you lot.’
The others recoil, which is odd. We spend most of our time
taking the piss out of one another. Insults are the currency of our
camaraderie. But something’s changed.
Niall snorts, his eyes full of hostility. ‘Go on, then, ya mad wee
poof.’
My vision turns red. I drop my phone and lunge at Niall,
shoving him against a tree trunk. ‘What’d you call him?!’
Before he can answer, I punch him in the stomach, a hard left,
then deliver a right swing up under his chin. It feels good to hit
something, so I keep doing it, even as I’m dragged off onto my heels.
‘Fuck’s sake, Zach!’ Graham pushes between us as Frankie pins
my arms behind me.
My rage turns to panic. ‘Stop! Don’t touch me!’
‘Too late for that,’ Frankie snarls.
Niall straightens up, coughing, then dabs the blood from his lips
and glares at me. ‘Why don’t ye go out with yer girlfriend here
tonight? Leave us be.’
He walks away down the path, spitting blood onto the grass.
Frankie and Graham dump me on my arse, then follow him. None of
them looks back.
Martin glowers down at me, hands on his hips. ‘Why’d you do
that?’
‘They insulted you.’
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‘It would’ve passed. We would’ve been fine if you’d left it
alone.’
‘I’m not sorry.’
He comes over, holds out his hand to help me up. I ignore it and
get to my feet on my own.
The moment I’m standing, Martin punches me in the face.
‘Augh!’ I stagger back, barely keeping upright. ‘What’s that for?’
‘For being my knight in shining fuckin’ armor. I don’t need one,
and I don’t want one.’ He rubs his knuckles. ‘Also, that’s how ye
punch a mate.’
I check my face for blood, but there’s none. Probably won’t
even be a bruise. My own knuckles are throbbing, though. ‘I wasn’t
trying to hurt Niall.’
‘Well, ye were trying tae hurt someone.’
I shake my head hard to dispel the image of DMP agents
dragging Aura away. The gesture sends an ache through my right
cheekbone.
I retrieve my phone from where it fell. Not only does it still
work, but there’s a reply from Aura: Sorry, I was at the movies with
Aunt Gina. Yay Jags!!
My shoulders sag with relief. Martin and I start walking again.
Far ahead, our mates are crossing the white wooden footbridge. All
of our gang but me live north of the canal.
‘So much for my homecoming,’ I mutter.
‘You could always come wi me to Relic.’
I don’t love the idea of another crowded place, but anything’s
better than solitude. ‘Perhaps.’
‘If you’re worried about lads chatting you up,’ Martin adds, ‘I
could punch some more of the pretty aff yer face.’

Martin doesn’t punch me again, and by the time we enter the
Merchant City dance club, my cheek has stopped aching.
The music pounds from the speakers in a steady trance techno
beat I can feel through the soles of my shoes. Relic’s a large place, so
the faux stone walls don’t seem uncomfortably close. The coloured
lights draped over them shimmy and streak in a mesmerising
pattern.

And there’s nothing but lads. It’s an all-ages night, so most are
late teens and early twenties like us. Dancing, drinking, kissing,
laughing. I’m swept with an odd sense of belonging-yet-notbelonging that somehow soothes me.
‘It’s not too crowded,’ I tell Martin. ‘I was worried.’
He visibly relaxes, seeing me do so. ‘That’s why we’re here
early. We’ll leave when it gets bad for you.’
‘I don’t want to keep you from having a good time.’
He grins at me. ‘Impossible.’
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If I were a student of body language, rather than a newly
returning student of having a body, I’d be taking notes. Martin is
carefully guarding my personal space, placing himself between me
and the other lads in a way that says ‘Back off’ without saying ‘He’s
mine.’
The three guys we’re with aren’t chatting us up so much as
they’re, well, chatting. They’re not much different to our mates back
in Maryhill, except a wee bit better groomed.
They all want to know about America.
‘Is it true everyone carries a gun?’ asks the short, dark-haired
one on the other side of Martin (I think his name’s Robert, but it’s so
loud in here I missed the intros and it’d be awkward to ask again).
‘Naw, only guns I saw were carried by the polis. And even
they’d not as many weapons as the constables in Derry or Belfast.’
Everyone nods. Most Glaswegians know someone from
Northern Ireland, where even now, body armour is worn by most
officers.
‘Zachary lived in Baltimore,’ Martin says with emphasis.
‘Remember that programme The Wire? With the drugs and all?
Baltimore’s where it takes place.’
Now they’re impressed. I shrug. ‘Baltimore’s like Glasgow. It’s
perfectly safe if ye know where not to walk at night.’
This time their nods are mixed with frowns. It occurs to me
that this lot has to take extra care where they walk at night. Martin
says Glasgow’s pretty gay-friendly, but guys holding hands in public
is still Not Done outside a few small areas and times.
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‘One odd thing about Americans,’ I tell them. ‘They’re always
toting around bottles of water. Not just when exercising. Like, all the
time.’
They squint at my change in topic. Clearly I’ve lost the art of
conversation by talking to no one but myself for eight weeks.
‘You mean sparkling water?’ asks the one with bright-blue eyes,
standing across from me.
‘No, still water. They seemed in constant fear of dehydration. I
suppose that’s why their bathrooms – their toilets, I mean, heh –
were so large. As much as they drink, they must spend all their time
pissing.’
An uncomfortable pause follows as no one comments. I have
failed at Society.
‘Do ye miss America?’ Possibly-Robert asks.
I take a sip of Irn Bru to hide the surge of rage I feel towards
the country that tortured me. Then I hold up the bright-orange soft
drink. ‘Not as much as I missed this.’
They laugh, and the blond one sidles closer, almost touching
me. I resist the urge to inch away.
‘There must be something you miss about the States,’ he says.
‘You mean besides my girlfriend?’
He glances at Martin without turning his head. ‘Is he serious or
just winding me up?’
‘I told you Zach was my mate. That wasnae a euphemism.’
‘Why’s he here, then?’
‘For the music. And there’s nae chance he’ll cheat on his
girlfriend in this place.’
‘We’ll see about that.’ Bright Eyes keeps his gaze locked with
mine as he sips his beer.
My face heats, but in a good way. Flirting will make me feel like
myself again. ‘Am I in danger of distraction?’ I ask him.
‘Not from us.’ He looks past my shoulder and tilts his chin up.
‘Those burds, maybe.’
I turn to see them entering, led by one in white lace,
suspenders, and sequins. A hen party, crashing the place. Well.
They parade past us to the other end of the bar, squealing and
laughing. I crane my neck to watch. After my incarceration, my eyes
are hungry for all sorts of beauty.
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Then I return my attention to the lads, who regard me with
dismay, except for Martin who, as always, regards me with
amusement.
‘Sorry,’ I tell them. ‘What were we talking about?’
A new song comes on, one I’ve not heard, and the blond lad
closest to me says, ‘It’s my favourite – ’mon, Martin!’ My best mate
looks back with concern as he’s dragged away, but I wave him off.
Bright Eyes and Possibly-Robert share a glance, then look at
me. I shake my head. ‘Youse go on too. Maybe I’ll join you for the
next.’
I stand alone by the bar watching the crowd on the dance floor,
including – okay, especially – the hen-party girls. My interest in
them, however, soon fades to annoyance. They were clearly pished
out of their minds before they arrived, and now they’re taking up
more room than groups of lads twice their size. The bride-to-be
keeps whipping her long sparkly veil into people’s faces as she
spins. Those wee beads must sting on impact.
The song changes to a slower, more sensuous tune. I avert my
eyes from Martin and his lad as they grind away at each other – not
because it makes me uncomfortable, but because Martin’s such an
awful dancer, it’s a struggle not to laugh.
‘Another Irn Bru?’
I turn at the sound of the bartender’s voice, then follow his gaze
to the empty bottle in my hand. I’ve peeled off the entire label,
which lies shredded at my feet. Perhaps I’m more anxious than I
thought.
Enough caffeine. ‘Tennent’s this time,’ I tell him.
He hesitates, probably deciding whether to ask for my ID.
Technically the drinking age is eighteen, unless the drinker’s buying
a meal, which I’m not.
‘Please,’ I add with a smile I hope doesn’t look desperate. My
personal charms are rusty, to say the least.
‘Of course.’ He flips a pint glass and grins at me as he moves to
the tap. I watch the pale lager fill the glass and suddenly remember
that all my meds say DO NOT CONSUME ALCOHOL. But one pint
shouldn’t hurt, right?
‘What are you doing here?’
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I turn to see a ginger-blonde nearly my height and perhaps a
few years older. Her dark green dress plunges deep at her neck and
rises high on her thighs.
I self-consciously kick aside the pile of Irn Bru-label remnants.
‘I could ask you the same question.’
‘This place has got the best DJ in the city, they say. And Corrine
– that’s our bride – she just wanted to dance and not be molested by
lads who think she’s out for one last secret shag.’ As she speaks, she
slides a fingertip just inside her dress’s neckline, her red nails
reflecting the lurid bar light as they descend. ‘So what’s yer excuse
for coming?’
I lean my elbow on the bar, feigning casualness. ‘What makes
you think I don’t belong here?’
‘You’re the first lad tonight who’s looked through my clothes
instead of at them.’
I glance away. ‘I’m sorry.’
‘I’m not.’ She shifts closer, inside my personal space. My pulse
spikes with fear. It was one thing to watch her from a distance, but
now I wish a trap door would open beneath my feet.
‘Here’s yer Tennent’s.’ The bartender nudges my elbow with a
cardboard coaster and sets the glass upon it. He points two fingers
at his eyes, then mine, then his again. ‘Gies a look if you need
anything else.’ He winks before turning away.
The girl’s narrowed gaze darts between me and him. ‘Ah.
Perhaps you fancy both?’
‘We all love bartenders, aye?’ I take a long gulp of lager, hoping
it’ll calm my racing heart. At least with this lass, I’ve no obligation to
be friendly. I can just walk away if it’s too much.
And it is, so I will.
I take a step to the left. ‘Now if you don’t mind, I’m—’
‘I don’t mind.’ She moves to block my escape. ‘My name’s
Kenzie.’
My eye sockets throb with a rush of rage. I feel I could shoot
optic blasts out of them, like X-Men’s Cyclops. Anything to get
Kenzie away from me without touching her.
‘So how about a dance?’ she asks.
‘With you?’
‘Naw, with Margaret Thatcher’s corpse. Aye, with me.’

‘I can’t, I’m-I’m not available.’
‘It’s just a dance,’ Kenzie says, but her eyes promise more. She
reaches for my arm.
‘I said no!’ I raise my glass to smash it on the floor in front of
me.
‘Ah, there you are.’ Martin pops his head between us. ‘Hiya,
lass. Sorry, this yin’s taken.’
She tosses her hair. ‘Yours, then?’
I set down my pint with a trembling hand. ‘Aye, I’m-I’m his.’ I
lift my arm as if to put it around his shoulders, but it won’t fall.
Instead it hovers awkwardly, then drops to my side.
Kenzie’s lips form a thin, hard line. ‘You’re not fooling anyone.’
‘He’s fooling everyone. It’s what he does.’ Martin holds out his
hand. ‘You’ve rested long enough, lad. Come dance again before
someone steals me.’
Our eyes meet, and his soften in an It’s okay I won’t hurt you
expression. I seize his hand.
He guides me through the crowd, steering us clear of other
bodies. We find an empty space, and he tugs me close enough to
speak over the blare of music. ‘Sorry, it seemed the only way tae
save you.’
‘Thanks. I needed saving.’
‘You also need dancing.’ He lets go of me and starts to rock his
body in a ridiculous way, giving me a goofy grin. ‘’Mon, show us
what ye got!’
He’s right, I do need dancing. A new song’s begun, one I heard
on the radio while driving with Aura that last night together. I close
my eyes and let the music take over, remembering how she sang
along, shimmying her shoulders, and how she put her hand on my
thigh during the second chorus and kept it there until we arrived at
our old stargazing field. I pretend she’s here, pressed close to me. I
tell myself I’d never shy away from her touch like I did from
Kenzie’s.
As the song fades, I feel almost part of myself again, that this
blood is my blood and this breath is my breath. That this body is my
body.
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Then the music changes, to an unfamiliar tune. My feet lose the
rhythm. I stop dancing, dazed, and for a moment just watch
everyone around me.
Martin notices and asks, ‘Ye tired? Want a break?’
‘No.’ This feeling’s not fatigue, it’s … unnerving but
unnameable. ‘Thank you for bringing me tonight.’
He just smiles and keeps dancing, with an unself-consciousness
that makes my heart ache. I want that freedom, that joy, for my own.
So I keep dancing too.

This dream won’t even grant me walls. It’s just blank white,
with no ups or downs.
Standing (sitting? tumbling?) in the void, I hold up my hands.
They look false, laid against no one else’s skin.
The fading starts at my fingertips. Nothingness devours them,
turning my knuckles to air. Then my palms, my wrists. I scream at
my arms to fight back. They flap and flail until they’re gone as well,
and the nothingness is at my throat, swallowing the shrieks.
I sit half up in bed, choking, my gut leaping towards my mouth.
This time, I’m certain breath won’t come. This time, I’m certain I’ll
die.
‘Zachary?’ A touch on my elbow, which apparently still exists.
My arm snaps out, my fist making solid, wet contact.
A woman screams. This stops my struggle at last, but I still
can’t pry open my eyes.
‘What is it? What happened?’ My father’s voice. Why is he here?
Where is here?
A bright light flashes on, and I finally open my eyes. Dad stands
on the threshold to my bedroom, clutching the doorjamb, horror
coating his face.
But he’s not looking at me. He’s looking at the floor beside my
bed, where my mother sits crying. My knuckles feel fresh pain.
‘Oh God. Mum!’ I try to lurch out of bed, but the covers are
wrapped about my legs, so I roll halfway onto the floor and rest
suspended, arse over head. ‘I’m so sorry.’
‘You should be sorry!’ My father kneels beside her, with
difficulty. ‘How could you strike yer own mother?’

‘It wasn’t his fault,’ she sobs. ‘Zachary, I didn’t mean to frighten
you. You were screaming again. I only wanted to make the
nightmare stop.’
‘You did.’ I wrench myself back onto the bed and start
untangling my legs. ‘Are you hurt? Let me get you some ice.’
She dabs at her forehead and around her eye. ‘I’m not bleeding.
But ice would be lovely, thank you.’
I dash downstairs, clutching the banister to keep from spilling
forwards. My feet are numb – as if that blasted blankness of the
dream really did devour them – but my legs ache from last night’s
dancing.
It wasn’t a perfect evening, our trip to the club, but it was good.
I was ninety percent normal and managed to control my
intermittent impulses to run and hide. So I went to sleep feeling like
I was on the road to recovery.
And now this.
I grab an ice pack from the freezer, along with a tea towel to
wrap it in. At the bottom of the steps, I hear my parents’ voices in
the upstairs hall toilet. I climb quietly, avoiding the creaky spots.
‘Ian, stop fussing,’ Mum says from behind the door. ‘It’s barely a
scratch.’
‘You’ll have a black eye for days,’ Dad growls.
‘That’s what makeup is for. I’m more worried for Zachary. He’s
changed.’
‘The therapy and medicine will get him back on his feet.’
There’s a sound of a soft kiss. ‘Dinnae worry, love. If he can find his
old self again anywhere, it’s here.’
I sink onto the top step and look straight down the dark
wooden staircase. Every inch of this house is part of me. I know
which kitchen cupboards stick and which have loose knobs. I know
exactly how far to turn each shower tap to get the perfect
temperature. Outside, I know which cracks in the pavement grow
dandelions and which grow only tufts of grass.
But whether my old self is still here – that’s one secret this
house won’t share.
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Chapter Six
Date: 22 September (autumnal equinox)
Weight: 64kg
Hours sleep in last week: 16
Nightmares in last week: 7
Flashbacks in last week: 2
Panic attacks in last week: 2
Days since 3A: 28
Days until Aura: 89

‘Here ye go.’ I set a plate before Dad on the kitchen table.
‘Dinner from last night. And remember, I cooked, so no slagging the
food while I’m in the room.’
He frowns at the array of steamed vegetables, herbed couscous,
and grilled salmon. ‘Have ye still got yer old microscope? I need help
finding the meat.’
‘Mum says you’ve got to eat healthier.’ The microwave beeps,
signaling my porridge is ready. Most days I eat breakfast while Dad
eats lunch. Over the last three weeks, the four of us – me, him, Mum,
and Martin – have settled into a comfortable routine. It helps numb
my mind, which is all I want.
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‘What’s the point of eating healthier? It’s not as if it’ll add years
to my life.’
‘Ye never know.’ I take my bowl and sink into the chair across
from him. ‘If you’re stubborn enough to stay on this earth till the
new year, there’ll be that immunotherapy trial. That could add years
to yer life.’
‘Even if I qualify, it’s just an experimental treatment.’
‘Penicillin was once an experimental treatment. Now eat,
widje?’ I check my phone – under the table, since my parents hate
when I use it during meals – for messages from Aura. The autumnal
equinox is tonight, when she’ll try to turn a shade back to a ghost,
like she did for Logan six months ago. Ghosts transform into shades
when they’re overcome with rage and bitterness. But once they’ve
gone shade, they can’t go back, and only ghosts can eventually pass
on and find peace beyond this world.
If Aura succeeds, it could change everything. There could
finally be hope for those tortured souls trapped in the eternal
despair of shadedom.
‘What are you doing?’ Dad asks.
‘Nothing.’ I put away my phone, which contains no new
messages, then start to eat.
To my relief, Dad joins me, though only in wee bites that
wouldn’t fill the baby spoon my mum used to feed me with (which
she still keeps in the kitchen drawer). ‘You’re putting weight back
on, I see.’
‘It’s from eating all your leftovers,’ I quip, avoiding the subject
of why I needed to regain weight in the first place.
It used to be easy to dance around personal topics with Dad.
We’re men, after all. We only ever spoke of Aura because it was his
job to protect her from Them. The ones he couldn’t protect me from.
The ones he won’t stop asking about.
Silence thickens the air. My brain grasps for the latest football
scores to keep the conversation casual, but I can’t even remember
who played yesterday, much less who won.
Dad reaches for his cup of water. I let him, though his fingers
tremble. He hates being helped, but hates even more having to ask
for help, so I’ve learned to spot the tiny hesitations that tell me he
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needs a hand. It’s a fine line, and on either side lie rage and sorrow.
Not to mention prolific profanity.
He sips and sets the cup down. ‘Zachary, you’ve been home four
weeks. I know it’s difficult for you to talk about … that time, but I
need to know what happened.’
‘Why? It’s over. I’m free and safe now, or so you and Mum keep
telling me.’
He drops his fork onto his plate with a clatter. ‘Because I want
to make them pay!’
‘I don’t need revenge.’ My voice is as quiet as his was loud. ‘I
just need to forget.’ If everyone would let me.
‘I’m sorry, but I can’t forget how they turned my son into a
shadow of himself. Not when I see ye float around the house every
day like a – like a ghost.’
‘I’m just tired.’ I scrape the tip of the spoon back and forth
against the bottom of the ceramic bowl. ‘Dr McFarlane and I are
trying different combinations of meds.’ According to her, I’ve
something called acute stress disorder, which is post-traumatic
stress disorder that’s lasted less than a month. Four more days till I
level up to PTSD. Huzzah.
I thought I’d be better by now. Not completely better, of course
– I know these things take time. I’ve read accounts of those with
PTSD, mostly soldiers or victims of assault. Their symptoms are
terrifyingly familiar: flashbacks, nightmares, insomnia, detachment,
rage. And eventually numbness.
Problem is, they’re all traumatised by Things That Happened.
Me, I’m haunted by No Thing That Happened. So what right have I to
put myself beside those who’ve suffered beatings, rape, and war?
Why was I so weak to let this Nothingness follow me home?
‘It’s not just fatigue, lad.’ My father’s voice is soft now. ‘I see the
fear in your eyes. I hear you doing your “perimeter checks”, as you
call them, every night. You’re not the same.’
I keep stirring, pushing the porridge into one corner of the
squarish bowl like a snowplough cleaning a car park. ‘Have I failed
to care for you? Am I not doing what you need?’
‘You’ve done more than I could ever ask. But for your own
good, you—’

‘They never delivered yer letters, did ye know that? Every day
for two months, I waited for them to come and tell me you were
dead.’ I don’t add that by August I would’ve welcomed it, or any
words from another human. ‘I didn’t know if I’d be released during
my lifetime, much less yours.’ I leave the spoon in the bowl, sticking
straight up from the thick porridge. ‘So it’s true I’ve changed, that
I’m more afraid of losing you than ever. But that fear’s not from
anything done to me, other than being kept in the first place. I was
not … harmed.’
My voice almost breaks on the lie. I feel harmed, whether I’ve a
right to or not.
‘Okay.’ Dad picks up his fork. ‘You’ll talk about it when you’re
ready. I won’t ask again.’
‘Thank you,’ I tell him, and mean it with all my heart.
‘But please know this, son: you’re safe now. From the DMP,
Nighthawk, all of them. You’re safe.’
Perhaps I am. But Aura’s not. And if my silence can keep her
safe, then it can shatter me, smother me, slay me. I don’t care.
I will carry on.
The next morning I’m awakened at 11.24 a.m. by a triumphant
text from Aura: It worked! Details tonight.
She did it. She turned a shade back to a ghost, perhaps saving
its soul in the bargain.
I praise her with a Gaun yersel, hen! text, then try to sleep
another half hour. But waiting for her ‘details’ makes me restless. I
need to run, burn off this nervous energy, or I’ll go mad.
One look out my wet window tells me the weather’s pure
dreich today. It’ll only get worse as winter approaches with its cold,
damp cloak. If I’m to outrun the black dog of depression, I’ll need to
find a new path.
I walk down the hall and pound on Martin’s door. ‘’Mon, ya lazy
shite! Time tae join a gym.’
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‘Are we to race?’ Martin asks as I lead him towards a pair of
empty treadmills on the far side of the large, fourth-story room. ‘Cos
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if so, you win, mate. I’ve no ego whatsoever when it comes to
fitness.’ Passing a well-built man doing leg lifts, Martin adds, ‘which
is not to say I’ve no interest whatsoever.’
‘I thought you might change your mind once we came.’
‘Figured we’d end up here one day.’ He hands me a pair of
earphones with a very long cord. ‘So I made us another playlist:
good Scottish exercise music.’ As we mount the treadmills, he plugs
his own earphones into the other side of the splitter. ‘This way we
can listen to the same thing at the same time.’
I attempt to decipher the machine’s touchscreen, which
features fancy animations of an oval track, a mountainside, and a
nature trail. ‘It’s trying to make us forget we’re in a gym.’
‘Like that’s possible.’ Martin examines the controls on his own
treadmill. ‘Is there a negative kilometres-per-hour setting, so I can
do less than nil effort, just be sorta carried along?’
‘You said you wanted to join me.’
‘Never said I’d do it without whingeing. That’s the best part.’
Soon we’re off and running – literally. I lose myself in the whir
of hydraulics, in the rhythmic stomp of feet on rubber, and in the
upbeat, electronic thump of Martin’s music. Through the window
twenty feet in front of me, I can see south into the Partick section of
town, to the looming white facade of the closest hospital, Western
Infirmary.
My breath is steady, in and out, in and out, and my legs and
arms move smoothly. After four weeks, running is finally starting to
feel like something my body was made to do. I can imagine myself a
machine.
But here in the gym, something’s missing. There’s no wind
against my face, only a void. It’s almost like …
The rain-streaked window begins to blur. I blink, and it turns
pale. I’m back in 3A, running in place, getting nowhere.
step step gasp step step gasp
I shake my head, and I’m here in the gym again. I look down at
the treadmill’s touchscreen to see how far I’ve travelled around the
animated oval track.
But instead of a track, the screen shows a white-grey wall. The
music in my ears fades until there’s no sound but the ones I’m
making.

step step step gasp step step step gasp
I can fight this. I turn up the speed to a sprint and increase the
incline. The screen flickers, then displays a trail through dark
woods. I turn my head to look for Martin –

– and see only a white door with no handle.
‘Logan?’ I whisper, slowing my jog. ‘Where’d you go?’
‘Exercise is boring, dude,’ his voice says. ‘But don’t let me stop
you. I can tell you’re gonna pork out in about ten years if you’re not
careful. Aura won’t like that.’
‘Piss off.’ I was pudgy in primary school, and I’m still a wee bit
sensitive about my weight.
‘I’m just sayin’, keep up the running. And keep eating, for God’s
sake. If you die, they win.’
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The ground beneath me lurches. I crash into an unyielding
object.
Martin takes his hand off the treadmill’s red emergency stop
button. ‘Mate, ye trying tae kill yersel?’
I grip the railing I just collided with, then touch the monitor,
which displays the oval track again. Everything is as it should be:
the window looking out on Glasgow, the elliptical machines rocking
behind us, the music pulsing in my ears. And Martin beside me, as
always.
‘I don’t think so,’ I tell him.
‘Good.’ He hits the reset button, adjusts the speed to a leisurely
five kilometres per hour, then returns to his own treadmill.
Could Martin tell I just had another flashback? It’s only the
second one he’s witnessed. Usually I’m alone when it happens, or at
least not with anyone who’d notice.
Last week shopping at the Tesco, as I reached for a box of
shortbread, I fell back into the day Logan and I had a tea party. It
was my happiest moment from 3A, so when I returned to reality
there in the biscuit aisle, I wasn’t a quivering, sickened mess. I might
have even been smiling.
But only for a moment, before the fear hit me. Just like now. If I
can’t control these flashbacks, how can I ever go out in public? What
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if one strikes me while I’m crossing the street? Must I hole up in my
house like the hermit I long to become?
I wrap my clammy palms around the cool metal section of the
treadmill grip, the part that measures heart rate.
Two hundred twenty beats per minute. I jerk my hands away
and lean to the left so Martin can’t see the readout before it
disappears.
I keep walking – what else can I do? – and try to focus on the
here and now. Slowly my panic subsides. Ten minutes later, I
recheck my heart rate: a hundred fifteen beats per minute.
The song changes to a familiar tune from before we were born.
I look at Martin. ‘Seriously? “500 Miles”?’
‘It’s an iconic Scottish pop song.’
‘It’s a stereotypical Scottish pop song.’
‘Whitever. I fancy it.’
‘I’ll make you a deal,’ I tell him. ‘If you run for the entire song,
we keep it on the playlist. If you start walking, it’s gone.’
‘You’re a mad wee prick, but I’ll do it. For the Proclaimers!’ He
raises a fist as he speeds up. Then, when the chorus arrives, he
starts singing along. At top volume.
‘This is what I get,’ I murmur, shaking my head.
‘Sing wi me, Zach. It’ll be like those chants soldiers do when
they run. It’ll give ye strength!’
I glance at the treadmill to my right, where a woman is looking
askance at Martin. ‘It’s embarrassing.’
‘Only if ye do it half-heartedly.’ Martin pounds his chest,
panting. ‘Give it yer all.’
I sing with what breath the running leaves me, trying in vain to
match his volume. In the window’s reflection I see weight machines,
ellipticals, and stationary bikes slow to a halt as their operators turn
to stare at us – or glare at us, more likely.
The chorus ends after the da-da-DA-daaaa bit. ‘Are we done?’ I
ask him.
‘Never!’ Martin starts to sing the verse.
I surrender completely, belting out the backup vocals in as
broad a Scottish brogue as I can muster (and I can muster quite a
bit). I wonder if he’s making me sing because he knows it keeps me
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grounded in this world. Perhaps he’s done his own research on
flashbacks. I wouldn’t put it past him, the clever bastard.
As we reach the second chorus, the woman on the next
treadmill joins in, softly at first, then louder as an older man on a
bike to Martin’s left sings as well. One by one, voices rise around us,
until the final crescendo, when it sounds like the entire gym is
singing along with this silly old pop tune. It’s like a flash mob, or a
scene from a cheesy Hollywood film.
The song ends. ‘Finally!’ Martin jabs at his screen to lower the
speed. ‘I’m gonnae die.’
‘You won’t die.’ I slow my own pace to a brisk walk, hearing
scattered voices repeating the ‘500 Miles’ chorus. ‘Think of the
dance-floor stamina you’re building up.’
‘I won’t live tae dance again.’ He grasps the heart-rate
measuring bars. ‘See? One-ninety-five. According to this chart here,
I’m already deid.’
‘It’ll get easier.’
‘Aye, when I stop.’
‘Are ye saying ye won’t come back with me?’ The thought
makes me nervous.
He spies the gorgeous weightlifter in the sleeveless shirt, who’s
headed our way. ‘I’m no saying that at all.’
The man approaches, a towel draped around his neck. Martin
increases his speed, throws his shoulders back, and puffs out his
chest. The beefcake doesn’t stop, but rather proceeds towards the
free weights behind us. As the man passes, Martin turns his head,
then his upper body, to keep him in view, then stumbles –
– and falls on his face.
The treadmill dumps him off the end onto the floor. He lands
with a loud grunt.
I shut off my own treadmill and stand on the sidebar, clutching
the railing to stay upright. The bodybuilder glances back,
bewildered, then moves on, barely breaking stride.
‘Martin, you okay?’ I try to ask, but I’m laughing too hard.
‘Fucking hell.’ He sits up, covering his mouth. ‘I bit my tongue.’
‘If it leaves a scar, I’ll tell everyone you got it saving an old
woman and an orphan from a mugging. My story will have a price,
of course.’
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Unable to talk without spitting blood, he flips me off with two
fingers, British style. The gesture’s so old and familiar, like the song,
that I feel suddenly, swooningly at home.

Late that night, I set the kettle on the stove for Dad’s ginger tea.
He’s up sick again from last week’s chemo. Mum had to interrupt my
chat with Aura to get my help, but Martin was there to keep my
girlfriend company. Bitten tongue or no, he’s never at a loss for
words.
Before we were interrupted, Aura told me how she changed the
shades to a ghost at the moment of the equinox, how they made her
sick, and how she wants to try again when we’re in Ireland on the
winter solstice. She’s got a noble purpose in life now, to ease the
suffering of the dead. I wonder what possible good my own ghostrepelling powers could do. They only seem to hurt.
‘Thanks for fetching your dad’s tea,’ Mum says as she enters the
kitchen, her slippers slowly scuffing the floor.
‘Go back to bed,’ I tell her. ‘It’s half three.’ In fact it’s only 3.29,
but I’ve learned that reciting exact times out loud draws strange
looks.
‘My stomach’s in knots. I’ll take a cup of that ginger tea too.’ She
drifts over to the back door, sighing. Without a word, she draws
both bolts to lock it.
My heart starts to pound in my ears. Must she do that in front
of me?
I hold up the teapot. ‘How much goes in this for two people?’
‘You asked me that yesterday.’
‘I’m asking again. Is it two or two-and-a-half teaspoons?’
‘Two and a half, unless it’s the Assam, then two. Perhaps you
could write it down.’
I slam the teapot on the granite worktop. It cracks into half a
dozen pieces. Cursing under my breath, I sweep them into my hands
and cross to the rubbish bin.
‘That was my mother’s.’
I look at her stony face, the pieces still in my cupped palms.
‘Sorry. I’ll fix it.’
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She rubs her temples, looking older than I’ve ever seen her. ‘I’m
sorry I snapped at you for being forgetful. I know you’re still not
sleeping well. None of us is.’
Cos I wake you screaming.
‘Zachary, are you angry with your father and me for leaving you
behind in the States?’
‘You’d no choice.’ I take another teapot from the cupboard.
‘They deported you.’
‘That doesn’t change the fact you were abandoned by your own
parents. Perhaps you feel you can’t show your anger to Dad because
he’s sick. So I end up taking it.’
‘I’m sorry.’ Those words seem to be all I say to my mother these
days.
‘Don’t be. I can take it.’
‘Well, you shouldn’t have to.’ I turn away. ‘I’ll bring this up
when it’s ready.’
She takes the hint and leaves me alone. As I open the cupboard
to fetch the tea, I realise Aura and Martin have been chatting a long
time. I may have, em, mischaracterised to her what happened
between our mates and us. Not lied, exactly. I’d never lie to her.
Ach, I’m lying to myself even thinking that. Now that I’ve
started, by hiding how bad things really are, I don’t know how to
stop.
I stare into the cupboard. What was I looking for? The kettle
whistles. Oh, right. I reach for the tin of tea.
‘Hey!’ Martin’s voice startles me, and the tin tumbles out of my
grasp onto the floor. ‘Ye told Aura we weren’t speaking to our mates
cos of me?’
‘I told her there was a fight.’ I pick up the tin, the lid of which
luckily stayed on. ‘She must have drawn her own conclusions.’
‘She said I should make peace with them, for yer sake.’
Of course Aura would bring it up with Martin, try to solve one
of my problems. ‘What did you tell her?’
‘I improvised. Called them bawbags. She likes that word, by the
way. Then I changed the subject.’ He sticks his hands in his front
pockets. There’s a rustle of paper in one. He draws his hands out
again and looks away.
‘So she doesn’t know I hit Niall?’
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‘Not unless you tell her.’
‘I will. Someday.’
‘Aye, right. You tell her nothing, do you?’
‘I don’t want to worry her. She’s got enough problems of her
own.’
Martin snorts. ‘So courteous of ye.’ He turns on his heel and
walks out of the kitchen, leaving me alone again.
He thinks my silence is about my pride. But it’s life or death.
One small confession to Aura, like my punching Niall, or my extreme
insomnia, could lead to more questions, which could lead to bigger
secrets.
Including the one that could destroy her.

Chapter Seven

Date: 9 October
Weight: 66 kg
Hours sleep in last week: 14
Nightmares in last week: 9
Flashbacks in last week: 3
Panic attacks in last week: 2
Days since 3A: 45
Days until Aura: 72
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It feels good to shave. Orderly, regular, normal. Sometimes, like
tonight, I use twice the amount of lather I need, just because I can.
Often it’s these small freedoms that please me most.
I slide the straight razor – the sort my dad prefers, so I’ve come
to use it too, and it’s true it gives a closer shave, once one gets used
to it – over the curve of my chin, where I find it trickiest. There.
Perfection.
It’s always a challenge to fill these late hours, after Mum and
Dad are away to bed and Martin’s still at work. The house becomes
too quiet, and my thoughts too loud. It’s hard to believe that before
my captivity, I used to relish my time alone.
The water in the sink has turned green from the shaving-gel
suds. I rinse the blade again and start under my left jaw. For some
reason, that’s the only side where the hair grows below my face; on
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the right side, it stops at my jawline. Puberty is an odd, unfinished
business.
I feel a slight sting, as if from the world’s smallest bee. A spot of
red blooms amid the white lather. As I stare at it, the mirror starts
to cloud around the edges, the creeping frost of a flashback.
Look away, I tell myself. Do whatever it takes to stay here.
But I’m already lost.

demanding your release. The United Nations believes that holding
prisoners in solitary confinement for more than fifteen days is, well—’
‘Torture.’ I’ve not said the T word out loud yet, and even now it
hurts to admit I’m a victim. ‘So if I tell the truth, I’ll be set free?’
‘Most likely.’
‘Why would you tell me this?’
‘If you were released, we’d need a similar subject for our tests.’
A similar subject. A chill washes over me. ‘You mean …’ In my
panic, her name slips further from my mind.
‘Aura. Yes. If you ever tell anyone the first thing about your
experience here, she will be taken.’ He leans closer, enunciating each
syllable. ‘Everything you’ve undergone, she will undergo too.’

‘Sorry about that.’ The barber – or whatever he is – wipes a spot
of blood from the edge of my jaw, near my left ear. ‘It’s hard not to
nick someone who has three weeks of growth.’
‘It’s alright,’ I tell him. I’m so happy to have someone touch me
and speak to me, I don’t care if he makes a thousand cuts to my face.
‘Why am I being cleaned up? Is this a regular thing now?’ Perhaps the
DMP has seen fit to treat me more humanely. Perhaps I’ll be let out of
my cell every day, for exercise or recreation or … anything. I’d even
welcome an interrogation.
‘You have a visitor,’ says a man behind me.
I start to turn my head, but the barber catches my jaw. ‘Hold still
so I can finish.’
‘An attorney.’ The voice comes closer. ‘She’s here with a
representative from the British consulate.’
My heart leaps. ‘I’m going home?’
‘No.’ The man steps in front of me, tall and wiry, in a midnightblue uniform with no insignia. I’ve never seen a DMP agent dressed
like this. His face isn’t a pleasure to look at, but at this point, all I care
is that it’s human. ‘They’re here to assess your welfare,’ he says.
So that’s why I’m having a shave. To be presentable. To not look
like a prisoner of war.
‘Why am I here?’ I ask the man in blue. ‘Why am I alone? Am I
being punished?’
The barber clucks his tongue. ‘Please hold still.’
Now I’ve started talking, I can’t stop. ‘If I’ve broken the law, then
put me in a real prison. Put me somewhere with people!’
The man in blue holds up a finger and pauses, looking like a
professor about to expound on a theory. ‘Listen carefully, Mr Moore,’
he says finally. ‘If you tell the consul you’ve been kept in isolation for
three weeks, he’ll be busting down the door of our State Department
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A dog barks, high and sharp, bringing me back to the present. I
blink hard. It barks again, through the open window.
Right. The neighbour’s old Sheltie. Always has to piss at 3.05
a.m., like clockwork.
I grimace at my half-shaven face in the mirror. Why can’t that
place stay in the past? Why must it invade today? These flashbacks,
they’re not like remembering, not like seeing it Then. They’re like
reliving, as if it’s happening Now. As long as I remain silent – and I
must, to keep Aura safe – 3A will lurk inside me, attacking with no
warning or remorse.
I must get it out.
A cramp comes over my hand, and I realise I’m still gripping
the razor, so tightly it’s pinching the skin at the base of my finger.
Yes. That will fix it.
I’m not impulsive about the task. I finish my shave, then rinse
and dry my face and the blade, savouring what I’m about to do,
knowing I’ll feel better once it’s done. I couldn’t possibly feel worse.
I search my bare arms and chest for the perfect spot, then
decide this needs to stay hidden. So I remove my pyjama trousers
and sit on the toilet lid, then position the razor blade against my
thigh, where the thick, dark leg hair will cover the scar. But I’ll know
it’s there, which is all that matters.
The first small cut makes me gasp and shudder. I slice again,
this time in a careful arc. Deep breaths help steady my hand and
give it the control it requires.
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My heart beats faster. This is what I need. I can never write,
speak, or scream what they did to me, but I can carve it on the one
thing they didn’t break: my body.
Two-thirds of the way through the 3, I notice I’ve formed a sort
of Z, like my initial. A sign I’m doing the right thing. A sign we’ll
always be one.
I keep going, putting their mark on the outside where it
belongs, pulling it from the inside where it’s killing me. A knock
comes from somewhere, but my mind is singing a march of triumph
melded with a symphony of mourning, so I don’t respond. I am Here
and Now at last.
The door swings open. ‘Oh. Sorry, I didn’t—’ Martin starts to
retreat, then stops with the door half shut. I can see his face in the
mirror as he freezes.
He comes back in and quietly shuts the door behind him. ‘Put
down the knife.’
‘It’s not a knife, it’s a ra—’
‘Put. It. Down.’
‘But I’m not finished.’ I’ve only just done the 3 and still need the
A. Besides, my entire body is humming. Can’t he see it in my eyes?
They’ve never felt so bright.
Martin slowly raises his hands. ‘Just take a wee break? I need to
talk to you about something, and that’s distracting.’
Seems a reasonable request. ‘Awright.’ I drop the razor into the
sink. ‘I should clean that.’
‘Got it.’ Martin snatches it up, calmly rinses it, then sets it back
inside the cabinet. Then he retrieves a box of bandages and gauze.
‘You’re a fuckin’ mess, ye know.’
‘It’ll look cool once it’s healed.’
‘Mm-hm.’ He kneels beside me and rips the packaging off a
square of gauze. ‘I won’t hurt you, I just need to …’ He presses the
gauze against the cut. ‘There. Okay?’
‘Okay.’ His hair smells of cigarettes. ‘You’re still smoking?’
He scoffs and presses harder. ‘Now’s really not the—’
‘Ow. Careful, don’t smear the three.’
‘I’m not smearing.’
‘You are, you’re—’ My voice catches as I see how much blood
seeps into the gauze. Fibre by fibre, the white cotton drowns in red.

God, it’s everywhere – streaming down the back of my knee,
over my heel, pooling on the brown and green sandstone tiles.
‘Martin, wh-what did I—’
‘It’s awright, mate. It’s awright.’ He says this again and again as
he staunches the flow, then cleans the wound. ‘Seems we’re always
bleeding around each other, aye? First me on the treadmill, now
this.’
‘But yours was an accident, while this was—’ I’m too overcome
with shame to finish the sentence. ‘Please don’t tell Mum and Dad.’
‘Tell them what?’ he asks, tearing off a piece of bandage tape.
‘Thank you.’ I look away, to the array of cotton items on the
sink. ‘I used to count the days with Q-Tips. When I was … in there.
I’d save one every night when they dimmed the lights, keep it in my
pillowcase.’
Martin doesn’t reply right away, just tapes my bandage. When
he finally says, ‘Clever of ye, mate,’ his voice is strained.
We quietly clean my spilled blood off the floor and the sink –
this room looks like the scene of a homicide – then I step back into
the soft flannel trousers.
‘Now I’m glad you prefer unlocked doors,’ he says as he puts
away the bandages and gauze. ‘I wouldn’t have liked to break this
one down to save you.’
If it were locked, he wouldn’t have known I needed saving. I
wonder, would I have known in time to save myself?
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Back in my room, Martin closes the door, then takes the chair at
the desk. ‘Talk to me about what happened in there.’
I eye the door uneasily. ‘In the toilet?’
‘In that place where they held you.’
I go to the door and check it’s unlocked. ‘Nothing happened.’
‘Liar.’ His voice pitches up into a nonsense song. ‘Liar liar liar
liar LI-ahhhh!’
‘Stop it.’
He does it again, louder.
‘Shut it, you’ll wake Mum and Dad.’ I spread my arms across the
door behind me, as if that will block the sound.
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‘Then you’d better tell me, or I’ll keep going and add a dance.
You’ve seen me dance. I’ve been certified world’s worst.’
Good, a change in subject. ‘Not the world’s worst. Perhaps just
the nation’s.’
‘I’m to start busking in subway stations with a sign says WILL
STOP DANCING FOR FOOD.’
My laughter makes me a wee bit dizzy, so I move back towards
the bed. ‘It’s not that I don’t want to talk. But the people who held
me, they said if I told anyone what happened, they’ll do the same to
Aura.’
‘But couldn’t they do it to her whether you tell or not?’
I sink onto the mattress, too exhausted for logic. ‘I can’t take
the chance they’re not bluffing. I won’t.’
‘Okay.’ Martin watches me lift my throbbing leg up onto the
bed. Then he says, ‘Where you were, did it have anything to do with
you scaring away ghosts?’
I freeze. ‘How do you know about—’ Then it hits me: an old fear
has come to pass. ‘Finn told you.’
He nods once. ‘My brother speaks so much rubbish, I was sure
it was a lie. But then I started to wonder. After all, ye were born on
the day of the Shift.’ He picks up the stack of fallen stars from my
desk. ‘Is that why you’re like this?’
‘I think so.’ I don’t tell him about Aura’s corresponding power
to help ghosts, or that we swap powers when we kiss.
‘Then when you didnae come home with yer ma and da this
summer, I knew something was off. I never believed you were in
prison.’ He sifts through the stars, as though looking for a specific
one, then suddenly laughs. ‘I also know why you were aye so nice to
Finn. He sorted out this secret of yours, didn’t he? When we were
younger?’
‘He’s the one told me I had this power.’
‘And he blackmailed you? You bought him sweets and football
shirts and all.’ Martin laughs again, so hard he starts to cough. ‘What
a mad wee shit he was. Still is.’
‘Has he told anyone else?’
‘No one who believed him. As I said, he’s always speaking
rubbish.’
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‘Good. Nobody but Aura and the DMP know I’ve this power. I
try to stay away from post-Shifters, and when I can’t avoid them, I
make sure it’s in crowded places.’
‘What about yer da? Does he know?’
‘No.’ When I first returned home, I asked Dad careful questions
to see what he knew of my captivity. Apparently the DMP never told
MI-X about my peculiar nature, thus giving themselves an
advantage.
Part of me wants to tell MI-X, to level the playing field between
the agencies. But one revelation has a way of leading to others. A
wall of secrets has no superfluous bricks.
‘I promise I won’t tell,’ Martin says, ‘if you promise me you’ll
never cut yourself again.’
I frown at my leg, thinking of unfinished business. There’s still
the A to come.
‘Zachary?’ he prompts, sounding like an impatient teacher.
‘I promise.’ I mean it too. ‘It won’t be easy.’
‘I know.’ Martin gets up and points to the other side of the bed.
‘Now move over, cos I’m not leaving you alone after what ye just
tried.’
I hesitate. This queen-sized bed is more than big enough for us
both, and God knows it’d be a comfort not to sleep alone. But what if
we accidentally touched and I panicked? I’d hate to hurt Martin like
that.
‘I’m no giving you a choice,’ he says.
‘Awright, awright.’ I slide over, suppressing a hiss of pain.
‘You’ve a few minutes to prepare yersel mentally or whatever. I
need a piss and to brush my teeth.’ He stops at the door. ‘Why don’t
you ring Aura? It’s only, what, eleven there?’
I look at the clock. ‘Ten thirty-six. She’d worry.’
‘Let her worry. She loves you.’
Perhaps she’d stop loving me.
While he’s gone, I lie here examining the pattern of stars on my
ceiling. The Pleiades need to be closer to one another. It’s been
bothering me for weeks, but I never remember during the day to fix
it.
Martin’s back in four minutes, in a pair of sleep trousers and a
Django Django T-shirt. He leaves the door ajar and sets his phone on
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the bedside table, where he checks the notepad with my medication
schedule. ‘Says here ye were due an hour ago for Klonopin.’ He
pronounces it carefully. ‘It’s not checked off. What’s that for,
anyway?’
‘Anxiety. Can you hand me it and the water? They’re all in the
top drawer.’
He gives me the glass, then opens the drawer and pulls out the
pill bottles one by one, squinting at their labels. ‘Fuck’s sake, Zach.
These all say not to take with alcohol. But you’ve ordered pints
when we’re out.’
‘Only one each night. Keeps me calm.’ It also makes me feel far
from my body, so I’ve never been tempted to have a second.
‘Right, these labels don’t say, “One Tennent’s is plenty.” They
say “Do not fuckin’ consume alcohol.”’ He throws the Klonopin at my
chest. ‘You’re cut off, mate.’
‘Yes, Mummy.’ I take out the pill and whip the bottle back at
him, hitting him in the elbow.
‘Prick.’
‘Tyrant.’ I swallow the pill and take a few extra sips of water to
minimise the dry mouth that always sets in overnight.
He switches off the lamp, then gets into bed. I edge away,
realising I can’t wrap the covers around me, now that I’m to share
them. But rather than feeling unsettled, I feel, I dunno, secure. And
sleepy.
‘Why do ye put up with me, Màrtainn?’ I drawl his Gaelic name,
MARSH-teen, like when we were weans.
‘Cos you’re my best mate, ya numpty.’ He punches his pillow
twice to fluff it, then flops down on his back. ‘And cos of Finn.’
‘Because I saved his life? You’re kind to me because you think
you owe me?’
‘No, I’m kind to you cos I wasn’t kind to him. When he changed,
I treated him like the dickhead he’d become. I didnae gie him a
chance. And when they took him away, I was like, good riddance,
even though it meant the end of his life as he knew it. Now I keep
thinking, if only I’d been a better brother, perhaps things would’ve
been different. He needed me, and I wasn’t there. Or rather, I was
there, being pure awful.’
‘I’m sorry.’

He lets out a deep sigh. ‘So many times, Zach, so many times I
wished you’d failed that day at the canal. I wished you’d let him go.’
‘I couldn’t.’ Under the covers, I run my thumbnail along the scar
on my chest.
‘I know ye couldn’t. Even though it hurt you.’ Martin turns his
head my way, the dim light from the hall catching his eyes. ‘Dinnae
worry, mate. I’ll never let ye drown.’
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Chapter Eight

Date: 19 October
Weight: 67 kg
Hours sleep in last week: 29
Nightmares in last week: 3
Flashbacks in last week: 2
Panic attacks in last week: 2
Days since 3A: 55
Days until Aura: 62

‘How was Logan’s memorial last night?’ I ask Aura as soon as
we sign on to our video chat, before I can forget. My memory’s
slippery these days, but I’ve found ways to cope, thanks to my everpresent smart phone.
I’ve even set up automatic I love you text messages to Aura
every day at 8.06 a.m. her time, just before she begins school. The
reminder app asks me to confirm before sending, so I do think of
her at that moment. But it always comes as a brief surprise that she
and I exist in the same world.
‘The memorial was beautiful,’ she says, ‘and so was the
reception after. Logan’s older brother and sister played a song they
wrote for him.’ She adjusts her screen, and now with better light I
can see her eyes are a bit swollen.
‘Sad, though, aye?’
‘Yeah.’ Her gaze drops. I wish I could comfort her.
‘You miss him, don’t you?’
‘I miss you more.’
‘That’s not what I asked.’
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Aura brushes her thumb across her cheekbone, though there’s
no tear I can see. ‘It’s probably hard for a pre-Shifter to understand,
but it doesn’t feel to me like he died a year ago. It feels like he died
on the summer solstice when he passed on. Dylan feels the same
way.’
‘I’m sorry.’ I should feel jealous at the mention of Dylan,
Logan’s younger brother and Aura’s junior prom date. But it seems a
lifetime ago that she kissed him – or kissed me, for that matter.
Anyway, I’m too tired and numb to feel the jagged green edge of
jealousy, or even the orange-hot anger that drove me to assault
Niall. Lately my head’s all grey inside (though on good days, I can
manage ice-blue spikes of fear). ‘But I think I do understand, sort of.
It wasn’t just your boyfriend you lost when Logan died. You lost
your best friend.’
Aura’s eyes soften. ‘Yeah. We met when we were six years old.’
‘I know. It’s the same age I met Martin. I can’t imagine losing
him. Or rather, I can imagine it, and I do, all the time.’ Wait, does that
make me sound paranoid? ‘What I mean is, when someone’s a part of
your life for so many years, if they’re taken away, you might not be
able to recognise your life at all.’
Aura bites her lip and bows her head for a long moment. ‘That’s
exactly it.’ She tucks her hair behind her ear, fidgeting with the end
of the long, dark lock. Then she looks up at me. ‘It doesn’t bother
you that I still, um, think about Logan?’
Her um makes me translate ‘think about’ into ‘love’. But it
doesn’t bother me. ‘I hope you always think about him. And if
anything ever happened to me—’
‘Nothing will happen to you.’ She slaps her palm against her
desk. ‘Ever again.’
‘But if it did, I hope you’d think about me, too, even after you’d
found someone else.’
‘Zach, stop. Why do you always talk like this these days?’
Do I? ‘Talk like what?’
‘All gloomy, like you can’t see a future for us. Are you okay?’
‘Yes.’ I push my sanity-score graph paper – with its
disappointingly flat curve – farther from the monitor, though I know
she can’t see it. ‘I’m fine.’
She frowns. ‘How’s your dad, then?’
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‘Also fine.’
‘Your mom?’
‘Fine.’
‘The weather?’
‘Same as usual. Dunno how I forgot it can rain so many days in
a row. I mean, Scotland’s famous for it, especially the west. That’s
how we make such brilliant whisky, didje know that? All the rain,
it’s good for the barley.’ I stop when I see her mouth set into a tight
line. ‘What’s wrong?’
‘So you can ramble on forever about the weather, but when I
ask how you are, all I get is “fine”?’
‘Sorry.’ I rub the spot between my brows, where a headache is
forming for the fifth night in a row. ‘Those are hard questions, with
hard answers.’
‘I can take hard answers.’
‘Well, maybe I can’t take giving them,’ I snap.
Her eyes grow shiny. ‘Zach, I love you. And I know—’
‘I love you too.’
‘—you’re hurting. But why can’t you talk to me about it? Are
you afraid someone’ll overhear? I thought our chats were
encrypted.’
‘It’s not that. Just please, let me explain.’ I shut my eyes to focus.
‘You told me once how Logan wrote you a song. He didn’t sing it for
you as he was writing it. He didn’t show you all the shitty drafts of
lyrics and crap attempts at chord progressions. He waited until it
was finished. Cos it was a gift.’ I open my eyes and look straight into
the camera. ‘I want to give you a gift too. Me, finished.’
Her face turns crooked – from sympathy or disgust, I can’t tell.
‘Logan never played that song for me. He tried the night of his
birthday, but he was too drunk to play guitar perfectly, so he made
me wait. And then he died!’
‘Oh. Aura, I’m—”
‘So I don’t need you to be finished, you idiot,’ she whispers. ‘I
just need you.’
‘You’ll have me, soon. Until then, there are things …’
I cover my face. Why is this so hard? How can I make her see
that her safety depends on my silence without jeopardising that
very safety?

I force myself to look into her wide-open eyes, at her chin set in
fierceness. After all she risked – her freedom, her future, perhaps
even her life – to release me from 3A, she’s ready to charge into
battle again, with my secret as her crusader’s sword. She would
fight to the death for me.
‘There are what things, Zach?’
I take a deep breath. ‘Things you’ve got to trust me on for now.
Do you believe in me enough to do that? Do you believe in us?’
She appears to consider it, her lashes lowering as she scans my
face on the screen. ‘I will always believe in us,’ she says finally. ‘I just
wish you believed in us too.’
The intercom on my bedside table beeps. My father’s voice
crackles from the speaker. ‘Coming up.’
I leap to hit the Speak button. ‘I’ll be right down. Wait for me
this time, awright?’ He’s supposed to take the stairs only when
someone is behind him (if walking up) or in front of him (if walking
down).
‘Ten seconds.’
I turn back to Aura. ‘I’m sorry. He’s impossible. Can I ring you
back after he’s in bed?’
‘No, you should go to sleep. I have a massive physics test
tomorrow anyway.’
‘Good luck.’ I angle the monitor up so she can see my face. ‘I
love you. Again, I’m sorry. For everything.’
‘I love you too.’ Aura touches her fingers to her lips, then to the
camera. ‘And please stop saying you’re sorry.’
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Chapter Nine

Date: 8 November
Weight: 66 kg
Hours sleep in last week: 48
Nightmares in last week: 1
Flashbacks in last week: 2
Panic attacks in last week: 2
Days since 3A: 75
Days until Aura: 42

Martin’s phone rings beside my bed at 9.46 a.m., finally putting
an end to his snoring. I used to hear it through the walls when he
was in the guest room. Now it’s like sleeping next to a jackhammer.
A reeking jackhammer. But my morning breath is probably just as
bad, and I’m the world’s most restless sleeper, so we’re calling it a
draw.
He rolls over and grabs his phone. His mumbled ‘Aye?’ is
followed a few moments later by a groan. ‘Judy, I worked a double
yesterday, and the day before that … I know, but are ye sure Jamie’s
got the flu? Not another hangover?’ He sees I’m awake and covers
the mouthpiece. ‘They want me to work the day and the night,’ he
tells me.
‘Don’t let me stop you.’
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‘Ye sure? Saturday’s our one night oot.’
‘I’ll survive somehow.’ I mean it sarcastically, but he gives me a
doubtful look before speaking into the phone again:
‘I’ll be there by half ten. Aye, I know I’m an angel. Whaur’s my
fuckin’ wings?’ He hangs up with a beep, then lays his forearm
across his eyes. ‘Christ, I’m so shattered. Feel like I went to sleep
two minutes ago.’ Then he looks at me. ‘Sorry, I know it’s not as crap
as you feel.’
‘I’ve not got a monopoly on exhaustion. Besides, I’ve slept
better since you’ve been here.’ Once Martin realised my father
couldn’t give a toss about us sharing a bed, he’s spent the night
regularly, since my room’s warmer than his, plus it saves him the
run down the hall when I wake screaming. ‘Despite your snores,’ I
add.
‘I’ve been told my snoring’s adorable,’ he says, climbing out
from beneath the covers. ‘It’s a snore to adore.’ He gives me a mock
flirtatious look over his shoulder.
‘More like a snore to abhor.’
Martin slaps his pillow onto my face, then switches on the
lamp. ‘By the way, ye don’t need to leave this on for me at night. I
can use my phone to find my way about.’
‘It’s not for you, it’s for me. Turning off the light is like telling
myself, “Sleep! Now! Do it!” Can’t take the pressure.’ I wrap an arm
around his discarded pillow. ‘Then I lie awake, too fuckin’ lazy to
turn the light back on so I can read. But if I just leave it on, I can read
till I fall asleep. And if I wake, I can read more. Or not.’ It makes the
border between sleep and waking more casual.
‘You’ve aw sorts of tricks, haven’t ye?’ Martin stands, stretches,
scratches himself through his boxer briefs. ‘Ring Niall, see what he’s
doing the night.’
‘Does he want to talk to me?’
‘Dunno, it’s a mystery!’ he says on the way out of my room.
I compose, then delete, ten versions of a text message to Niall.
When I returned to Glasgow, he and I had only a few hours to
rebuild our friendship before I stomped it into the dirt.
Finally I find an approach that sounds like us: Sorry I beat the
shit out of you. Buy you a drink? - Z
My phone rings. It’s Niall: ‘Buy me five drinks, ya wankstain.’

* * * *
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When I finally get up at noon, I go downstairs to find my
mother sitting alone in the living room. She’s flipping through some
sort of binder, ignoring the television.
‘Can I go to Edinburgh with Niall tonight?’
Mum casts a nervous glance at the ceiling. ‘What time would
you be back?’
‘When do you want me back? There’s trains a few times an
hour.’ I can’t be annoyed she’s asked when I’ll return, since I do it to
her every time she leaves the house.
She waves her hand. ‘Whenever you like. It’ll be good for you to
get out of town. I’m glad to hear you and Niall are friends again.’
Odd. Mum never cared for Niall – or Martin, for that matter –
when I was younger. Their rough language made her flinch,
especially when I dared to use it myself in her presence. Have my
mates become such model citizens in her eyes now they’ve regular
employment, or has she herself softened?
I notice the front door is locked and immediately rectify the
situation. ‘Is Dad alright? Relatively speaking, I mean.’
Mum looks at the door, then away, quickly. ‘He’s been very
tired this week, you know that.’ She takes off her reading glasses
and rubs her right eye, as if to say, So am I.
Her behaviour gives me a sense of foreboding, that perhaps I
shouldn’t leave town. Then again, everything gives me a sense of
foreboding, so I no longer trust my instincts.
Besides, I need to get away, be a normal lad for one night, not
PTSD Boy or the son of Cancer Dad. I’d hoped coming home to
Glasgow would make me better, but my city’s betrayed me. It’s not
been an escape or a haven. It’s just … life. Perhaps in Edinburgh I
can find a few hours of peace.
I head for the kitchen to microwave some porridge. ‘Want tea?’
I call over my shoulder.
‘Thank you.’
I gulp my breakfast standing before the stove, waiting for the
tea to steep. I’m using the pot I broke last month, for the first time
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since I glued it together. That should make her happy. Perhaps these
wee gestures can make up for my general failure as a son.
When I return to the living room with the tea tray, she’s staring
past the television in the corner. Football Focus is on BBC One.
They’re discussing tonight’s match between my favourite English
Premier League club (Liverpool) versus Mum’s (Chelsea). Brilliant,
something we can talk about besides … everything.
‘Should be a good match.’ I set the tray on the coffee table and
sit beside her. ‘Tied for fourth now, aren’t they?’
Mum blinks, then focuses on the screen. ‘Oh. I don’t know. I’ve
not been following this season.’ She picks up the teapot and goes to
pour.
The pot disintegrates in her hand. Steaming brown liquid
cascades over the sides of the tray, onto the table and carpet.
‘Fucking hell!’ I grab the tray. ‘I thought I fixed this blasted
thing.’ I run to the kitchen and shove the tray into the sink before all
the tea can slosh out through the handle holes. I take the roll of
paper towels back to the living room—
—where Mum is still holding the handle of the broken teapot.
And crying.
‘I’m sorry.’ I step towards her, though my feet want to do the
opposite. ‘Guess I used the wrong glue. The heat from the water
must’ve weakened it. I’ll fix it again and do it right this time.’
She keeps crying, not bothering to wipe her tears with tissues
from the box at her side.
‘Mum? What’s wrong?’ Such a stupid question when the answer
is everything. ‘Is it Dad? News you’ve not told me?’
‘It’s not your father, it’s you.’
‘But I’m fine.’
‘Zachary, you’re not fine!’ She hurls the teapot handle at the
table. It shatters into more pieces than I’ll ever be able to glue. ‘Look
at this!’
She takes the binder from her lap and holds it up. It’s a photo
album, with a framed four-by-six on the front cover, of her and Dad
and me when I must have been about five years old. I’m wearing a
parka and wooly cap, leaning across both their laps in the middle of
a snowdrift.
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Seeing them hold me so tightly, even in just a picture, makes
my muscles twist and my skin creep.
‘Remember when you were a boy?’ She gasps between sobs,
trying to catch her breath. ‘How when you had nightmares, we used
to make a grand show of searching your room for monsters?’
‘Aye,’ I whisper.
‘We’d swipe a broom under every inch of your bed – monster
sweep, we called it,’ she adds with a rough laugh. ‘Then we’d open
the closet and turn on the light, show you every corner. When you
were convinced, I’d tuck you in all snug, and sing to you until you
fell asleep again. Do you remember?’
I only nod.
‘Now I can’t even tell you there’re no such things as monsters.
Because the monsters took you and they’ve not given you back.
They devoured you, like we always promised they could never do.’
I cover my face with both hands. Is that how she sees me?
Devoured? I’m the same on the outside as inside? Then I’ve not only
failed at coping, I’ve failed at pretending to cope. Everyone sees. My
parents, Martin, probably even Aura.
She catches her breath, sniffling hard. ‘All I want is to be your
mum again. Is that so wrong? I just want to hold you and tell you
everything will be alright.’
I’m overcome with a sudden longing to let her do just that –
take me in her arms, make me feel safe and warm. Lie to me. But
things will never be alright again, and no embrace can change that.
‘I don’t know how to get you back,’ she whispers.
I drop my hands and look her in the eye. I will not be devoured.
I’ll slay all the monsters, or die trying.
‘I’ll get myself back,’ I tell her. ‘I promise.’

Chapter Ten

I was right: all I needed was to get out of Glasgow.
On the train to Edinburgh, Niall and I caught up on four years
apart and have settled into our old familiar patterns of patter. Now
our separation feels more like four days.
‘So this American burd of yers, what’s her name again?’ he asks
me as we follow the Saturday night crowd across Waverley Bridge.
Above us, on the long high spine of Castle Rock, a spotlit Edinburgh
Castle gleams before a dusky sky.
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‘Aura. Aura Salvatore,’ I add with a flourish.
‘Italian?’
‘Aye, one hundred percent. Her dad was Sicilian, no less.’ I of
course don’t mention he was also a ghost.
‘Hot. So she’s a temper, then?’
‘A wee bit. No more than me.’
‘You think you’ve a “wee bit” of a temper? My ribs beg to differ.’
He hugs his side where I punched him.
‘I was holding back. Otherwise you’d be in hospital and I’d be in
prison.’
‘Naw, I’d’ve had my foot down your throat in another five
seconds if the lads hadn’t pulled you off.’
‘Then why’d it take three of them to do it?’
And so on.
As Niall blethers about his new job at an estate agency, I keep
glancing up at the castle, remembering how my mother took me
there when I was eight. Perhaps I should buy her something while
I’m here, especially since my gesture with the ‘repaired’ teapot
didn’t work out.
Maybe not. I’d probably fuck that up as well and give her
something to make her cry even more.
‘Stop it! Stop!’
My heart suddenly freezes, then starts to pound.
I turn on my heel to see what’s wrong with the girl walking
behind us. She’s laughing, hands in front of her face as her friend
tries to take her picture.
‘Speaking of American lasses,’ Niall says. He studies them for a
moment, then keeps walking, towards a long staircase leading up to
the Royal Mile. ‘Oh! Here’s an interesting fact.’
I follow him, but my legs feel like they belong to another body.
‘What?’
‘All this, in medieval times?’ He gestures to the Princes Street
Garden on either side of us. ‘Was literally a giant river of shit.’
I scan the neat rows of trees and flowers, hoping the colours
will keep me here. But they’re fading at the edges of my eyes.
There’s something about that girl behind us ….

‘Niall?’ I croak, but he can’t hear me over the chatter of people. I
try to think of a song to sing, like Martin taught me that day in the
gym.
‘See, cos the yins up there on the Royal Mile would dump their
buckets outside their houses once a day and let it all run downhill.
Obviously the richer you were, the higher up you lived.’
I drag my hands down my face. Stay here. Listen to Niall.
He chuckles. ‘Can’t imagine being an estate agent back then.
“Here, madam, we’ve a lovely wee flat in a delightful part of town.”’
‘Help me,’ I whisper.
‘“It’s hip, trendy, and the crap on yer doorstep is guaranteed to
be only from Edinburgh’s finest arseholes. Sorry, no pets, but cable
TV is included.”’

Playfair Steps, Edinburgh. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready
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We’re almost at the staircase. I reach for the wrought-iron
railing. It’ll be solid, cold, here. It’ll save me.

‘Stop it!’ the girl behind us shrieks again. ‘Stop!’
And then I’m gone.
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‘Aye, he’s fine,’ says a familiar voice. Niall. My friend. Right. ‘Just
an allergic reaction to some food.’
‘Oh my God, does he have an epi pen or something?’
‘It’s no sae bad, really. Just made him dizzy.’
‘I have Benadryl in my bag.’
I shake my head, my neck tight and my heart heavy. It’s not
Aura after all, only the same accent and kindness.
‘That’s sweet of you,’ Niall says. ‘What’s yer name?’
‘Karen. This is my sister Jessica.’
‘Hiya.’ Niall’s smile comes through in his voice. ‘Do youse have
dinner plans tonight?’
He’s trying to chat up Kind Karen and her silent sister, two
hours before we’re to meet up with his girlfriend (or whatever she
is). Same old Niall. At least his audacity has brought me fully back to
this world.
‘I thought you already ate,’ Karen says. ‘Didn’t he have a
reaction to the food?’
‘Come on,’ says a bored-sounding Jessica. ‘They’re, like, ten
years too young for us.’ I realise that Jessica was the lass behind me
who shrieked about having her picture taken. She’s the one who
sent me spiralling into another flashback.
‘Better now?’ Niall asks me once the girls have moved on. ‘You
weren’t with us for a few seconds.’
Only a few seconds? ‘Fine.’ I lift my head and grip the banister,
trying to ground myself. ‘Were they cute?’
‘Both pure gorgeous. And older. I like an experienced woman.’
‘How do you know?’
‘Ach, Zachary, you’ve been gone a long time. You’ve missed a
lot.’
I missed you. I missed all our mates. To be here, doing
something normal, means everything. And I’ve already gone and
brought 3A with me.
Get tae fuck, brain. You’ll not ruin my evening.

I sit alone in this ordinary, wood-paneled room, but I can see
them through the glass. A woman in a white DMP uniform is seated
near a microphone. A man stands behind her, arms crossed. Beside
him is a girl my age, perhaps younger. The man and woman stare at
me, but the girl’s looking at something on the floor to my right:
A simple disc made of clear quartz. A ghost summoner, a device
that calls ghosts to places they never went during their lives. Aura
dealt with these contraptions when she worked as a translator in
courtrooms, speaking the words of the dead to judges and juries.
I know what they’re doing. The girl there is younger than me, a
post-Shifter like Aura. She can see and hear ghosts.
‘No,’ I tell them in a half command, half whimper.
The disc starts to glow with a pure white light.
I try to rise, but I’m strapped down like a condemned man in an
electric chair. ‘Don’t bring a ghost here. It won’t—’
The girl beyond the glass screams. She clamps her hands over her
ears. ‘Stop it! Stop! Let it go. Please, stop!’
‘I’m sorry,’ I whisper, though she can’t hear me over her own
shrieks and that of the ghost that must be trapped in here with me.
‘I’m so sorry.’
The female DMP agent tries to comfort the girl. The man reaches
out and hits a switch. Everything goes silent in here, but I can still see
the girl wail as she pulls her hair and drags her fingernails over her
tear-streaked face. When she vomits all over the female agent’s white
uniform, I finally shut my eyes.
My life is over. Now they know. They know my mere presence
causes a ghost unimaginable torment, worse than the BlackBox
technology or the red items that keep them at bay.
They know I’m made of red.
I find myself sitting on a bottom stair, face pressed to my knees,
staring at pavement. A steady stream of pedestrians squeezes past.
‘Is he okay?’ asks Aura. I try to look up at her, but I can’t lift my
head. Please don’t go, now I’ve found you at last. But how can she be
here? Where is here, again?

* * * *
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‘Follow my lead.’ I stride into one of the many cheesy ‘— of
Scotland’ souvenir shops on the Royal Mile and head straight for the
register.
Niall’s right behind me, murmuring, ‘This should be good.’
Interrupting the clerk mid-transaction, I ask in an east-coast
American dialect, ‘Hey, you guys got any, like, miniature
Buckingham Palaces?’
The young woman’s transition from shocked frown to patient
smile is nearly seamless. ‘I’m so sorry,’ she says with a genteel
Edinburgh brogue. ‘We don’t sell those. That’s more of an English
thing.’
‘Well, what about shamrocks? I promised my mom I’d get her
something with shamrocks on it.’ I look at Niall, who’s pretending he
has a fierce itch on his upper lip to cover his smirk. ‘Dude, what was
the other Scottish thing she wanted?’
‘Sheep.’ Niall nods at his own answer, then adds thoughtfully,
‘Yeah, sheep.’
The clerk brightens. ‘Ah, sheep! Those we do sell, at the other
end of this centre aisle. We’ve all sizes and configurations.’
‘Configurations?’ It turns out, this is a difficult word to say with
an American accent.
‘That is, different sheep-themed products.’
‘Sweet.’ I offer a thumbs-up as we hurry down the aisle. She
beams at me before continuing to ring up her customer.
Good God, it’s true: they’ve got stuffed sheep in all colours,
sheep salt-and-pepper shakers, sheep in a can (?!?), fuzzy sheep
slippers, some substance called ‘sheep dip’, even licorice sweets
meant to look like sheep shit.
From a nearby shelf, Niall picks up a foot-tall doll wearing a kilt
and bushy ginger whiskers. ‘Ye know, I’ve never even seen a real
live sheep.’
‘Talkin’ aboot? We saw flocks of them on the way here.’
‘That doesnae count. A train window might as well be a TV
screen.’ He positions the doll on the shelf next to the sheep, then
reaches for another.
I see what he’s on to and decide to contribute. As we construct
our project, I tell him, ‘My gran’s got sheep, up in Skye. Ever been
there?’
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‘Naw. Is it cool?’
‘It’s like another world. I suppose I should go and see her, but
she’s gone a bit off in her old age.’
He adjusts a doll. ‘Off? Like Alzheimer’s?’
‘No, just daft, maybe from talking to naebody but her sheep
most days.’ I pick up another kilted man, one with a Scottish flag
instead of a sporran dangling across his crotch. ‘Not that I can judge,
right?’
Niall shrugs. ‘Zach, ye were always a wee bit daft. Dunno why
ye think us lads’d suddenly judge you fur it.’ He shifts one of the
larger sheep. ‘Put that yin here. It matches.’
So it does. ‘Are ye saying I provided entertainment for you lot?’
‘Top-notch. Speaking of entertainment, we’ve an extra ticket
for We Were Promised Jetpacks at Barrowlands next Wednesday.
You should come.’
‘That’s a big venue.’ Perhaps bigger than I can handle. ‘Whose
ticket?’
‘Roland’s. He’s aye got his heid stuck in his uni books, says he
can’t take aff one night. I worry about him, studying aw the time.
Reminds me of you.’
And that reminds me I need to apply for university soon. It’s
hard to plan next year when I’m just trying to survive the week. But
right this moment, I feel ready to start.
‘There.’ Niall tilts his head as he steps back to examine our
handiwork. ‘You hungry?’
‘Starving.’ I take a postcard that reads Rush Hour in Scotland
under a flock of sheep crossing the road. This way the clerk won’t
come over here straightaway and see our own ‘configurations’ of all
the kilted dolls fucking the stuffed sheep.
I hold up the postcard, flip her a pound coin and tell her to
‘Keep the change, babe.’ She beams at me again.
The moment we’re out the door, Niall and I run across the
street, stumbling from laughter.
‘God, Zach, I thought I was gonnae piss myself when you asked
for fuckin’ shamrocks.’
‘Me? You wi the sheep. Christ.’ I can’t stop laughing.
‘It was one word I knew I could say with nae accent. Yer
American’s spot on, by the way. Ye should be a spy or something.’
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It starts to rain, but it doesn’t dampen our mood as we stop to
spit on the Heart of Midlothian for good luck, per tradition. Then we
head down George IV Bridge, past the wee cafe where Harry Potter
was allegedly written (I take a picture with my phone for Aura –
okay, mostly for me).

Heart of Midlothian, Edinburgh Royal Mile. Photo: Judy Gabbett

Niall takes me to a British comfort-food restaurant he says
serves ‘pure ideal sausages’. We eat ourselves into near comas, then
head to his girlfriend’s pub in time for its nightly trad-music session.
She waves and blows Niall a kiss across the bar before turning back
to her current customer.
He frowns at the whisky menu. ‘Can’t decide, they’re all so
fancy. I’ll let Rose choose.’ When I reach for the menu, he pulls it
away. ‘Naw, Martin said not tae let ye drink.’
‘Since when are youse even speaking?’
‘We never stopped. Hiya, lass!’
‘Niall!’ His girl’s even more adorable close up, with blond
pigtail braids like a manga heroine. ‘Who’s yer mate? Is he staying
over?’
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‘Sorry, you’re stuck wi just me the night. Rose Taggart, Zachary
Moore. Him and me and Martin went to primary school together at
Glasgow Gaelic. Then his ma and da moved him to England and
America.’
‘Ah, lucky globetrotter.’ She gives me a warm smile. ‘So what’s
to drink? Belhaven Stout, Niall, or ye feeling adventurous?’
‘I’ll have a Rose Taggart whisky surprise. Zach’ll have an Irn
Bru.’
When she trots off, I turn to Niall. ‘You let me have a beer at
dinner.’
‘Cos it’s legal for yer seventeen-year-old arse to drink with a
meal. Suddenly now Martin’s a bartender, he cares about these
stupid laws.’
Then Martin didn’t tell him about my medications. ‘So you and
he are cool now?’
‘We never weren’t cool, except when he was pissed off at me
for being pissed off at you. I was like, ‘Zach’s the one punched me, so
why should I apologise?’ and Martin was like, ‘Cos Zach’s the one
who needs—’ He cuts himself off.
‘What? What do I need?’
‘I think “understanding” was the word he used.’
This creates an uncomfortable moment. ‘Martin should mind
his own fuckin’ business.’
‘Mate, you are his business.’
‘Then he needs a hobby. Maybe a boyfriend.’
‘I think the last one put him off relationships for a wee while.’
I’ve no idea who Niall means, which makes me feel like a
complete shitebag. Before I can ask for details, Rose delivers my Irn
Bru and Niall’s whisky.
He gives the glass a skeptical sniff as she walks away. ‘Roland
and I’ve known about Martin almost as long as you have. Dunno
why he didnae tell Frankie and Graham till now.’
‘Cos they’re eejits?’
‘Maybe. But why’d you think I’d care he’s gay?’
‘Other than the fact ye called him a “poof”?’ I gesture to the
crucifix about his neck. ‘You’re the only one of us still goes to church
Sunday mornings.’
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‘Not tomorrow. Tomorrow morning I’ll be worshipping at the
altar of Rose’s sweet fanny.’ He clinks his glass against my bottle,
saluting himself. ‘As for the “poof” thing, Martin knew it was a joke. I
was just trying tae break the tension. I didn’t know ye were gonnae
go all psycho on me.’ He gives me a quick look. ‘Wait, am I allowed
to say “psycho”, or is that like “retarded”? I can’t sort what’s
offensive these days.’
‘I’ll allow it.’ The word reminds me of someone besides myself.
‘Have you seen Finn Connelly since he went into the psych hospital?’
Niall’s eyes widen. ‘Naw, I’ve not seen that mad bastard since
the day he was committed. The day he killed their cat.’
My bottle freezes halfway to my lips. ‘He did what?’
‘Martin didn’t tell you? He was there. It was—’ He shudders. ‘It
was a bad scene.’
My phone rings. Niall looks relieved for the interruption. As I
pull it from my pocket, he quips, ‘It’s Martin, telling us to stop
talking about him.’
It’s not Martin. My stomach drops to my ankles.
‘On second thought,’ Niall says, ‘Martin likes people talking
about him, so—’
‘Shut it.’ I lift the phone to my ear. ‘Mum, what’s wrong? Where
are you?’
‘At Western Infirmary.’ She chokes out a sob. ‘Your father’s
collapsed.’

I take the world’s longest fifty-one-minute train ride back to
Glasgow. Niall offered to come with me, practically insisted, but I
told him to stay with his girl. For once, I needed to be alone.
Of course, once I was alone, I wished I weren’t. Now I’m sitting
curled up against the wide train window, my feet propped
crookedly on the table between the seats, face buried in my knees.
Brilliant, I’ve become that person on the train.
My father could be dead right this moment, and I’m not with
him. Not because I’m held captive, but because I tried for one night
to be normal, to go out with a mate other than Martin, my partner in
codependency. To loosen my death grip on existence. And this is
what happens.

OK?
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My phone buzzes. A message from Martin: Niall texted me. You

Yes.
How close are you?
Not. Just left Linlithgow.
So how crap was Edinburgh?
He’s trying to distract me. But it’s Saturday night – his pub
must be packed. He doesn’t have time for this.
Too crap for a text msg, I tell him.
I can work while you type.
It’s like he can read my mind. So I write a long chain of text
messages about the flashback, and the twenty-something American
sisters Niall tried to chat up, and the sheep in the ‘— of Scotland’
shop, and the quality sausage, and the fiddler I could barely hear
over the noise in Rose’s pub. By the time I finish, another twelve
minutes are gone, and I’m past Falkirk High, over halfway to
Glasgow.
Sounds shit, Martin texts back, but if you fancied it, that’s what
matters.
I almost laugh, but it feels like a sob, so I hold my breath until
the impulse fades.
Martin adds: I’ll come to the hospital soon as I can.
I pocket my phone, shut my eyes, and ask myself for the
millionth time, Why Dad? It was almost easier when I thought it had
something to do with Newgrange, that whatever happened there
which caused the Shift also caused the cancer in my father and
Aura’s mum. But Maria Salvatore had already had cancer before she
went to Newgrange, and Dad’s mesothelioma came from the
asbestos they used in the council-estate flat where he grew up.
People raised in poverty have to pay twice in life, and no
paranormal phenomenon can change that.
So there’s no mystery in Dad’s illness for me to solve, only the
unwavering fight to keep him comfortable and alive as long as the
disease will let us. Tonight we might lose that fight once and for all.
My psychiatrist says there’d be nothing wrong with feeling relief at
the end.
But I wouldn’t feel relieved, only robbed, cos there’s still so
much to say.
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Chapter Eleven

I stare through the window into my father’s ICU room,
watching my mother speak to him, wiping tears from her own face.
The piano intro of Death Cab for Cutie’s ‘What Sarah Said’ tumbles
through my mind, but I won’t let myself think of the lyrics that
describe this exact scenario. Those words could break me.
Mum finally turns my way. I wave at her. She stands quickly,
then kisses Dad’s forehead and squeezes his hand before coming to
the door.
I’m at her side in an instant. ‘How is he?’
‘He’s stabilised.’ She shuts the door behind her, then raises
bloodshot eyes to mine. ‘You can go in for a few minutes.’
‘Is he conscious?’
‘Enough to know you’re here.’ Mum reaches for my hand, then
pulls her own back, remembering she can’t touch her son. As she
turns away, I reach for her, but it’s too late.
Her shoulders slump as she shuffles towards the waiting-room
chairs. She looks as alone as I feel.
I open my father’s door, which makes no sound, then cross to
his bed. He appears tiny as a Hobbit but half as robust, his body
sunken into the bedding and surrounded by machines.
I sit beside him, my heart pounding as I lift my hand. I can do
this.
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When my fingers touch his, his eyes flutter open.
‘It’s me.’ My whisper gets lost amid the beeps and whirs. ‘It’s
Sgàire.’
The corners of his eyes crinkle in response. He can’t talk, what
with the oxygen mask over his mouth.
‘I love you’ is all I can think to say. It’s the only thing I know for
certain, the only statement not made of false hope and weak
guesses.
He lays his hand atop mine, pats it gently. Always the protector.
I stare at the bleached hospital sheet, stark beneath the black
sleeve of my leather jacket. I’ve not seen sheets so white since …
Not now. Not here.
I clutch my father’s hand, just as I did as a wean, when he’d pick
me up after a bad fall on the football pitch. His touch keeps me in
this room, short-circuiting the flashback, so that only my memory
travels back to 3A. Back to Billy.
I named my companion – I suppose you could call him a doll –
after the unstuck-in-time hero of Slaughterhouse Five. Billy
consisted of a knotted pillowcase, forming the head and body, as
well as a folded paper hat made from a page of one of the tedious
books they gave me. (I couldn’t draw Billy a face, because by that
point, they’d taken away my pens and pencils – fearing I’d gouge out
my carotid artery with them, I suppose.)
From those books, I also made over a thousand paper
aeroplanes. They would disappear each week when my room was
cleaned, but I kept a tally by dog-earing the corresponding page
number in a separate book. I’d learned the hard way to have a
backup counting system.
The door shushes open behind me. It’s the doctor, a man even
older than Dad.
‘Good news, Mr Moore,’ he says to my father. ‘Your lung
function is normal – well, normal for someone in your condition.
You’ve not had a case of full respiratory arrest, you’re simply
dehydrated. Also weakened by a bladder infection.’ He checks the
machines. ‘We’ll get you some more nutrients and some antibiotics.
You should be ready to go home in a day or two.’
It takes me a moment to absorb his meaning. ‘So – he’s going to
be alright?’
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The doctor gives me an odd look, and I realise that’s a tricky
question concerning someone like my father.
Dad pats my hand again and nods at me.
‘We should let him rest a wee bit,’ the doctor says. ‘He needs his
strength.’
I lean over and kiss my father’s forehead, just as my mother
did, then squeeze his hand, just as she did. He winks at me, the old
bugger.
The doctor follows me out to join Mum in the waiting room.
She’s smiling, so he must’ve given her the good news before telling
us.
‘What I meant to ask,’ I say to him, ‘was that Dad’s not dying,
right? Not tonight?’
‘Not tonight. Of course, his lungs are always vulnerable, and the
chemo makes him susceptible to infection, but we’ll take every
precaution to keep him protected while he’s here.’
After a few more reassuring words – which I don’t hear, my
mind is so swamped with relief – the doctor leaves us to visit
another patient.
Mum turns to me. ‘I’m going to stay. You should go home,
though.’
‘I’m not leaving you alone.’
‘I’m not alone. Your father’s here. I’ll sleep better if I’ve only
him to worry about.’
Shame sweeps over me. I’m another problem for her. ‘Can I
bring you anything?’
‘I’ll ring you in the morning if I need. But I’ll probably come
home then. Now take a taxi, please. The buses aren’t safe this late.’
‘They’re perfectly safe.’
‘Just humour me, alright?’
‘Awright, awright.’ I can tell she wants to embrace me, but
every nerve of mine is on edge. I’ve just looked at the clock – 12.16
a.m. – and realised Martin won’t finish work at the pub until nearly
four.
For the first time since leaving 3A, I’ll be home alone.
* * * *

In the taxi, I text Martin and Niall to let them know my father’s
okay. Once inside the house, I go straight upstairs to bed, rather
than wait up for Martin with the television blaring. I’ll prove to
myself I can handle the solitude.
I lie awake rereading the letters Aura sent to me in 3A, though
I’ve memorised them all. The sheets are crumpled now from lying
under my pillow for weeks. Perhaps I should call her, but I don’t
want news of my dad to ruin her night out with her friends.
The house is too dark. I get up and turn on the light at the top of
the stairs. There, now Martin won’t trip when he comes in.
I go back to bed.
The house is too quiet. I switch on my phone’s MP3 player and
select the mellowest of Martin’s playlists. It starts with a Glasgow
indie band, Olympic Swimmers. I should suggest them to Aura for
her next volume of Musical Valium, the playlist she uses to calm
herself before an exam. There’s something about them that makes
the world feel cosy and safe.
The wistful soprano voice, with the aid of my own very real
medication, lulls me into drowsiness. I try not to think of this empty
house, and especially not how one day, when my dad doesn’t come
home, it will be much, much emptier.
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Billy is smothering me.
He burrows his white-sheeted self up my nostrils and down
past my tongue. I can’t scream or even gag. My hands flop at the
ends of my arms, flailing far from my body, as if they’re trying to
escape without me from this tiny white cell.
I wake, choking, still feeling Billy’s fabric body stuffed inside
my throat.
With one coughing bark, air rushes out, then in. ‘Unh!’ is all I
utter before my slamming heart obliterates all speech.
Martin’s sleep-slurred voice reaches me. ‘Awright, mate.’
I gulp breaths, unable to answer. I need to tell him goodbye.
‘Zach?’ he says, first with fear, then calm. ‘Zachary, breathe.
Like yer doctor taught ye, remember?’
I can’t remember, and besides, breathing is the problem. I’m
doing nothing but – fast, hard, shallow, like a hamster on a wheel.
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‘Meantime, I’ll get yer meds.’ The bedside light comes on.
Martin flips the sheet on the notepad, then curses. ‘Cannae have
another Klonopin till eight, and it’s only five. Want some water?’
My stomach cramps at the thought. I squeeze my eyes shut and
shake my head.
‘Let me think.’ He takes a deep, slow breath – I hate him for that
ability – then shifts into my line of sight. ‘If I touch ye, will ye punch
me?’
My limbs feel full of needles, and seem to weigh a hundred
pounds each. ‘Can’t. Move. So. No.’
Martin lays his hand on my stomach, palm over my navel.
‘Breathe from here, ya numpty, no yer chest.’
I try, but it makes me even dizzier.
‘Breathe in for four seconds,’ he says, ‘then hold it for four.
Naw, that was half a second. We’ll start low. Can you gies a twosecond inhale?’
I manage to lengthen just one breath to two seconds.
‘Quality, mate,’ he murmurs. ‘This time three seconds. Ready?
I’ll count. One, two, three.’
I focus on his hand and his voice. He starts speaking in Gaelic,
for the first time since I’ve returned home. ‘Aon, dhà, trì. S’math sin.
Now hold for three. Aon, dhà …’
The simple phrases take me back to the beginning of primary
school, when we first met. We always thought it funny that S’math
sin (That’s good) sounded like smashing. We’d say it with a posh
English accent and get in trouble.
‘Aon, dhà, trì, ceithir. S’math sin, now hold. Aon, dhà, trì, ceithir.
Now breathe out.’
My lungs seize, then heave. It’d be a sob if I weren’t too
terrified for tears.
He whispers,‘Shhhh,’ which is the same in every language.
Martin lifts his other hand to stroke my hair. ‘This’ll pass, mate. It’ll
all pass.’ His thumb draws slow circles over my temple. The
stabbing sensation in my chest eases a fraction.
We count my breaths, Martin out loud and me silently. His
voice is mesmerising, and soon my lungs unclamp from my ribs. My
heart’s still racing, but at a marathoner’s speed now instead of a
sprinter’s.
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Finally I lift my left hand, trembling and chilled. It’s like I’m
operating someone else’s body with a remote control. I stare at it,
front and back.
‘Dè tha ceàrr?’ he asks. What’s wrong?
‘It all feels far from me.’ I wave my hand through the air. ‘Like I
can’t tell where my body ends and the world begins. I feel I could
just … dissipate.’ I flex and stretch my fingers quickly, as if doing a
magic trick.
‘Don’t dissipate.’ He lies on his side next to me, the front of his
face pressing my pillow. ‘Sounds awfy painful.’
‘Can’t be worse than these panic attacks.’ I drop my arm,
knocking it against his. His hand is still on my stomach, rising and
falling with my breath. I tuck my hand between us, over top the
sheets.
‘This was a bad one, wasn’t it?’ he asks.
‘The worst. Felt I was going to die.’ I don’t add, I still feel that.
His calm is the only thing keeping me from panicking again. ‘I’m all
wrung out, twisted up.’
As if punctuating my sentence, my legs spasm, then my
shoulders. Martin gasps in surprise, an almost comical sound.
‘Go back to sleep,’ I tell him. ‘I’ll be okay.’
‘Someday ye will be, but not tonight.’
I cover my face with my right hand, the one not wedged
between our bodies. ‘Ach, I hate for you to see me like this, again
and again.’
‘It’s awright. A good distraction from my own problems.’
Speaking of distractions. ‘What problems?’ I ask him, hungry
for a topic that isn’t me. ‘Yer man? Or yer parents?’
‘There’s nae man at the moment. Which I suppose is a problem,
but not the big one. Ma rang me today, said I’m to come with her
and Da to see Finn next week. But he hates when we visit. He hates
us. He hates everything.’
I remember what I learned earlier tonight (Was it only tonight?
Edinburgh feels a million years ago). ‘Niall told me about your cat.’
Martin’s breath catches, and when he speaks, his voice is cold
and hard. ‘Now you know why I hate my brother.’
‘He wasn’t himself after the accident. The old Finn would’ve
never—’
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‘The old Finn was a bawfaced cunt. The new one is … a
monster.’ His hand on my stomach curls into a fist. ‘I was there. It
happened so fast, Penny was dead before I even knew what Finn
was doing. Sophie started screaming, hitting him, and he pushed her
off, said he’d kill her next. So I grabbed him and started punching
him in the face. He got his knee up into my baws, but somehow I
kept hitting and shaking him, banging his head on the floor until he
stopped moving.’ Martin’s face twists, his freckles stark against his
pale skin. ‘I beat my nine-year-old brother senseless,’ he chokes out.
‘I could’ve killed him. I wanted to kill him.’
‘You were defending your six-year-old sister, so there’s nae
shame in it.’
‘She ran and got Ma, and Finn was gone in an hour. I didn’t visit
him for more than a year. Sophie still hasn’t seen him.’ Martin
sniffles. ‘Look at me, having a greet over a wee cat.’
‘I’m sorry.’ I should offer him a comforting shoulder pat or
whatever people do when someone cries. But I’m still frozen here
on my back, drained from the panic. ‘I always liked Penny.’
‘She liked you too. You were one of, I dunno, three people
outside the family she’d let pet her.’ He attempts a smile, but it
quickly fades.
‘She’d a great life. She was loved. Try to remember the good
years, not the bad seconds.’
‘I do, but it makes me miss her more. It’s easier now, living in
your house, where she never was.’ He gives a weak laugh. ‘So dinnae
chuck me onto the street for snoring, awright?’
‘I wouldnae chuck you for anything.’
He lifts his chin to look at me straight. I’m suddenly conscious
our faces are just a few inches apart. If I move away, he’ll take it
wrong. But it’s hard for me to be this close to anyone without
panicking. Even Martin. Even now.
‘Mum and Dad love having you,’ I add.
He blinks, then pulls his hand off my stomach. We’re so near,
though, he has trouble finding a non-awkward place to put it.
Without thinking, I take it in mine, then bring them to rest
between us. It’s the second hand I’ve held tonight. My father’s was
cold and fragile, while Martin’s is warm and strong.
But it’s too much. I jerk my head away, making my neck spasm.
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‘Augh!’ I wince, rubbing the spot between my neck and
shoulder. ‘Got all knotted up in the stupid panic attack.’
‘That won’t work. You’re straining the same muscles you’re
trying tae relax. ’Mon, turn this way.’
The movement sends stabs of pain from the base of my skull
out into my arms, but somehow I shift onto my left side facing him.
Martin frowns as he tries to dig his thumb into the taut cords of
tissue atop my shoulder. His right hand slips beneath my neck,
steadying my head.
It occurs to me that he could snap my spine in this position. A
sudden vulnerability sweeps over me.
Unable to speak, I take his wrists and pull his hands from my
neck. But I don’t let go. Instead I press my forehead to his knuckles,
trying in vain to steady my breath. Finally I move one of his hands to
my chest and place his palm over my racing, stuttering heart.
‘Fuck’s sake, Zach. It’s beating a million miles an hour. Am I
making it worse?’
‘No. Maybe. It’s not you. It’s … being touched. I wasn’t, for so
long, this summer. It feels … dangerous.’
His fingers twitch, then curl, bunching the cloth of my T-shirt.
‘It’s not dangerous.’ One finger extends to trace below my
collarbone. ‘Can I show you?’
I shiver, thinking of Aura. What if I’m like this with her in
Ireland? What if on our big night, during our precious short holiday,
I still can’t bear to be touched?
I let go of Martin’s wrists, a silent assent.
His right hand stays over my heart, perhaps monitoring my
reaction, as his left moves to the side of my neck, up into my hair.
His thumb outlines my earlobe, tracing my shape back into
existence, showing me where I end and Else begins.
I close my eyes as he skims my brows, cheekbones, jaw. His
ring and index finger drift over my lids, middle finger skating down
my nose. They join together at my lips, just long enough to circle
once. And then they’re gone.
‘Should I stop?’ he whispers.
‘No.’ This is working. For the first time since I woke, my body
seems the right place to be. For the first time since I left 3A, I’m not
afraid.
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His hand drifts over my shoulder, then my arm, reshaping me.
Slowly he sculpts my wrist, hand, and fingertips. It’s from there, a
few inches of skin, that life begins to spread through me again. I
shift my legs beneath the covers, and it doesn’t hurt a bit.
Martin hesitates, his palm against mine. ‘Promise you’ll say if ye
need me tae stop.’
‘Promise.’
He reaches out to stroke the back of my shoulder over my shirt.
His thumb digs in, releasing a sharp bit of tension I didn’t know was
there. I exhale as the pain radiates up to my neck and out to my
elbow, then fades. He’s quite good at this.
With his arm around me, we’re closer now. I shift nearer so he
can reach the center of my back. Eyes closed in concentration, he
works his way down. I notice his hair doesn’t smell of smoke.
I lay a hand on his waist to steady myself. He opens his eyes in
surprise. His mouth is so close to mine, I can feel his quickening
breath.
Martin shifts beneath my palm, and my hand slides forward
over his lower back. This all feels so foreign, yet so familiar. Not like
touching a girl for the first time. Not quite right, but not wrong
either.
Barely an inch of space separates the lengths of our bodies. We
lie in our embrace, eyes locked, trembling with sudden uncertainty.
‘How is it no one touched you for weeks?’ he whispers, though
there’s nobody to hear us. ‘Were you not … hurt?’
I swallow. ‘Define “hurt.”’
‘Beaten.’
I wish. ‘No.’
‘Then where did these demons come from?’ His right hand
quivers, still pressed against my heart. ‘What did those people do to
ye?’
Lying with him here, having just escaped what felt like death, I
feel safer than ever. So I tell the truth, in a way, hoping and fearing
he’ll hear what I mean.
‘They did nothing.’
‘Nothing,’ he repeats, pensively.

I expect him to add And ‘nothing’ gives you nightmares.
‘Nothing’ wakes you screaming. I expect him to doubt me like he did
before. Like all the others do.
Instead Martin gasps. ‘Oh. Oh, no.’ For a moment, his eyes fill
with rage, and I know if DMP or Nighthawk agents were here right
now, Martin would punch their throats until they never breathed
again.
But they’re not here. It’s just us.
So he kisses my forehead, then tucks my face tight against his
neck. ‘God, Zachary,’ he says in a rough voice that sounds on the
edge of tears. ‘I cannae think of anything worse than nothing.’
And I know he understands.
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Chapter Twelve

In the morning I go back to the hospital, stopping at Mum’s
favourite bakery on the way. The ICU nurse informs me Dad’s been
moved to a room in the regular medical ward.
‘He’s quite improved overnight,’ she tells me. ‘Your father’s got
a lot of fight in him.’
‘Believe me, I know.’ I return her smile and head for the lift.
Downstairs in Medicine, Mum’s standing near the window of
the waiting area, gazing out at the snow flurries. She looks at me
with surprise, then glances at the clock.
‘Why, Zachary Moore, what brings you out at this early hour?’
I chuckle as I set the teas and the bag of pastries on the table
beside her. Ten fifty-seven isn’t early for normal people. I didn’t
doze off again until after six, but it was the best sleep I’ve had in
ages.
‘Mum.’ I reach out and take her in my arms. She gasps, frozen at
first, then joins me in our long, tight hug.
When we finally let go, her eyes are wet. ‘What happened?’
‘You might say I’ve had a breakthrough.’
We sit on the low couch together as I tell her about my worst
nightmare and anxiety attack ever, about Martin teaching me how
to breathe. I leave out the muscle spasms and how he soothed them,
and obviously the part where I told him the DMP had done ‘nothing’
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to me, and how he was the first to understand that ‘nothing’ didn’t
mean no harm. He understood that ‘nothing’ meant nothing.
She gives me a warm, sad smile. ‘Whatever would we do
without Martin?’
I’ve no answer. While I lay in his arms this morning, memories
pouring out of me like blood from a wound, he just … listened. I told
him how, during those first two weeks in 3A, I’d fought back in
fierce, futile ways: clogging the toilet with paper towels, or writing
obscene notes on my walls with crayons, or having a defiant wank
in full view of the ceiling camera. I told him how they outwitted and
outwaited me. I told him how, as a last resort, I gave myself over to
madness.
I did not, however, tell him how Logan saved me. That’s
between us.
I hand the white-paper bakery bag to my mother. ‘They’d the
blueberry scones you fancy. Got the last two.’
She claps her hands like a little girl. ‘Who are you, and what
have you done with my son?’
I’m stung by her pleasure at my ‘return’. Was I so far gone that
a hug and a pair of blueberry scones provoke such celebration?
‘So your father and I were talking this morning about the
situation at home,’ she says as we set into breakfast. ‘He’s asked to
have his own room, apart from me.’
‘Oh, no. Are you not getting on?’ My parents have always
argued a lot, but they always make up quickly and fervently.
‘It’s not that. He doesn’t like disturbing my sleep. He says he
wants his own space to be miserable in.’
‘That makes sense.’ I used to be that way too, when I was sick
or unhappy. Back before I was terrified to be alone. ‘He hates being
watched all the time, especially when we’re watching for signs he’s
– he’s getting worse.’ I almost said signs he’s dying.
‘I think that’s it. If he can be out from under my worried eyes at
night, it’ll let his mind rest. But that means you and Martin will
share a room full-time. You can move into Martin’s room with the
two single beds or stay in your room with the queen-sized.’
It’s not an easy choice. In Martin’s room I’d still have his
company, without having to share a bed. He’d be less likely to wake
me coming home from work in the middle of the night.
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But if Martin were across the room, I’d have to hold my own
breath to hear his. There’d be that moment of panic when I’d
wonder if I were alone.
‘I’d rather not change rooms, if that’s alright.’
‘Of course.’ She sips her tea and frowns. I must’ve put too much
sugar in. ‘Martin helps you sleep, doesn’t he?’
I nod. ‘And he’s better at ducking punches than you are.’
‘I’m sure he is,’ Mum says with a light laugh. Then she reaches
out cautiously and puts her hand over mine. ‘Zachary, you and Aura
are in the midst of a long separation, in both time and space.
Considering all you’re facing with your father and whatever
memories still haunt you from this summer, if you were to find even
the tiniest bit of comfort in Martin’s … well, I wouldn’t blame you.
No one would.’
I’m not exactly sure what she’s on about, but I am sure I don’t
want to have this conversation with my mother. ‘If Dad moves to the
guest room, then you or I can sleep in the other bed when he needs
close watching.’
Mum hesitates, perhaps wondering if I blanked out during her
previous statement, since I failed to acknowledge it. Daftness has its
uses.
‘An excellent point.’ She crumples the empty bakery bag and
brushes nonexistent crumbs off her lap. ‘Speaking of your father,
shall we go see if he’s awake?’
Date: 19 November
Weight: 65 kg
Hours sleep in last week: 41
Nightmares in last week: 5
Flashbacks in last week: 2
Panic attacks in last week: 2
Days since 3A: 86
Days until Aura: 31

Aura’s wearing my favourite jumper tonight, the red V-necked
cardigan that looks soft as kitten fur. As she speaks, fluttering her
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hand and shifting in her chair, my eyes are glued to the jumper’s top
button, hoping it will magically pop open.
It’s been weeks since I’ve thought about sex in anything but the
abstract, but the last few days I can think of little else. The first
morning I woke with a raging stauner in my boxer shorts, I felt like
singing. It was like greeting a long-lost friend.
Perhaps it’s the change in meds: after the severe panic attack I
had the night Dad was in hospital, my doctor switched me from
Klonopin back to the faster-acting Xanax, at least for the next month.
Side effects may vary, as they say. So that’s one explanation.
Another explanation: I’m finally returning to life.
Aura folds her arms on the desk and leans towards me. Does
she know how this motion pushes up her tits? She must – she’s
touching them right now with the backs of her wrists. She can touch
them any time she wants. I’m pure jealous.
I squirm in my seat. If I can somehow hint to Aura that this
need has returned, maybe we could, I dunno, do something about it.
‘Isn’t your dad’s chemo tomorrow?’ she asks. ‘Third Thursday
of the month?’
I blink. That was a bit of a stauner kill.
‘Em, yeah.’ She keeps track of my life better than I do
sometimes. ‘Mum said I could take him alone this time, just him and
me. So that’ll be fun.’
Aura laughs at my sarcasm. ‘He still hasn’t learned how to be a
good patient?’
‘I guess he’s better than I’d be.’ No, don’t mention yourself.
That’ll raise questions. ‘Tomorrow the key will be making sure he
eats and drinks every few hours instead of passing out and sleeping
straight through the night. Friday he’ll wake feeling spectacular, so I
have to keep him from charging out of the house to climb Ben Nevis
on a pogo stick while fighting terrorists in hand-to-hand combat.’
She laughs again, a sound that now soothes my nerves instead
of grating on them. ‘How do you keep him occupied?’
‘Mostly we play video games. The trick is to let him win without
him knowing I’m letting him win. Which is easy, cos he’s better than
I am.’ I revel in the sight of her smile and the fact that I’ve caused it.
‘Friday night the nausea’ll set in, and that’s when Mum takes over.
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She’s got a stronger stomach than I do, so she’s better with the
boaking.’
‘Ugh. Sorry you have to go through that. I’m sure it doesn’t help
you recover from – you know.’
I grip the seat of my chair to keep my arms from wrapping
around my own waist. All I want is one conversation where she
doesn’t poke at my wounds.
Instead of snapping at her, I just shrug. ‘That’s the way it goes.’
She waits a few moments, then gives up and peers past me.
‘Where’s Martin? Doesn’t he have Wednesday nights off?’
‘He does.’ I don’t remember telling her that, but my memory’s
not trustworthy. ‘He’s out to dinner with his boyfriend.’
‘It’s two o’clock.’ She bobs her eyebrows. ‘Maybe they’re having
more than dinner?’
‘Perhaps.’ It’s only 1.52 a.m., and this lad’s actually an exboyfriend, now just a friend. But Aura doesn’t need those details.
‘He’ll be home in—’ Sixty-eight minutes or less. ‘By three o’clock.’
‘Well, good for him,’ she says. ‘I didn’t know he was seeing
anyone.’
I’m confused. ‘Why would you know?’
She shakes her head. ‘Speaking of food, I’ve invented a new
sandwich. You’ll probably think it’s gross.’ She holds up a pair of
jars. ‘Peanut butter and lemon curd.’
‘You’re joking.’
‘We ran out of jelly. Lemon curd was all we had left.’
‘Where’d you even find that?’
‘Our grocery store has a teeny tiny British section. Stuff like tea
biscuits, HobNobs—’
‘Dark chocolate?’
‘Sorry, milk chocolate. Anyway, this lemon curd stuff looked
good, so I bought it.’
‘And tragically paired it with peanut butter.’
‘It’s the ultimate Scottish-American mashup.’ Aura grins as she
presses the jars together. ‘The new taste sensation.’
‘You’re adorable, ye know that?’
‘And you’re in a weirdly good mood. What’s up?’
‘This is what’s up.’ I show her my pile of sticky notes. ‘Thirtyone days until we see each other in Ireland. We’re almost three
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quarters of the way there.’ Seventy-three-point-five percent, to be
exact.
‘Yay!’ She pumps her fist. ‘Still too far away, though.’
‘Yes, but—’ How to express this without sounding insane? ‘It’s
starting to feel like it might not be just a dream.’
‘It’s not a dream, Zach.’ Her eyes plead with me. ‘We’ll be
together again soon.’
I do believe her. I must. But at this moment, with the way she
looks tonight and the way I feel, the future’s not enough.
‘I know. I just really want to—’ Fuck you. ‘I want to—’ Shag you.
‘To—’ Take you against a wall until our knees give out. ‘Be with you.’
Aura’s eyes turn heavy-lidded. ‘Me, too. I can’t wait.’ Her
breathy voice makes me harder than ever. If she says no to this, I’ll
need to sign off and handle things myself.
‘Then maybe we could – I mean, it might make the wait easier if
we … talked about what we wanted to do.’ I fidget with the top
button of my shirt. ‘Perhaps—’ Just say it, ya coward. ‘—naked?’
She closes her eyes, then draws in a choking breath. Oh God,
I’ve made her cry.
‘Aura! What’s wrong?’ I want to leap through the screen and
hug her. And then lick her all over (sympathetically, of course).
‘I’ve waited so long for you to really look at me again. And now
you want to – it almost doesn’t seem real.’ She presses her hands to
her cheeks as a pair of tears squeezes out. ‘Sorry, just give me a
second.’
Perhaps I was out of line with my request for a transatlantic
wank. ‘Maybe another time?’
‘No, now!’ She scans her bedroom. ‘The light in here’s horrible,’
she mutters. ‘Zach, I’ll call you back in five minutes. Go ahead and,
um, get ready.’
I do as Aura says. It’s a good personal policy.
I move the laptop to the bed, then tear off my shirt and
trousers. I’m about to lift the covers and crawl underneath when I
realise—
My bedroom door. It’s shut tight to keep our chat private, but
as always, it’s unlocked. Martin could come home early, or my mum
could walk in while I’m …
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A series of shaky steps carries me forwards until my hand’s on
the doorknob. Can I do this?
Fingers damp with cold sweat, I rotate the latch to lock it. Then
I test the knob. It doesn’t budge. My pulse spikes again, and the
room turns cloudy around the edges.
Stay here stay here stay here. I tap my forehead on the
doorjamb and quietly sing Aura’s favourite Frightened Rabbit song,
their most hopeful tune. This trick didn’t work that night in
Edinburgh – there were so many other voices around me, I couldn’t
recall the melody or words.
The fuzzy feeling slowly dissipates. I’m still here. I undo the
lock and open the door a few inches.
There. I can walk out if I want. But I’ve something to stay for,
time with Aura when we can feel good together. Whispering each
other’s names as we touch ourselves will be the next best thing to
touching each other. After weeks of wanting nothing, I. Want. This.
I lock the door and turn away. Somehow the world completely
fails to end.

Chapter Thirteen
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My dad is fucking impossible. He’s just sent me home from the
cancer centre to fetch a different novel to read during his three-hour
chemotherapy session. Apparently the book he brought has gotten
dull. I told him I could download the other novel onto my phone and
he could read it that way.
‘I’ll no pay twice for something I’m using but once,’ he said.
‘I’ll pay for it,’ I told him. ‘Then I’ll read it later.’
‘If ye want to read it, ye can have my book when I’m done.
You’ve nae money to pay for it, by the way, cos you’ve nae job.’
‘I’ve nae job cos I’m aye taking care of you. You’re my job.’
‘Then do yer job. Fetch my book.’ When I just glared at him, he
added, ‘I’ll give ye ten pounds.’
So here I am home, soaking wet because it’s pure dreich again
and I forgot my umbrella at the hospital.
I find the book on the coffee table and set it by the front door,
along with a new umbrella, then run upstairs to change into dry
shoes and denims. The shower’s running in the hall toilet, where
Martin’s singing the latest CHVRCHES song off-key at full volume. I
hurry to change clothes, knowing I’ve exactly twelve minutes to get
back to the bus station or I’ll have to wait another nineteen minutes
for the next bus, or waste part of the tenner Dad gave me on a taxi.
I’m tying my second shoe when my laptop dings on the desk.
The lid is open, though I never leave it that way. Martin’s been using
it on occasion until he can afford a new one.
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I glance at the screen as I stand up. My email’s already open in
a browser tab. That’s odd, as I always close—
My heart leaps at the sight of Aura’s name in the From line. I
click on the message, but as I do, my eyes catch the subject:
ZACHARY
This is not my email account.

Hey Martin,
Thanks for the latest update. I wish there was something I could
do, but he still won’t talk to me about what happened. Even asking
him ‘So how are you?’ all casual-like, gets me shut down.
But I’ll keep asking. I won’t give up on him. One day he’ll be ready
to talk, and I want to be there for him when he is.
My pulse pounds in my temples. I sink into the desk chair,
knees shaking with rage.

I’m just so glad he has you. You’re an amazing friend. Please keep
taking care of him for me.
Hugs,
Aura
I scroll through the message thread, my stomach getting tighter
and colder with every line. They’ve been emailing for weeks, since
the end of September, saying things like:
He’s a wee bit fragile right now. More than a wee bit.
and
OMG I feel so sorry for him.
and
Sometimes when I look at Zach, I see the lad I once knew. But
mostly, he’s like a ghost.
and
He spaces all the time during our video chats. I keep pretending
not to notice. I don’t think he can handle my pity.
The door swings open. ‘Oh!’ Martin puts a hand to his pale, bare
chest and the other hand to the towel about his waist. ‘Christ, ye
nearly gies a heart attack. What are you—’
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He sees what’s on the laptop screen. His lips part, but no more
words come out, just a low sound of dismay.
‘Why?’ My voice rumbles in my chest. ‘Why would you do this
to me?’
‘I can explain.’
‘What did you tell her?’ I roar.
‘Just that you’ve trouble sleeping, and nightmares sometimes.’
Martin looks away. ‘And that you get nervous when you’re alone.’
‘God, why?’ I want to shake him. ‘Are you trying to make me
look weak?’
‘I did it cos she deserves to hear it.’
‘Aye, from me! When I’m ready.’
‘And when will that be? When will you show her you’re not
perfect?’
‘She knows all too fucking well. Especially now, thanks to you!’
I lurch out of the chair, which rolls back to hit the desk.
Martin holds his ground. ‘Mate, she wants to help you, but you
won’t let her. Why do you shut her out when you talk to me?’
‘Because you’re not the one in danger. She is.’ An awful thought
occurs to me. ‘Did you tell her about the night Dad was in hospital?
When we were here alone?’
‘Of course not! What you told me about—’ He glances towards
the hall. ‘—that place, what they did to ye, I’ll take tae the grave. I
swear it.’
‘How can I ever trust you again?’ I back away, rubbing the
ridges of my brows. The skin over my skull feels stretched to the
breaking point. ‘Whose idea was it to start emailing? Yours or hers?’
‘It—’ He runs his hand hard through his wet hair, sending
water trickling over his face and neck. ‘It doesnae matter.’
So it was Aura’s idea. I turn to the laptop, see her crisp little
phrases and smiling/frowning/crying emoticons. I think of all the
times over the last two months when she looked out from that
screen, looked me in the eye, ‘pretending not to notice’. Holding that
power over me, at a time when I’ve never felt more powerless.
Behind me, Martin takes a step closer. ‘Mate—’
‘Don’t call me that!’ I sweep the laptop off the desk. It crunches
on the hardwood floor and rests wide open, screen side down.
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Martin raises his voice. ‘Just calm yersel, widje? I’m sorry we
went behind yer back, but it was only cos we wanted to-to—’
‘To solve me.’
‘To help you.’
They have helped, Aura and Martin. I know that. But they also
discussed me, dissected me. Conspired to fix what cannot be fixed.
I’ve never felt so betrayed in all my life.
There’s a shift in the air, Martin moving closer, reaching for me.
‘Get out of my sight,’ I snarl.
He says nothing more, just quickly gathers his clothes from the
wardrobe and retreats to the loo.
I kneel beside the laptop and turn it over with trembling hands.
The left half of Aura’s email is still visible. The right side of the
screen shows a pale-green blob radiating from a crack in the centre.
I’m lucky I only broke the display, not the processor. Still, it’ll
have to be fixed by MI-X, for security reasons. My dad’s going to kill
me.
‘Fuck.’
I yank open my wardrobe and pull out an armful of Martin’s
shirts, hangers and all. Into the hallway and over the railing they go,
onto the stairs. I do the same with his trousers, then his shoes.
I’m laden with his socks and underwear when the door to the
loo opens. Martin stops on the threshold and stares at me.
‘What are ye doing with my stuff?’
‘Throwing it out.’ I hurl the clothes over the banister in a
multicoloured rain of cotton. ‘Throwing you out.’
‘What?! You’ll chuck me like this, after all I’ve done for you?’
‘After all you’ve done for me? I gave you a home when you’d
nowhere to go. And don’t forget I saved your wee brother. You’re
welcome, by the way.’ I stomp back to my room. He follows.
‘Saved him? Saved him? You broke Finn, is what you did. You
broke my brother!’
I stop, hands buried in the drawer. ‘What do you mean?’
‘He died that day, Zachary. Finn died in the water and became a
ghost. He saw himself violet, there under the bridge. But it hurt him
to be near you, cos of yer redness or whitever you call it.’
My jaw drops slowly. ‘How do you know?’
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‘Finn tel’ me himself. He said his ghost couldn’t leave, not if he
wanted tae live. The ambulance was coming and he knew he’d still a
chance. So he stayed and – and you were there, so he—’ Martin
wipes his mouth, his breath coming hard and fast.
‘He became a shade,’ I whisper.
‘Aye.’ Martin knocks a fist against his temple. ‘And that’s why
he’s so fucked up in the heid, I think.’ His voice breaks. ‘Cos when
you saved him, mate, you destroyed him.’
My throat closes. It feels like I’ve inhaled an ice-cold dagger,
shredding my lungs with every breath. I turn away, gripping the
sides of my head. Nothing has ever hurt as bad as this truth.
I feel it all at once: the freezing canal, the nail in my chest, the
unbearable weight of Finn’s body. My legs ache from keeping us
afloat. My mates are shouting, but their panicky words are drowned
out by the rush of water echoing off the bridge above me.
No. I can’t be there. I will not be there.
I open my eyes wide and lift them to the ceiling. Find
something, anything, to tie yourself to Here. Find a place of peace
before you shatter.
Ah. A bright star above the far side of the bed. Arcturus.
Constellation Boötes. Thirty-six-point-seven light years away.
I broke Finn.
Arcturus is the fourth brightest star in the northern sky. Its
name means ‘Guardian of the Bear’ in Ancient Greek. Inuits call it
the Old Man.
I broke …
Arcturus is classified a red giant. It’s the zenith star to the
Hawaiian Islands. And it’s home to the Arcturan Megafreighters in
my favourite novel, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. I read that
book for the first time – and for the second, third, fourth, and fifth
time – in this very room.
There, a place of peace. I exhale, pushing away the last
remnants of that day in the canal. I shove it up through the ceiling,
into the sky where it can’t hurt me.
Martin speaks my name in an odd voice. I turn to him. He
seems to be waiting for a response to something.
‘Okay,’ I say, then move past him into the hall. I need to move,
feel my feet on the floor. I’m Here, so everything’s alright.
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Martin repeats my ‘okay’ but adds a bewildered question mark
to the end. I walk down the stairs, stepping over piles of clothes.
Why did I put them there when we’ve a perfectly good laundry
chute?
At the front door I see Dad’s book and my umbrella. I need to
bring those to a place. But where?
My phone will know. Sure enough, the circled day on the
calendar says Chemo, with the cancer centre address beneath it.
Right. I was there today. Then I came home and … no.
‘Zachary?’ Martin calls from upstairs, his voice tinged with fear.
My mind turns away. Pick up the book. Pick up the umbrella.
And go.

When I return to the hospital, Dad takes one look at my face
and asks, ‘What’s wrong?’
I sit beside him, hand him his novel. ‘Martin and I had a row.’
‘About what?’ When I don’t answer, he opens the book.
‘Awright, none of my business.’
I remember pieces of it, and the bare facts – Martin and Aura
have been emailing for weeks, and oh, by the way, I broke his
brother – but I feel nothing. It’s like my ribs have turned to titanium,
sealing off my heart from further damage.
By the time Dad and I get home from his chemo session, Martin
has gone to work. His packed suitcase sits in the corner of the living
room.
There’s no time to think of him or Aura or Finn now. I need to
stay by my father’s side as the benevolent poison works its way
through his body. Thank God for this preoccupation.
I help him upstairs to bed and get him lying on his left side
where he’s most comfortable. Then I find the track on the
audiobook corresponding to the place he left off at the cancer
centre.
‘Already read this bit,’ he grumbles.
‘It’s the beginning of the same chapter. Consider it a wee recap.’
I head for the door. ‘I’ll make you some soup. Cock-a-leekie okay?’
‘Aye. Sgàire?’ When I stop and turn, his eyes drift shut. ‘Sorry I
took you away.’
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‘I don’t mind going with you to appointments.’
‘I mean from Scotland. Years ago. Took you from your home,
your mates, your school.’
I touch the framed photo on the wall by the door, one I made
when I was eight. It shows the Duke of Wellington statue outside the
Glasgow Museum of Modern Art. Usually the duke’s got an orange
traffic cone on his head, a duty of anonymous mischief shared by all
city dwellers. But that day, the cone had been placed on his horse’s
head instead. So on the matte beneath the photo I wrote, in such
careful handwriting it looks like a printer’s typeface: Glaswegian
Unicorn.
‘If it helps,’ I tell him, ‘I mostly blame Mum.’ I mean it as a joke,
but it’s sorta true.
‘You shouldn’t. Our move had more to do with my career than
with her desire to find you new mates.’
‘Perhaps. Anyway, if I’d stayed here, I’d never have met Aura.’
The heavy silence fills in the rest of that thought for both of us:
and I’d never have ended up in 3A.
‘Nonetheless.’ He clears his throat. ‘Sorry I was a bastard
today.’
I can’t take this conciliation from him. He sounds like he’s
making amends on his deathbed.
‘Dad.’ I go and kneel at his side to speak to him at face level. ‘I
like when you’re a bastard. I like when we fight. It’s normal. It’s
what living people do.’ I set my hand near his. ‘Promise you’ll
always be a bastard?’
He doesn’t respond. The weight of the day has stolen him from
me already. I should let him nap while I make soup, but I need an
answer.
I poke his arm. ‘Dad?’
‘I promise I’ll always be a bastard,’ he murmurs. ‘One
condition.’
‘What’s that?’
‘Promise you’ll always be one too.’
I try to smile, but my lips twist into a grimace. Luckily his eyes
are still closed.
‘Of course I promise,’ I whisper. ‘I’m your son, aye?’
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He grunts a drowsy assent. I study his features, searching for
the once-handsome face beneath gaunt flesh and sallow skin. Was it
only eight months ago he’d a full crop of black and silver hair? Hair
my mum used to tousle when she was peeved with him, a gesture
provoking a half growl, half laugh.
I run my hand over my own head, from chin to scalp. How can
my hair still be thick, my skin still toned, when right now I feel as
close to death as my father? If I look in the mirror, will I see a corpse
staring back?
In the kitchen, while I wait for the soup to heat, I text my MI-X
contact, Agent Phillips, about my laptop.
He replies immediately: I’ll send someone today to pick it up. I
assume your father doesn’t know?
I’d rather he didn’t. I’ll pay for the repairs.
Not necessary. You’ll have it back Monday.
Then I send Aura a text: Can’t chat tonight. Something’s come
up.
Her reply comes instantly too. You OK?
I shut off the phone, then cross my arms on the worktop and
press my face down hard upon them.
I can no longer answer her. I can no longer fake okay.
I can’t do this.

Chapter Fourteen

Saturday evening I tell Mum I’m going out with Roland, since
he’s one friend whose number she doesn’t have. She seems relieved
to have an evening alone with Dad, or at least an evening without
Martin and me avoiding each other.
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Exterior of Oran Mor (Martin’s pub). Photo: Judy Gabbett
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She assumes our ‘row’ is temporary, so she won’t let Martin
move out. He’s slept on the sofa the last two nights, which means
I’ve not slept at all, even with doubling my Xanax dose. Without his
breathing, shifting – and yes, snoring – the dead-of-night silence is
too loud, too much like that of 3A. Even music can’t drown out the
hostile companion my thoughts have become.
Aura’s pity. Finn’s disintegration. Martin’s judgement. I need to
erase them all.
One drink should do it, as I’m so exhausted I can barely drag
my feet up the front stairs of Martin’s pub. It seems odd, on the one
hand, to come here when I’m avoiding thoughts of him. But I feel
safe in this place. I know where all the exits are.

Interior of Oran Mor (lower level). Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready

The manager, Judy, greets me with a smile as I approach the
bar. ‘Zachary, how are you?’ The sentence starts as a routine cliche,
but by the time it’s out of her mouth, she’s taken in my appearance.
‘You don’t look well.’
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‘I’m just tired.’
‘Is it your father? I know how exhausting the carer role can be.’
Judy lays a gentle hand on my arm. ‘Let me know if I can do
anything.’
‘Thank you.’ It’s a non-answer sort of answer, one I can give
while calculating how many more words I must utter before ending
the conversation. ‘That means a lot.’ I thank her again so I can move
on.
At the bar, Jamie sees to me straightaway. ‘Hey, Zach. Martin’s
off the night.’
‘I know, that’s why I’m here.’ I laugh a bit, as if I’ve made a joke,
but since it’s not funny, Jamie just looks confused. ‘Tennent’s,
please.’
He reaches for a pint glass, then stops. ‘Sorry, mate.’ He leans
past the taps and lowers his voice. ‘Martin said no alcohol for you.
He said you could have all the fizzy drinks ye want, on the house.’
Hot shame sweeps up over my face. All the fizzy drinks I want.
Like I’m a child.
‘Get you a Coke or something?’ Jamie asks. ‘Irn Bru?’
‘Get tae fuck.’ I turn and push through the crowd towards the
pub’s front door. When I reach the vestibule, I stop to type out a
hate text to Martin.
A trio of lasses in their early twenties comes in, dressed for a
night on the town. They slow as they pass me.
‘Too young?’ one of them asks.
I look up and realise they’re talking about me, not to me.
‘No more uni first-years for you, Kristine,’ another chortles.
‘The last one didnae work out so well.’
‘But I fancy his hair. And his everything else.’
I slip outside to escape. It’s drizzling, of course, so I put my
phone away without sending the text. Sometimes when the screen
gets wet, the whole contraption needs rebooting.
It won’t take long to find a pub that’ll serve me. Martin couldn’t
have warned every bartender in the West End.
The wind blows harder as I stride down Byres Road, weaving
to avoid getting poked in the eye with the tourists’ umbrellas, which
are totally unnecessary in this light rain. I shove my fists into my
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pockets to keep from yanking the umbrellas away from their
owners and hurling them into the street.

I order three pints to save myself the effort of queuing again
later. Bunching the glasses together against my stomach, I retreat to
the end of the high, chairless table ringing the bar’s perimeter.

Entrance to Oran Mor. Photo: Judy Gabbett

Inside my pocket, my left hand wraps around a cylindrical
object, but it takes a moment to realise what it is and what it means.
I brought my Xanax with me in case I stayed out past midnight
and needed another dose. The last one never took effect, so I’ve
been jittery all evening. My eyes feel too sharp, like even my lashes
could slice holes in my lids if I blink too hard.
Now I don’t just want a drink. I need one.
The first Ashton Lane pub I enter is completely jammed, with a
long wait at the bar. But it’s Saturday night, when every pub is
crowded, and since I’ve been here before with my mates – and have
mapped out all the escape routes – I decide to stay. I just hope no
one I know shows up.

Ashton Lane, Glasgow’s West End. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready
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My table/shelf is not far from the ladies’ toilets, so a steady
stream of girls and women passes, checking me out in my solitude. I
glance awkwardly at the front door, as if expecting someone to join
me.
This was a stupid idea. I feel more alone than ever.
But after the first pint, I start to relax, and when the next lass
my age leaves the ladies’ and meets my eyes, I no longer want to
cower under the table.
She changes her course to come talk to me. ‘You waitin’ for
someone?’
I consider the truth and all variety of lies. ‘I was, but she stood
me up.’
‘No! Someone like you?’
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I’m not sure of her meaning. Who is someone like me?
The girl shrugs. ‘Anyway, her loss. Can I join ye?’
Since I’m standing here with an extra pint, it’d be rude to say
no. I push it towards her reluctantly. ‘I’m Zachary.’
‘I’m Jen.’ She lifts the glass, brushing wispy blond curls from
her face. ‘Cheers!’
I take a long sip, but smaller than before, since now I’ve no
backup pint. ‘Are ye here with someone?’
‘My friend and her boyfriend. They’re waiting at the bar.’ She
stands on her tiptoes and waves to someone I can’t see. Then she
gives an exaggerated nod and holds up two fingers before turning
back to me. ‘Brilliant, they’re getting two extra pints.’
‘Perfect.’ I take a longer gulp of my Tennent’s this time, secure
in the knowledge of plenty.
We chat about the music blaring from the speaker, as well as
bands we’ve seen about town. She tells me of clubs I’ve never heard
of, and to explain my ignorance, I confess I’ve been away to England
and America the last four years.
‘I’d kill to live in the States,’ she says. ‘Is it true, how they fancy
the way we talk?’
‘The girls love it.’
She pouts. ‘Not the lads? I couldn’t get myself a suntanned
California surfer boy wi my accent?’ Her sky-blue eyes reflect the
recessed ceiling light, twinkling as she raises her pint to her lips.
Why don’t I do this more often, hang out in bars and wait for
pretty lasses to chat me up? Think of all the friends I’d have.
Glaswegians are so aggressively amiable, almost like Americans. It
makes me want to hug the entire city all at once. I should, before the
end.
Wait, where did that thought come from? From the rattle of
pills in my pocket as I set down my glass? Or from the thought of
Americans, the worst of which damaged me forever, and the best of
which has betrayed me?
I can’t imagine ever talking to Aura again, pretending all is fine,
knowing what she knows about me. She may have already left me in
her mind and is only staying out of pity and a desire to go to Ireland
to solve the mystery of the Shift. How can she still want me for me?
How can she bear the burden of a broken man? After what
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happened to Logan, she deserves someone uncomplicated. Someone
truly alive.
‘Zachary? You seem a million miles away.’
I drag myself out of the blackness to speak to Jen. ‘It’s hard to
hear with all the noise.’
She steps closer, her right hip pressing my left. ‘Is this better?’
It’s louder. Now my left arm hangs awkwardly. If I use it to
drink, I’ll elbow her in the face. Putting it around her is not an
option – some small part of me needs to remain faithful to Aura,
despite my rage – so I angle myself to face Jen straighter on. But
now her tits are taking up all the space between us, and with the
difference in our heights, it’s become impossible to look down at her
face without getting an eyeful of cleavage.
Jen is dead cute, with lovely curves begging to be caressed. Any
other lad would be on full alert, trying to score. Yet I feel nothing but
a vague gratitude, like she’s a warm shelter in a blizzard.
‘Finally! That queue was totally mental.’
I turn to see a short girl and a tall lad, both of them dark-haired
and roughly my age. They’re each cradling three pints against their
stomachs like I did.
The guy sets his beers on the table. ‘Hiya, I’m Gordon. This is
Amy.’
‘This is Zachary.’ Jen pushes two of the new pints towards me
and takes one for herself. ‘He’s from Maryhill, but tell them where
you lived before that.’
I’ve had enough talk of the United States. I give Jen a pointed
glance as I tell them, ‘Three years’ boarding school in the south of
England.’
‘Boarding school?’ Amy gasps. ‘Was it like Hogwarts?’ There’s a
teasing gleam in her eye.
I return her smirk. ‘Aye, just like Hogwarts, minus the magic
and the lasses.’
‘So more like, em, what do they call it?’ Gordon says. ‘Prison?’
We all laugh. ‘Exactly,’ I tell him. ‘Especially at first, when I’d
the Scots beaten out of me on a daily basis.’
‘Oh no!’ Jen puts her hand on my arm. ‘The English lads did that
to ye?’
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‘Them, and the boys from Edinburgh and Aberdeen, who said
ma Weegie accent was an embarrassment tae aw Scotland.’
‘Fucking hell,’ Gordon says.
‘Aye, it was.’
‘But ye don’t sound English now,’ Jen observes, ‘so it turned out
well.’
Amy jabs her boyfriend’s shoulder. ‘Gordon’s at uni down at
York. He fancies it, though.’
‘It’s no sae bad.’ He drapes his arm around her. ‘But thank God
for weekends.’ They kiss with the confident sort of hunger that
knows it’ll soon be fed.
‘Cos there’s nae place like home,’ Jen proclaims, ‘especially
when yer home is Glesga.’
As we all drink to that, I remember the last mention I heard of
Yorkshire. Finn’s hospital is there.
No, I’m not to think of him tonight, I resolve as I reach for my
third (fourth?) pint. I’m not to think of how I put him in that place
for children who grow up worse instead of better.
A waitress swoops by, the first I’ve seen tonight. ‘Youse doing
awright or you ready for—’
‘Shots!’ Jen declares at the top of her lungs. My brain begs to
differ, but it’s outnumbered here.
The shots come, I’m not sure how many, as after two I lose both
the ability and the desire to count. Over the next hour (only an
hour? Dunno, as I’ve not checked my phone for the time or
messages since I walked in here. An excellent sign. I don’t need
anything or anyone but my new mates.), Jen, Amy, Gordon, and I
forge what feels like the deepest, most permanent bond ever. We’ve
so much in common, like … well, it doesnae matter, I love them all so
much.
The waitress strides in our direction carrying food on a tray,
and I realise I can’t remember when I last ate. This morning?
Yesterday?
As she passes, the scent hits me, burgers with chips and onions.
I stagger with the sudden need to either eat or boak.
‘You awright?’ Jen says. I can barely feel her hand on my arm.
It’s like my skin’s grown an extra ten layers. ‘Ye look ill.’
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‘No, I just—’ Suddenly I need to piss like a mad thing. ‘I’ll be
right back.’
Inside the gents’, my fingers are so numb and my head so
swimmy, it takes all my focus to hit the inside of the urinal. I can tell
by the spray patterns that others before me have had worse control.
On the wall before my eyes is a sticker: Problems with alcohol?
Get help here. There’s a phone number beneath it, though I don’t
know how they think drunk people are supposed to remember it, or
how someone with prick in hand would be able to write it down.
‘My problem with alcohol’, I tell the sticker, ‘is that I don’t have
it more often.’ I look at the nearest lad, two places over. ‘Right?’
He studiously ignores me. I’ve broken the cardinal rule of the
gents’: never talk to strangers at the urinal.
But he doesn’t look like a stranger. His ginger hair and pale,
freckled skin remind me of Martin. No, his hair’s much lighter than
my best mate’s. It’s closer to the colour of …
Finn’s.
When you saved him, mate, you destroyed him.
I shake my head at Martin’s words as I zip up and head for the
sink. ‘What if I’d not saved him?’ I murmur. ‘What if he’d died? He’d
have stayed a shade forever. That’d be worse, aye? There’s no
coming back from—’
A thought freezes me, my hands under the flowing tap. In the
mirror, I stare into my own horror-stricken, bloodshot eyes.
What about me? What happens if I die suddenly – in an
accident or from a heart attack – and become a ghost? I’ll never be
able to get away from myself. I’ll become a shade, miserable and
angry forever.
My only chance to avoid eternal misery is to die from a slow
disease like Dad’s. Research has sorted all this out in the eighteen
years since the Shift: people who know death is coming are
prepared for it. They don’t need to be ghosts, even if they want to be.
It’s not an existence one can choose by—
Oh.
A sudden calm washes over me. Disease is not my only chance.
There’s another way to make sure I’ll never be a ghost or a shade.
There’s one way to be sure my death won’t come as a surprise:
I must cause it myself.
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‘Zach, what the fuck are you doing?’
The world around me narrows so fast, I’ve no time to breathe
before I’m sucked back There. I sink against the door, grasping for a
handhold, but it’s smooth and cold and—

They took my Q-Tips.
I tear off my pillowcase and turn it inside out, then rip the sheets
from the thin mattress, choking back a howl. How could I fail to
protect the one thing that let me mark time, the one thing that kept
me sane?
Behind me, the door of the loo clicks shut. The cleaning woman
must be in there now.
I lunge over and pound on the door. ‘Give them back! The swabs, I
need them. Just let me have a look at the rubbish – at the trash – for
one minute.’ My voice pitches up like a wean begging for sweets. ‘I
promise I’ll be good. I promise!’
I slide down the smooth, cold door, pressing my ear to it. Water
runs, bristles scratch porcelain, a woman sighs – with fatigue or
exasperation or perhaps even compassion.
Finally her footsteps recede. A door opens and shuts on the other
side of the loo, the door to the outside corridor.
The lock on this door clicks, and I shove it open. Beneath the sink
I find a treasure of cotton balls, tissues, toilet paper, soap – and QTips.
I dump them on the floor and spread them in front of me. ‘Two,
four, six, eight, ten, twelve …’ and so on. ‘… Thirty, thirty-two, thirtyf—’
Wait. Is that right? Is that too many? How long …?
Oh. Oh. No. No.
I’ve lost track of time.
Time’s lost track of me.
My breath comes in gasps. This is it. This is forever. This tiny,
undifferentiated universe of white is all that’s ever existed or all that
will ever exist.
I lift my eyes towards the camera in the ceiling. For weeks I’ve
pleaded and raged and wept in its direction. But it’s as indifferent as
God itself.

Chapter Fifteen

The one empty cubicle in the men’s toilet has a broken door
that won’t lock. How fitting. I lean back against the door to keep it
shut, then slip my hand into my pocket. The pills are still there.
Erasure. The solution to every fear, every pain, everything
that’s wrong with me. I’ll never return in my mind to that place,
never see another look of pity. I’ll never hurt another living or dead
human again.
My numb fingers try to turn the pill bottle’s lid, but it’s one of
those childproof devices, so all my strength can’t open it. I bring it
close to my face, trying to read the instructions, though why I should
need guidance for something I’ve done a hundred times, I don’t
know.
The letters are white plastic on white plastic. My vision swims.
Brilliant. I’m too drunk to kill myself. I have officially failed at
everything.
‘Zach? It’s Gordon. Jen sent me in to see if you’re okay.’
Startled, I drop the pill bottle. It rolls under the door and out
towards the sinks. ‘Ah, naw …’
There’s a rattle, then a gasp.
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That’s when I see my salvation, sitting on the sink: a bottle of
drain cleaner.
A few swallows and they’d never save me in time. It would be
painful but quick. Not like the slow starvation I’ve been at for … two
weeks? Three weeks?
I grab the bottle and unscrew the cap.
‘Zach, what the fuck are you doing?’
I drop the bottle. Thick blue liquid splashes across the scattered
Q-Tips.
‘Who’s there?’ I shout at the ceiling camera.
‘Dude, you know who this is, and don’t bother looking for me. If I
were really there, I couldn’t be there. Because of your stupid redness,
remember.’
I touch the side of my head. ‘Is that—’
‘Logan, yeah. Now here’s what I want you to do. Step out of the
bathroom without putting poison in your body. In other words, don’t
be like me.’
I’ve gone completely mad. I bend over to pick up the drain
cleaner.
‘NO!’ His shout hurts my skull. I cover my ears, but it doesn’t stop
his voice: ‘Please. Don’t do this to her.’
There’s a her out there somewhere. I can barely remember my
own name, much less another’s.
‘Don’t do this to Aura. To go through this twice, with two
different boyfriends, would kill her. Not that you mean as much to her
as I did, but still.’
The voice must be coming from the speakers. They’ve found
someone to imitate Logan, just to torment me.
I step out of the loo into my bedroom, searching for the source,
then realise: the voice was just as loud with my ears covered. So it
can’t be coming from—
The door slams shut behind me. I lunge for it, but the lock clicks.
A woman beyond says, ‘Thank God. They would’ve killed me.’
‘No …’ I yank the indented handle, but it won’t budge. I slam my
shoulder and hip against the door, again and again and again and
again and again and again and again and again and again and again
and again and again and again and again and again and again.

Finally the lock clicks. I open the door. The loo is empty, the sink
bare.
Forever is forever again.
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I return to Now with Gordon’s finger at the back of my mouth. I
try to push him away, but it’s too late. The beer and whisky scald my
throat on the way up.
When it’s over, he peers into the toilet. ‘There’s nae pills! I’m
calling an ambulance. Ye need yer stomach pumped.’
I shove him back against the cubicle wall. ‘There’s nae pills cos
I didn’t take any!’
‘How was I supposed to know that? I asked how many you’d
taken, and ye just kept blethering about Q-Tips. You were gonnae
take those pills, weren’t you?’ Gordon sways a bit – not surprising,
since he’s as drunk as I am. ‘Is that why ye came in here, to top
yourself?’
‘Maybe.’ I’m suddenly hot. I try to take off my jacket, but there’s
no room.
Gordon guides me from the cubicle and helps me out of my
coat. ‘I’m putting these in here.’ He slips the pill bottle into the
pocket of my jacket, which he grips tightly. ‘Now wash up. We’ll be
waiting for ye at our table.’
I splash cold water on my face for well over a minute before
reaching for a paper towel. They’ve the blue ones here, like many
places. That’s new since I left Scotland years ago. I vaguely
remember Niall saying they’ve green ones in Dublin. Patriotic paper
towels. God.
I feel totally wrecked. All I want is to lie down in my own bed,
even if it’s alone.
When I return to the bar, Jen’s speaking on my phone. ‘Awright,
thanks very much!’ She hangs up and hands it to me. ‘Yer mate
Martin’s coming to get you. I’ll wait outside with you till he comes,
okay? You probably need fresh air.’
I squint at the phone, then at her. My brain feels full of cold
porridge. ‘What?’
‘We thought ye could use a friend to take ye home,’ Amy says.
‘An old friend, not a new one.’
I look at Gordon. ‘New ones are good too.’
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He gives me a combination handshake/back pat as he hands
me my jacket. ‘Best of luck to ye, mate.’
On wobbly legs, I follow Jen to the pub exit. Outside, the cool,
moist air is a balm to my sweaty face. We sit on the windowsill of
the shop next door.
‘How’d you know to call Martin?’ I ask Jen.
‘I looked up the last person you contacted. You sent him a text
earlier tonight.’
‘I did?’ I check my phone. ‘Oh, no.’ Apparently I did hit Send on
the hate text after all, fifty-one minutes ago. ‘Did you read this?’
‘No, I’m not nosey.’ She gives me a grim smile. ‘Are ye gonna be
okay? Other than being hungover the morrow, like the rest of us?’
‘I have to be okay. I’ve people depending on me.’ I tell her about
my dad’s illness, since it’s a normal thing to have wrong with one’s
life.
‘They’ve support groups for that, you know,’ she says when I’m
done. ‘My cousin went to one when my aunt had cancer. Ye can
complain all ye want about yer sick person, and no one’ll judge ye.’
‘I’ll think about it. Maybe take my mum.’
‘Go on yer own.’ She gives me a gentle elbow jab. ‘So you can be
honest.’
‘Zachary!’
I look up to see Martin running awkwardly over the uneven
surface of the lane. He nearly twists his ankle.
‘Ach! Fuckin’ cobblestones. Christ.’ He comes up to Jen. ‘You the
one rang me?’
‘Uh-huh.’
He pulls her into a long, hard hug. When he releases her, she
staggers out of his grip, embarrassed.
Then she smiles at me. ‘Gies a call if you want to hang out again.
With less alcohol next time. Maybe none.’
‘Oh.’ I reach for my phone. ‘I don’t—’
‘I entered our numbers into your contacts.’ She winks. ‘I put
mine in yer favourites list.’ Jen struts away, with astounding grace
for one so blootered.
Martin watches her go. ‘Cheeky wee besom, so she is. ’Mon, let’s
get ourselves home.’
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‘Sorry about that text,’ I tell him as we walk down the narrow
lane, stepping up onto the strips of normal, flat pavement on either
side of the cobblestones. ‘I didn’t mean it.’
‘Yes, you did.’
I steady myself on the whitewashed wall. ‘I was drunk when I
sent it.’
‘But not when you wrote it. I could tell cos there were nae
typos.’
We find a taxi in no time, it being Saturday night in the West
End. I put on my safety belt, and for once Martin doesn’t mock me
for it. Perhaps it’s an encouraging sign to him, that I want to live. But
it’s mostly that I don’t want to die suddenly.
I hit the privacy switch next to my seat so the driver can’t hear.
‘I’m sorry I broke your brother.’
‘Ah, Zach.’ Martin rubs his forehead hard. ‘I cannae believe I
said that. What happened to Finn wasn’t your fault, it was mine. If
I’d not been so drunk that day, I could’ve saved him myself, and
maybe he’d be okay. And you wouldnae have this.’ He taps his own
chest in the spot where my scar lies.
‘What’s done is done.’ My head pounds harder, and I just want
to sweep it all away – the past, present, and future. But more needs
to be said. ‘Also, sorry I tried to chuck you out of the house. I said I’d
never do that.’ When Martin doesn’t answer right away, I add, ‘You
probably thought telling Aura about my, em, condition was the right
thing to do.’
‘It was the right thing to do. That doesn’t mean it wasn’t also
wrong. I – we – I made you a problem tae solve, just like ye said.’ His
whisper twists with self-incrimination. ‘I reduced you.’
I sink down in the seat, swallowing another wave of nausea.
Reduced. That’s exactly how I felt. Small enough to fit on a
microscope slide.
‘But I protected you too,’ Martin adds. ‘I never told Aura how
bad things really were. I gave her enough tae seem like honesty, so
she’d stop questioning you, but she doesnae know the half.’ He
braces himself against the door as the taxi takes a hard turn onto
our street. ‘And I’ll never tell her about tonight.’
Tonight. There’ll be a reckoning for what I almost did to myself.
‘Don’t tell Mum and Dad either, okay? About the pills?’
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Martin’s silent. It’s too dark to see his expression, but the faint
red glow of the taxi meter reveals the hard set of his jaw. He’s got
limits to his secret-keeping when my life is at stake.
‘Don’t tell them,’ I repeat, ‘cos I need to tell them myself.’

I knock softly on Dad’s half-closed door, then push it open. He’s
still awake, sitting up in his corner bed reading the latest Ian
McEwan novel. Mum’s in the other bed, watching something on her
laptop.
They glance up at me, then stare with alarm. Mum yanks out
her earphones.
I must look a mess. Probably smell like it too. My mouth is
desert dry, and my tongue feels like a wool sock. But it’s time for
them to know how bad it is. I’ve lost the strength to pretend.
So I tell my parents about the evening’s adventures, and the
events leading up to them. I omit what I learned about Finn’s brain
damage due to my redness, as well as what happened to me in 3A. I
leave in the fight with Martin, the drinking, the flashback in the loo,
the attempt to end my own life.
I was prepared for their tears, but not for my own. The last
time I cried was the day I arrived in Glasgow. Since then I’ve wanted
to weep, could sometimes feel my eye sockets ready to burst from
pressure, but tears would never come.
Now they won’t stop. They clog my nose and throat,
threatening to steal my voice, but I push on, punctuating the story
with gasps and sobs.
When I’m done, Mum and Dad hug me and tell me we’ll get
through this together, that they’ll make sure I have the help I need,
that everything will be alright. I know they mean it, but those
phrases still feel empty to me.
What did I expect? That I could tell them barely half the truth
and they’d magically understand the depths of my damage?
‘Okay,’ I murmur as I pull away. ‘Goodnight.’
I stop at the door and look back. Their heartsick faces are
tinged with relief, not just at my survival but at my newfound
honesty, such as it is. I’ve finally reached out, and now they can do
something.

Maybe they’re not totally wrong. It is a step forwards, small but
sure.
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I go downstairs to find Martin lying on the sofa under his
blanket, facing the TV. He’s watching The Snowman, an animated
children’s Christmas programme made before we were born.
I stand behind the couch. ‘Channel 4’s showing this already? It’s
only …’ The twenty-second of November? The twenty-third?
‘I bought the DVD yesterday.’
‘I’ve not seen it in years.’
‘Me neither. Always used to watch it with Finn and Sophie on
Christmas Eve. Moira, my older sister, she never liked it. Made her
cry.’
He bends his knees so the end sofa cushion is free. I sit in the
space his feet leave behind. On the television, the wee ginger lad
won’t stop gazing out the window at the snowman he built, even as
he brushes his teeth for bed. His mother tucks him in and kisses him
goodnight.
‘Can we start again?’ I ask.
Martin lifts his head. ‘Sorry?’
‘The programme. It’s not far into it, aye?’
‘Oh. No, only about five minutes.’ He points the remote at the
screen, and we watch the child unbuild the snowman in fast motion.
I rub my arms. ‘It’s Baltic in here. Do ye want tea?’
‘Cocoa.’
I go to the kitchen, make cocoa for him – with a sprinkle of
cinnamon over the wee marshmallows he likes – and some ginger
tea for my twisting stomach. My body feels turned inside out, and I
can’t stop shivering.
When I come back to the living room, Martin’s sitting up,
tucked into the corner of the sofa. I take the middle cushion so we
can share the blanket.
The TV screen is frozen on the opening credits, a watercolour
snow owl swooping forwards. Martin hits play and says, ‘So what’s
next for you?’
‘Dunno. See my doctor Monday first thing.’
‘Do ye want tae get better?’
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‘Of course I—’
‘Think carefully before you answer. I want the truth.’
I watch the boy on the screen slowly wake to what he knew
would be a magical day. He hurries to dress, eat breakfast, yank on
his boots to play in the snow.
I can remember Better from before, but there’s no going back,
only forwards. I’ve been crawling through this tunnel for months,
searching for Better and finding only Worse.
Finally I say, ‘I’m just so … tired.’
‘I know, mate.’ He shifts the throw pillow onto his lap. ‘Here.’
I finish my tea in one scalding gulp, then set the mug on the
floor. Gravity helps me tip over, none too gracefully, until my head
lands on the pillow. It smells faintly of my mum’s perfume.
Martin tucks the blanket around my back and over my feet.
‘Better?’
Not really. My body is rigid as steel, as if muscle has frozen into
bone. Another violent shiver rips through me.
Martin lays a tentative hand on my head. When I don’t react, he
begins to stroke my hair. Long, simple, undemanding strokes. Not
like a parent, but not like a lover, either. Just like him.
My eyes close as The Snowman’s lilting score fills my ears. Soon
the song ‘Walking in the Air’ begins, telling me the lad and the
snowman are flying to the North Pole now. It’s a young choir boy
singing, high and clear as a lass.
My scalp warms and loosens, and eventually the rest of my
muscles follow, starting with my neck and descending inch by inch.
When I was a wean and still believed in ‘Father Jesus
Christmas’, as I used to call him, there’d come a certain moment
every holiday season, a minute or two of pure stillness and peace. It
always took me by surprise. It couldn’t be staged or planned, and it
never happened in church. Sometimes it would come in solitude,
sometimes among family or friends.
I thought I’d outgrown this peace, that I’d experienced too
much of the world to ever settle fully into any moment. But it’s
happening now, of all times, when I’m teetering between life and
death.
A jolt drags me out of drowsiness. I lift my head to see the
closing credits roll up the screen. The camera pulls back on the boy

kneeling beside his melted snowman, holding the magic scarf he got
from Santa.
Martin sniffles hard. ‘Sorry, did I wake ye?’
‘What’s wrong?’
‘I just finally – I get now why this made Moira cry. It’s so
fucking sad.’ He lets out a sob, and I realise that was the jolt that
woke me.
I squint blearily at the screen. ‘It’s the same programme we
watched as weans, right? They’ve not changed it?’
‘It’s the same, but different. Why do kids love this? The
snowman dies in the end.’
‘Snowmen don’t last forever. That’s why they’re special.
Children get that.’
‘Children are stupid. They don’t know what it’s like to watch
someone melt.’
My heart seems to stop. I try to speak his name, but only the
barest breath comes out.
‘I won’t lose you, mate.’ Martin pounds his fist on the arm of the
sofa. ‘I won’t lose you like I lost Finn. Banish me all ye want, but I
won’t leave yer fuckin’ side until you’re with Aura. Okay?’
‘Okay.’ I fumble for the remote control. ‘Can we watch this
again?’
He lets me start the DVD over, and this time I keep my eyes
open. I can’t decide if the ending is sad or beautiful or both. It makes
me feel a thousand things at once.
I do know one thing, lying here with my arm wrapped around
Martin’s knees as if his lap were a life raft: I will never love or be
loved again with such purity of heart.
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Chapter Sixteen

Monday noon finds me at Dr McFarlane’s office. Mum’s taken
the day off work to accompany me, though she stays in the waiting
room.
My psychiatrist and I talk for over an hour about nothing but
my suicidal thoughts:
—When they started (this summer, though I share no details of
my time in 3A. Hopefully it seems reasonable to want to end one’s
life when one’s life appears to be that of an eternal prisoner).
—How often they happen (I tell her it’s only when I’m drunk,
cos there’s an easy cure for that: not drinking. If I tell her how often
the thoughts truly come, I’ll be locked up, and frankly I’d rather die).
—How many attempts I’ve made before (none, technically, as I
never drank the drain cleaner).
She seems to know I’m holding back, perhaps because the
teddy bear in my lap is at serious risk of decapitation.
So I admit to the flashbacks as well. Again, no details, just that
they take me back to 3A. They turn Then into Now and Now into
Never. And when I slide into Never, I’m completely lost.
Dr McFarlane sets her pen upon her notebook and removes her
glasses. ‘Normally with attempted suicide and the blurred reality
that you describe with your flashbacks, I would strongly
recommend full hospitalisation. Your safety is of primary
importance.’
I squeeze the bear’s head, digging its button nose into my palm.
Should I run now before the men in white coats come through that
door, or is it already too late?
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‘However,’ she continues, ‘given your incarceration this past
summer, my concern is that institutionalisation could be
counterproductive. We want you not only safe, but also capable of
learning and making real progress. Feelings of being trapped or
powerless might hinder that.’
‘Yes, they would.’ Locked up in a hospital, I’d be in a constant
state of panic. And then what? Lifelong sedation and captivity, like
Finn. I’d never see Aura again. ‘I can’t do that.’
Dr McFarlane gives me a reassuring smile. ‘There’s another
option, partial hospitalisation, what they call a “day hospital”.
Basically, you’d go there from eight a.m. to six p.m. weekdays. A
psychiatrist would manage your medications closely to find the
combination that works best for you. You’d participate in group
therapy and meet with an individual therapist as well.’
It sounds awful. ‘But I’d go home at night?’
She nods. ‘The fact you live with your parents and you’ve so far
been compliant in taking your meds makes you an excellent
candidate for this modality.’
Sometimes I wish she’d speak English instead of Medicalish.
‘How long would I have to go?’
‘Depends on your progress. Anywhere from a week to a month
is my guess. And if down the road you find yourself in crisis again,
it’ll always be an option for you.’
‘So they wouldn’t lock me up?’
The doctor hesitates. ‘Well, you’d be at a regular hospital,
where there are, em, security measures to keep the overnight
patients safely inside. But you and the other day-patients can leave
any time you like.’
The thought sends my heart racing. How do I know they’d let
me out if I asked? What if it’s a trap?
‘Zachary, I realise it will take a leap of trust for you to accept
this treatment. Though we’ve not discussed details of your captivity,
the mere fact you were held against your will for so long …’ She
shakes her head sadly. ‘I can only imagine how hard this must be.’
I shut my eyes. I know it’s time. For months I’ve tried to stand
on my own, only to fall again and again.
I search my soul for the last scrap of strength to say ‘yes’.

* * * *
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‘NHS will cover some respite care. Even if we pay for the rest,
we can’t afford not to do it.’ She takes my hand firmly. ‘We’ll make it
work, Zachary, all of us. Just get well, alright?’
I nod, then turn my attention out the window. The trees are
bare now along Buckingham Terrace, revealing the row of stately
grey Georgian homes, many of which have been converted to small
hotels or blocks of posh flats.
A For Let sign in an upper window catches my eye. For a
moment I let myself dream of living here with Aura. A life for us in
my home. Our home.
Then I wonder if we’ve a future at all. Will she ever forgive me
for shutting her out? She’s had one boyfriend disappear on her
already. How much can one girl take?
I think of Logan and the flashback that invaded my mind
Saturday night, of him saving me from myself. I know he was just a
hallucination. But why would my mind conjure my old rival, of all
people, to comfort and protect me? Why not my parents or Martin
or Aura? Was I so unreal to myself that only a ghost could feel real
to me?
Regardless of who or what he was, his voice held my mind
together long enough to keep this body alive. After Logan came, I
started eating and exercising again. I constructed a fantasy world
where he and I hung out together like old mates. Sometimes he’d
sing to me, or we’d talk of music, Aura, Ireland – all the things I had
to look forward to.
With Logan’s help, I could pretend I had a future, even in a
hopeless pit like 3A.
So why is it so hard to do here?

‘Your father’s illness has made you a prisoner.’ Mum presses a
tissue under her leaky nostrils. Though we’re the only passengers
on the bus but for an old man sleeping in the rear seat, she’s trying
not to cry. ‘I’m so sorry we did this to you.’
‘Caring for Dad is the only thing made me feel sane. It gave me a
reason to get up in the morning.’ Afternoon, technically.
‘Then you’ll have to find other reasons. From now on, you’re
not to care for him until you’ve cared for yourself. That’s the first
rule of caregiving: you’re no good to him if you’re unwell.’
‘Same goes for you. If you lose my help, you’ll be even more
burdened.’
‘I’ll hire help. I can get a night sitter so we can sleep, and
someone to bring in meals a few times a week.’
‘Can we afford that?’

Buckingham Terrace hotel. Photo: Jeri Smith-Ready
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As Aura’s face comes up on my brand-new laptop screen, I
notice that for once, it’s lit by natural light from her window. We’re
video chatting earlier than usual from now on. She knows only that
I’m trying to sleep more human-like hours, not that I need to be at
the day hospital eight a.m. Wednesday.
‘Hey, how are you?’ I ask her.
‘Worried. Where have you been?’
Hell and halfway back. ‘I’d a bad weekend.’
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‘Oh my God, what happened? Is it your dad? He had chemo on
Thursday, right? Did that go okay?’
‘No worse than usual. Look, Aura.’ Cold sweat forms on the
nape of my neck. ‘I love you.’
She pulls back in her chair. ‘Is the next word “but”?’
‘No! What I’m trying tae say is, I know how much you want to
help me, and I know you feel frustrated cos I can’t – cos I won’t ask
you for it. Just believe me when I tell you I’m safe. I’m getting help.’
‘Like your shrink? Does she even know about your redness?’
‘No, but—’
‘Zach, I may be far away, but I know you better than anyone.
You’re not the average mental patient. You have paranormal
powers.’
‘But I don’t experience them unless I’ve kissed you. That’s the
only time ghosts are part of my life.’ Except for the ones I hurt just
by existing. ‘Inside, I’m a regular guy.’
‘You’re the least regular guy I’ve ever met! This is insane.’ Her
mouth shuts with a clack of teeth. ‘Sorry, I shouldn’t use that word.
What I mean is, it’s illogical.’
‘From where you’re sitting, aye. You feel helpless, but please
know, you do help me, just by being there. Let that be enough for
now. In twenty-six days we’ll be together, and – and things will be
good between us.’
She purses her lips and nods. ‘Okay.’
My hands curl into fists. She probably thinks she can just turn
around and get information from Martin. I should tell her she can’t
now, that he’s on my side.
Then I remember there are no sides here. She went to Martin
because she loves me, because I gave her no choice.
‘I’m sorry,’ I tell her. ‘For shutting you out. You don’t deserve
my silence.’
‘No, I don’t.’ She sighs. ‘But you deserve patience. Especially
after you put up with me last year when I was grieving for Logan. I
wasn’t always easy to deal with.’
‘Aura.’ I gaze straight at the camera so she’ll see me look into
her eyes. ‘Dealing with you was an honour.’
‘That’s how I feel about you.’ Aura folds her hands in
supplication. ‘Last year, you were so strong for me through

everything. Please let me be strong for you now. Not because I owe
you, but because I love you.’
I shut my eyes to let her words echo within me. Do I dare nudge
the edges of my circle of trust, expand it to include one more
person? None of those inside it now – Martin, my parents, my doctor
– knows all my secrets, so why not reach out to Aura, too? The bond
we share is like no other on earth.
But that bond’s not invincible. It’s been weakened by time and
distance and the forces allied against us. Most of all, by my neglect.
‘Awright.’ I open my eyes to accept her gift. ‘I will let you be
strong for me.’
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Chapter Seventeen

‘A wee bit to the west.’
‘Which is west again?’ Standing on our bed in his sock feet,
Martin shifts the glow-in-the-dark star on the ceiling. ‘This way?’
‘You’re facing north. Think about it.’
‘I’m no facing north, I’m facing up, which means my neck’s
getting stiff. So if you could gies a clue—’
‘Move the star to the left two inches. Perfect.’ It’s not perfect,
but it’ll do for now. I check the map in my hands. ‘Just one more
constellation. Boötes is missing its Beta and Gamma.’
‘Sounds tragic.’
I point to the bright star above the foot of the bed. ‘That big
yin’s Arcturus. Beta should be at its eleven o’clock, about five inches
away.’
‘I need more tape.’
I hand him the roll and watch him curl a piece around his
finger. ‘I want to help Finn.’
‘Help him do what?’ he asks.
‘Get better, or at least not worse. Part of his brain damage came
from turning into a shade. His doctors can’t treat that.’
‘Hm.’ Martin stretches to place the star. ‘Here?’
‘Another inch.’ I back up a few steps to evaluate. ‘Aye, there.
Anyway, I’m going to apply to join MI-X.’
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‘What?’ Martin spins to face me, his foot slipping off the edge of
the bed. He sprawls on the floor with a thud. ‘Fuck.’
I laugh out loud. ‘That never gets old. I mean, sorry, are you
okay?’
He gets to his knees and looks at me over the bed. ‘Am I okay?
What about you? Have you gone completely mental?’
‘Yes, but I’m a wee bit better now.’ After a week at the day
hospital, I can already feel a shift. For one thing, they’ve taken me off
the Xanax and put me on antipsychotic meds that have stopped the
flashbacks, if not the nightmares. So when I’m awake, I’ve a clear
grasp on reality, whether I like it or not.
The routine there is oddly reassuring. It’s a bit like school,
except the only subject is Getting Well. My sanity graph – a daft idea
if there ever was one – has been replaced with a set of smaller,
realistic goals. And although I was petrified of group therapy,
they’ve not forced me to reveal more than I’m willing to share.
Mostly I listen to others and feel less alone.
Once I’m stable, they’ll have me try a new trauma therapy
called EMDR, Eye Movement Desensitisation and, em, something
that begins with R. People who’ve done it say memories that once
haunted them have lost their power. The scientist in me wants to
investigate it immediately, but I’m told I’m not ready yet. It’s
something to work for.
‘What’s MI-X got to do with Finn?’ Martin asks.
‘Maybe they’d know what to do. They’ve centuries of
experience dealing with the supernatural.’
‘Centuries? They’ve only been around ten years.’
‘As MI-X. Before that they were a secret brotherhood of
paranormal investigators.’ Well, they’re a bit less secret now I’ve
told Martin. ‘Dad was part of it, and so were my granddad and greatgranddad. The only difference is, now it’s a paid job with
government benefits instead of a hobby.’ A hobby that took over my
grandfather’s life and left his family in poverty, but that’s another
story.
Martin frowns as he curls another strip of tape around his
finger. ‘But to help Finn, MI-X would need to know what’s wrong
with him. Which means they’d need to know—’ He stares at me.
‘You’re gonnae tell them about your redness?’
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‘The DMP already knows. And after what they did tae me—’ My
fists clench at my sides. ‘I can make a difference. Not just for Finn,
not just for me and Aura, but for my country and maybe even the
world. I’m the only one who can do what I do. I can’t hide forever.’
‘Why not?’
‘Think about it. Post-Shifters’ll start turning eighteen soon.
How long before a ghost complains about my redness to someone in
authority?’
His eyes widen in horror. ‘Aye, you’d have to move to
Antarctica or a space station or something to get away from postShifters and ghosts.’ Martin shakes his head. ‘But what about this
summer? You’ll tell MI-X that, too?’
‘Not till Aura’s safe from the DMP, and for that she’d have to be
in the UK where MI-X could protect her better. She could never go
home. I can’t ask that of her, not yet.’
‘Maybe one day?’ He looks up at me with hope, like a child
begging for a happy ending to a faerie tale. ‘She could live here with
us!’
‘I hope so. But Martin, I have to learn to live with secrets. If I
ever do join MI-X, I might not be able to tell anyone. Not you or Aura
or maybe even my mum.’
‘So you’d be one of those people at a party, when someone asks
what ye do for a living, ye say in this vague voice, “Oh, I work for the
government.”’
‘Exactly.’
‘Well.’ He examines the star stuck to the end of his index finger.
‘If anyone can live a double life, it’s you.’
‘Thanks, I think?’
‘You’re welcome, I think.’ He holds the star out to me. ‘Last one.
You do the honours.’
I take it from him, then climb onto the bed, wavering from a
slight rush of dizziness. The constantly shifting chemicals are still
making my body a strange place to be, but at least I feel I’m inside
my skin again.
I reach up and plant the star in its place.
‘Lights oot!’ Martin runs to the lamp and switches it off.
We stretch out on the bed, under our fully operational artificial
heavens. I wish Aura could see it, now it’s complete.

‘Well done, us.’ Martin lets out a long sigh of satisfaction. It’s
deep and smooth and doesn’t end in a cough.
‘You quit smoking, didn’t you?’
‘Oh, ye finally noticed.’
I’m noticing all sorts of things lately. ‘When was this?’
‘You mean the first time I quit or the second, third, fourth
time?’
‘The most recent.’
‘Saturday.’
‘How’s it going?’
‘Hm.’ He thrums his fingers against his chest. ‘I miss it. And I’m
gonnae get fat cos I want tae eat all the time now. So I’ll die of
diabetes instead of lung cancer.’ He pauses, probably thinking of my
dad. ‘Sorry.’
‘It’s awright.’ I expect the sadness to roll off me like it usually
does, but it sticks in my throat. Sometimes this alive-and-aware
business is not so pleasant.
‘Aw, no!’ Martin exclaims. ‘The ceiling’s not done yet. You know
what it needs, to be an authentic Scottish sky?’
‘What’s that?’
He spreads out his hands over our heads. ‘Clouds.’
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The next evening when I get home from day hospital, I take my
father to his room and tell him everything.
Well, not everything everything. Not about how Aura and I
exchange powers when we kiss. No one knows that but her. And not
about what happened to me in 3A. No one knows that but Martin.
But everything else: about my redness, about Finn turning to a
ghost and then a shade when he drowned, because of me. About
wanting to join MI-X.
Dad and I are sitting on the twin beds, across the narrow room
from each other. Our postures are mirrored, hands folded, elbows
on knees, shoulders hunched. Through it all he listens, his face
flickering between fatherly concern and professional curiosity.
Which is good, since I need both sorts of advice.
When I’m done, he remains silent for nearly a minute. I wait,
wishing for a cup of water to wet my dry mouth.
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‘Before MI-X was created,’ he says finally, ‘I worked for one of
the other security services. I started when I was not much older
than you.’
I knew he’d already been working for the government before I
was born, but not that his employer was MI5 or MI6. I wonder
which?
‘Being a spook’s not like any other job in the world,’ he says.
‘The hours are brutal, the salary’s minuscule compared to what one
could make in the private sector, and the toll on one’s family is –
well, you know from experience.’
‘Aye.’
‘And if you do your job, if you save lives and protect your
country from unspeakable harm, no one will ever know. There’s nae
headlines or knighthoods. Nae glory.’
‘I don’t need glory. I need a purpose.’
‘MI-X would give you that. But it would take away yer freedom
to decide what that purpose is.’ He holds out his palm. ‘If you tell
them what you are, your life will never be your own again.’
‘Dad, I know—’
‘I don’t think you do. ‘
‘Dad.’ I raise my voice to a level previously only spoken by him
to me. ‘I know what it means to lose my life. It was taken.’
He frowns and looks away, blinking fast. He knows I have him
there.
‘If I do this,’ I tell him, ‘then my life will always be mine. I will
have given it over by my own choice, and for the right reasons.’ I
soften my tone, because the next part will be hard for him to hear.
‘Until you’ve been a prisoner, you can’t know the meaning of
freedom.’
Dad bows his head and puts a hand to his stomach, as though
the fact of my captivity gives him a physical pain. Perhaps it does.
Footsteps are climbing the stairs, too heavy to be my mother’s.
I hear Martin clear his throat as he enters our bedroom next door. I
leave Dad’s door open – there’s nothing we’re discussing Martin
doesn’t already know.
Finally my father says, ‘Awright, son. Tell them if you want. But
do it for yerself, not for Finn. There’s nae guarantee MI-X can help
that boy.’
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‘I know nothing’s for certain, but surely they know more about
the effects of shades than Finn’s doctors do.’
‘We’ve theories, of course, but there’s never been experiments
done. And you know what that means.’
‘It means Finn would be the—’ Oh, no. ‘He’d be the first. They’d
experiment on him.’
‘Aye. I’m not saying it’d be inhumane, but they could make him
worse without meaning to.’
In the next room, a shoe drops on the hardwood floor. I wonder
if Martin can hear us.
I lean forwards to whisper. ‘Or they could make him better.
Shouldn’t we give him that choice?’
‘He’s thirteen, Zachary. He’s got no choice.’ Dad shakes his head
angrily. ‘I cannae believe that after the DMP detained you cos of
your redness, you’d hand a child over to be a test subject.’
‘But if it’s the only way to save him—’
‘Son, not everyone in this world can be saved.’
Now I’m the one too pained to speak. I broke Finn; I have to fix
him.
‘I don’t accept that, and I’ll not sit here and let you decide.’ I get
to my feet. ‘I’ll go and talk to the Connellys myself.’
‘I already did.’ Martin stands in Dad’s doorway, hands shoved
deep in his hoodie pockets. ‘My parents said no.’
‘What?’ I can’t believe this. ‘Don’t they want to help him?’
‘They’re afraid he’ll be taken away. That they’ll never see him
again.’ He lifts his hands, then lets them drop. ‘Ma said there’s still a
piece of Finn behind his eyes. She said we can’t lose that.’
‘But what if you could get every piece of him back?’
‘Zachary,’ my father says, ‘Finn drowned long enough to die.
His brain was severely traumatised by that alone, regardless of
whether he became a shade or not.’ He touches his chest. ‘Some
bodies have problems which are entirely mundane. Like me with
this cancer, or you with your … illness.’
I drag my fingertips across my forehead. He’s right about me
and him. Anyone would’ve gone mad left alone in a tiny cell for eight
weeks, just like so many who encountered asbestos will get his
disease. Living, non-paranormal humans do enough damage to one
another to fill a million hospitals.
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But Finn’s different. My redness didn’t drown him, but it did
make his revival as much a curse as a blessing.
I look at Martin. ‘Do you agree with your parents? What do you
think should be done about Finn?’
He doesn’t hesitate. ‘I think when he turns sixteen and becomes
an adult, then he should decide himself.’
Three years feels like a lifetime. By then I’ll be almost finished
at university, perhaps already hired by MI-X – if I choose to join
them.
‘When that day comes,’ my father says, ‘Finn would need to be
deemed mentally capable of making such a decision. But if he is, you
could give him the choice then.’
‘Dinnae worry,’ I say, never taking my eyes off Martin. ‘I will.’

Chapter Eighteen

Date: 20 December
Weight: 70kg
Hours of sleep last night: 1
Passports in hand: 2
Condoms in suitcase: 19
Days since 3A: 117
Days until Aura: 0
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In the dark centre of the second longest night of the year, a taxi
arrives at my house to take me to the airport. A light mist is falling,
one that can’t seem to decide whether to be rain or snow. It makes
glistening halos around the Christmas lights on the neighbours’
houses.
I walk out the front door alone, locking it behind me. This is it.
If all goes right, I’ll be with Aura in six hours and twenty-eight
minutes. Approximately.
So many things need to go right. Aura needs to escape the US
without the DMP and Nighthawk realising she’s headed for Dublin
instead of Glasgow. The false IDs that MI-X made for us need to pass
inspection at customs and immigration. My driving skills need to get
us from the airport to our bed and breakfast, despite the fact I’ve
been behind the wheel exactly once since returning home, only to
get my driving licence.
Most of all, I need to hold it together, through the crowds and
the castle and the unforeseen challenges that will meet us. In some
ways, I feel less normal than ever now that I’m on the road to
recovery, if only because I’m realising how long that road is, how
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much work there is to do, and how I’ll never get halfway to healed
until I can tell the world what I went through in 3A. Until I find
justice.
I climb into the taxi. Turns out it’s not empty.
‘Awright, mate?’ Martin sits in the far seat, still wearing his
shirt and tie from the pub where he works.
‘You’re off early for a Friday night.’
‘Just a wee bit. Told Judy it was a special occasion.’
I look up and down the road as we pull away from the kerb.
‘What happened to the taxi I called?’
‘We told him tae piss off. Right, Sully?’ The driver gives him a
thumbs up. Martin looks me over, then kicks the side of my foot.
‘Nervous?’
I nod quickly.
‘You’ll be fine,’ he says. ‘Just remember: LOL.’
I made the mistake of asking Martin for advice on losing my
virginity with Aura. He offered some practical tips: relax, take it
slow, and above all, LOL. Which turned out not to stand for
Laughing Out Loud, but rather Lots of Lube.
‘That’s not what I’m nervous about,’ I tell him now, ‘but thank
you.’
Traffic is sparse, so we arrive at the airport before I’ve found
words to elaborate on thank you. But perhaps I never will.
The driver gets out, sets my bag on the pavement, then returns
to the car to wait for Martin.
‘Well,’ I say, ‘I guess this is—’
‘Ach, who’s that?’ Martin points past me at the terminal door.
Four guys are standing in front of it looking our way.
‘Is it—’
‘Hooligans. I wouldnae trust them if I were you.’
I pick up my bag and walk towards the entrance. ‘Fuck’s all
this?’
Graham raises a hand for a high five. ‘What sort of mates’d we
be if we let ye go without a parting gift?’
‘Happy Birthday, Zach.’ Niall presents me with a large manila
envelope, tied with a wrinkled red ribbon.
‘What’s in here?’
‘Open it when ye get on the plane,’ Frankie says.
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‘It’s against security procedures.’ I start tugging on the ribbon.
‘If they ask, “did anyone gie you a package to carry aboard?” I’ll have
to say “aye, these suspicious-looking eejits ootside.” Then it’s MI5
ruinin’ all yer Christmases.’
I tear off the ribbon and peer inside the envelope. Even in the
low light at this angle I can see a ream of notes accompanied by very
descriptive illustrations and photographs.
‘Martin said you needed a few beginners’ tips with the lassies.’
Roland nods to the envelope. ‘That’s volume one of sixteen. When
you get back, you can read the rest.’
I shrug. ‘When I get back, I can write the rest.’
They laugh and clap me on the shoulders, cuffing me upside the
head like I’m a wee pup. Then they start talking over one another,
bits of advanced-sounding advice that must be part of volume
sixteen. I wonder if I should take notes or if they’re just blethering.
‘’Mon, taxi’s waiting,’ Martin calls out after a minute or two.
‘Zach’s got a flight, and I’d like tae sleep some time the day.’
The others wave goodbye and head for the car, shouting a few
last pointers. I’m glad it’s too dark for them to see me blush.
I slap Martin’s arm with the envelope. ‘You’re a mad wee prick,
so you are.’
‘Aye. Be well, lad.’ He hugs me, in the effortless way I wish I
could’ve hugged him when I arrived here months ago. As he pats my
back, he whispers, ‘Just remember how I taught you tae breathe.’
I hang on to him for an extra second. ‘I will.’
Then I pick up my bag and turn for the terminal. I want to look
back but resist the urge until I hear the taxi door shut and the driver
put the car in gear.
The red taillights fade into the veil of misty rain. My heart
lurches instinctively at being alone. I pull in air slowly through my
nostrils, counting aon, dhà, trì, ceithir.
After the second breath, my pulse turns slow and even. I enter
the terminal and head for the closest emerald-green kiosk to print
my boarding pass.
Martin did teach me to breathe again. He resuscitated me. He
kept this body alive in Glasgow the way Logan kept my mind alive in
3A.
And now, in Ireland, Aura can resuscitate my soul.

* * * *
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While I wait for Aura at the Dublin airport, I stay calm by
counting and recounting the roses in my hand. Seven red, five
yellow. Almost like the bouquet I brought her one year minus two
days ago. Back then there were six of each colour, representing our
relationship’s perfect – and perfectly confusing – combination of
passion and friendship.
Now I’ve tipped the balance. I hope she approves.
A half hour ago, Aura texted me from the plane saying she’d
landed. She’d still needed to go through baggage retrieval, then
customs, then immigration. Or is immigration, then customs? I can’t
remember, and I was just there myself a few hours ago.
Americans are coming through the gate now, their various
accents washing over me. The voices of the self-assured. Even the
poorest and weakest of them know they’re on earth for a reason.
Their desperation is never the quiet sort.
I keep my back to the pedestal, one hand holding the flowers
and the other wrapped around the phone in my pocket, in case Aura
texts me again. The crowd thickens as it floods past, but there’s still
no sign of her. Part of me wants to run from the massive press of
flesh. But I stay where I am, grinding my teeth so hard my jaw
cramps. I would walk through a thousand of these hells to see her
again.
Something brushes my sleeve from behind. I jerk my arm,
ready to strike out.
It’s Aura.
My mouth can’t even utter both syllables of her name before it
meets hers. But words don’t matter now. Nothing matters.
The Atlantic Ocean is no more.
I wonder if Aura and I look twenty-one, the age on our fake
passports. I feel about half that at the moment, so nervous and
happy I could explode. It’s all I can do to take three steps in a row
down this airport corridor without stopping to kiss her. But every
delay keeps us from the castle.
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I take a quick glance at my phone to see if I’m on schedule with
my meds. Dr McFarlane warned me that travelling makes it harder
to remember, and harder to get the regular food, drink, and sleep I
need to ensure the prescriptions work as well as possible. At home
I’ve three people to nag me into compliance; here, none.
Or, perhaps, one. If I can open up that much to her. Perhaps this
wall of secrets could lose a brick or two without collapsing.
‘Aura, I’m going to send a file to your phone.’
She gives me a saucy grin. ‘Ooh, secret spy document?’
‘No.’
‘Pictures of you naked? I won’t need those while we’re here,
but maybe once I’m home again.’
‘You can take all you want this weekend.’ I smile as I convert
my calendar to a text file and click Share.
She shifts the roses to her other arm and pulls out her phone.
‘It means more when you take them yourself.’
I fill in her number, let out a deep breath, then hit Send.
‘I will also accept pics of you in nothing but a kilt,’ she says,
watching her screen. ‘That’d be even better than one hundred
percent naked, to tell you the – oh, here it is.’ Aura’s pace slows as
she scrolls through the document with her thumb. ‘What is all this?
Is it even in English? I can’t pronounce half of—’ She stops, no doubt
recognising the name of a well-known antidepressant. ‘Zach, are
these—’
‘Prescriptions.’ My mouth has gone dry again. ‘Things I need to
take to keep me … ‘ Strong. Stable. Standing. ‘To keep me with you.’
Time slows as she stares at me, searching behind my eyes for
the chaos in my head. Is she terrified of being trapped in a car, then
a room, with someone who might snap? Does she still see me behind
all the long, unpronounceable medication names?
Aura’s face melts into a smile, and she says, simply, ‘Good.’
Then she stands on her tiptoes to bring her lips to mine.
I close my eyes and breathe in the scent of her skin, her hair,
and the roses in her arms. The flowers get crushed between us as
she embraces me.
You’re free. You’re safe. You’re home, I tell myself again. And this
time, I believe it.
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Part of me wishes I’d never lost that all-consuming hunger. My
soul still craves the unseen, unflinching love that was there for me
in my darkest hours. Sometimes my lungs still need it to breathe.
But even the sweetest faith can taste sour when it’s used as poison.
Bailey and I return to our towels, spread on the lawn not far
from the gazebo where three seniors are karaoke-ing the prom’s
theme song. It’s a bouncy, triumphant tune that idolizes our bright
future.
End of the world or not, things change tonight. I can feel it in
my bones, in my skin, and every cell in between. The future is mine
again.
Bailey stretches out beside me, then slips on the corsage I gave
her. The red rose doesn’t match her pink-and-blue paisley bikini,
but she doesn’t care. As she inhales the rose’s scent, her blue-gray
eyes smile at me through the sprigs of baby’s breath.
On my other side, my best friend, Kane, is too preoccupied with
his prom date to notice we’ve returned. Or maybe he knows that
anything he said right now, after where Bailey and I have been,
would embarrass us (by “us,” I mean me).
I lie down on my back and take Bailey’s hand, feeling the itch of
flowers against my wrist. I should tell her I need to leave soon, but
this moment’s fragile perfection won’t allow words, especially not
those that speak of limits.
So I close my eyes as sounds of the night wash over me. In the
gazebo, my sister, Mara, belts out a Florence + the Machine song, to
the delight of the crowd. To my right, Bailey hums along softly. To
my left, Kane and Jonathan-not-John laugh together, then kiss, then
laugh again. It feels like the whole world is happy.

Chapter One
Now

that.

If this were the last night of my life, I could be at peace with

That, and everything else, as I walk hand-in-hand with Bailey
out of the pool house and back into the blare of the party. Her long
hair brushes my elbow, stirring memories of reaching, fumbling in
the dark, memories so fresh they feel more like dreams, not etched
as events in my past, but posed as possibilities in my future.
Future. A word that stumbles off my tongue lately, like a phrase
in a new foreign language.
The sandstone clock on the side of the pool house shows four
minutes after two. The final hour.
I try to put myself in the place of my parents and the others
who think the Rapture will take place in fifty-six minutes. They’re
waiting for that moment when the true believers, living and dead,
will be raised up from earth before all hell literally breaks loose.
Are they scarfing their favorite foods—pizza, cheesesteaks,
TastyKakes—or are they already dreaming of that heavenly
banquet? Are they playing their favorite tunes on infinite loop, or
are they dreaming of that angelic choir? Are they having sex (not my
parents—the thought makes me gag), or are they dreaming of that
divine embrace?
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I hear the wahp-wahp of sirens, see the blue-and-red flash of
lights through my eyelids, and realize that I am dead. Not heavenbound dead, cashing in on my undeserved eternal ecstasy. Dead as
in, if I’ve missed curfew—and therefore the non-end of the world—
my dad is going to kill me.
Here on Stephen Rice’s lawn, “busted” echoes in a dozen
panicky voices. I sit up quickly as barely dressed juniors and seniors
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scurry past, tripping over scattered beach towels, pouring out the
contents of their plastic cups. I pity the grass its imminent hangover.
“David, the cops are here. Are you sober?”
I turn to blink at Kane, sitting beside me. His sharp blue eyes
examine my face. On his other side, Jonathan-not-John looks ready
to run, but for Kane’s reassuring hand on his arm.
Bailey asked me that same question earlier. I’d said yes, when it
was most important.
It’s still true. “Yeah, I fell asleep.” I fumble for my phone, before
remembering I didn’t bring it with me. “What time is it?”
“A little after three.” His eyes widen. “Uh-oh. Were you
supposed to be home at—”
“Two thirty. In time for—wait.” I look down at my hand, palm
pressing grass that’s still green and alive. In the clear sky above the
pool, stars are shining, not falling.
No trumpet blasts. No demon locusts from hell. No horses with
lion heads and serpent tails shooting flames and smoke and sulfur
from their mouths. My parents’ dream of the End Times—and my
recurring nightmare—is a big fat no-show. Hallelujah.
But I’m still late. I twist to my right to kiss Bailey goodbye,
since I’ll probably be grounded for weeks.
She’s gone. Her abandoned corsage lies in the middle of her
bright yellow towel.
“Where’s Bailey?” I ask Kane.
“Maybe in the bathroom? I didn’t see her leave. Hey, don’t
panic. There’s no law against being at a party that has booze if they
can’t prove you drank it.”
“I had one sip an hour ago.”
He laughs at my concern. “By this point, that’s the same as
none.”
The cops enter the backyard through the front gate of the tall
wooden privacy fence and onto the patio through the sliding glass
door, blocking off two escape routes.
Not the third, though. The partygoers stream toward the back
gate, where I came in, behind the pool house.
“David!” Mara lurches toward me in her short black prom
gown, silver sequins flashing in the light from the tiki torches. “We
need to go. Now!”
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No need to ask why. It’s obvious where my sister got the
courage for that balls-to-the-wall karaoke performance that was
thrilling the crowd when I fell asleep. Mara is hammered. She may
be a year older than I am, but at seventeen she’s still way underage.
If I don’t get her out of here, we’ll have bigger problems than angry
parents.
But I’m barefoot and wearing borrowed swim trunks. “My
clothes are in the pool house.”
“I’ll bring them to you tomorrow.” Kane hands me his sandals.
“These’ll help you get through the woods without slicing your feet.”
“Thanks. If you see Bailey, tell her I’ll call her.” Assuming Mom
and Dad don’t end my communication with the outside world.
“Hurry!” Mara huffs. Strands of brown hair flop in her face,
remnants of her fancy prom do. She’s joined by Sam Schwartz—her
date and my left fielder—who’s trying to walk and pull on his shoes
at the same time.
I tighten the sandal straps and stand quickly but calmly. No
sudden moves. With one last glance toward the patio, where a trio of
cops are delivering Breathalyzer tests, Sam, Mara, and I slip away
like ninjas.
Behind the pool house, a crowd of about a dozen swimsuit-clad
prom goers are trying to cram themselves through the narrow back
gate all at once.
“Stop pushing!” someone whispers.
“You stop pushing first!”
“Everyone stop pushing,” I urge through gritted teeth, checking
behind me. We’ll be the last ones out—if we get out.
The crowd surges forward suddenly. In five seconds we’re at
the gate and—
“You there,” a voice behind us commands. “Stop!”
Mara stops, because deep down, she’s still a good girl. I, on the
other hand, have been in this situation before. I push her forward
ahead of us as the literal hand of law enforcement brushes the back
of my shoulder.
I don’t show the cop my face, figuring in the dark I probably
look like any brown-haired guy in blue swim trunks. Without
turning, I shove the gate shut behind me until the latch catches,
bracing my feet against the ground. Sam helps me hold it closed
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against the cop. One of his friends joins us, a burly guy whose name I
forget.
“Give me that branch!” I tell Mara, pointing to the closest of the
two dozen limbs lying here on the edge of the woods.
I wedge the narrow end of the thick branch under the gate to
make it stick. It won’t hold for long, but it’ll buy us a head start. The
privacy fence’s wooden slats are too tall and tight for the cops to see
over or between.
Sam takes Mara’s hand to follow the rest of the students, who
are plunging blindly into the stand of trees in front of us.
“No,” I tell her. “This way.”
Mara gives Sam a quick kiss and a wistful whispered, “Bye!”
We run to the right, past three high-fenced backyards until we
reach Kane’s house. There’s a well-worn path between his home and
mine on the other side of the woods. It’s a path I could walk in my
sleep—and did, in fact, walk in my sleep a few times when I was
eight.
I keep my drunk sister upright as we hurry down the hill, my
feet sliding in Kane’s too-big sandals. These suburban woods are as
much like a real forest as a golf course is like a real meadow, so
there’s no underbrush to hide behind. My bare, pale torso is an
arrest me beacon in the night.
At the stream, Mara turns on her phone’s flashlight app so we
can see where to step across. The makeshift bridge Kane and I built
years ago—three planks of plywood nailed together (high-tech, we
are)—is barely visible, dark gray against the black water beneath.
Just as we reach the other side and pass under my tree house, a
shout comes from behind us, up the hill. The cops must have broken
out of the Rices’ backyard.
We run toward our house. The strap of Mara’s little silver purse
is wrapped around her wrist, and the bag flashes in the porch light
as she wobbles on her high heels.
Please let the cops follow the other students. If you keep Mara’s
record clean, I swear I’ll never sneak out again. Amen.
The house looks dark inside. Mom and Dad must be lurking in
the living room, waiting to pounce.
We creep up to the patio door that leads into the sunroom.
Mara unlocks it, clutching the rest of the keys together to keep them
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from jingling. Then she opens the door—slowly, so its full-length
shade doesn’t rattle—and tiptoes across the stone tiles.
In the kitchen, the only light shines over the gleaming stainlesssteel sink. The counter is clear, but there’s a lingering scent of freshbaked bread and sautéed onions. My stomach growls, and I jerk
open the fridge, forgetting fear in favor of food.
Inside lie the remnants of what Mom and Dad thought was our
last meal: homemade pizza. I can’t hold back a “Yes!” of triumph.
“Shh!” Mara creeps through the arched doorway into the living
room.
I silence myself by stuffing a slice of onion pizza in my mouth,
using its Tupperware container as a plate. The sauce is sweet and
tangy, the way I love it and Mara hates it. But she got to go to prom,
so we’re even.
“No lights on upstairs,” Mara whispers as she comes back into
the kitchen. “It’s weird they’re not waiting up for us.”
“They’re probably embarrassed the Rush didn’t happen.”
“You think tomorrow they’ll pretend they never believed?”
“How can they?” I swallow my bite of pizza. “It meant
everything.”
Mara slumps sideways against the black-granite counter and
steps out of her shoes with a sigh of relief, becoming short again. “I
couldn’t wait for Mom and Dad to realize we were right. But now I
feel kinda bad for them.”
It seems crazy to believe in the Rapture (or the Rush, as those
who thought the Rapture would happen tonight at 3 a.m. call it). But
there were times when it seemed like the ideal solution. This planet
is so screwed up, how could God not want to hit the universal delete
key and start over? And how could He not want to save what He
loved best? Kind of like Noah and the Ark, but unlike Noah, we
didn’t have to build or collect anything. We just had to believe He
was coming and love Him more than we loved the world.
I couldn’t do that, no matter how much I wanted to. I wanted a
life more, with Bailey and baseball and my friends and even
homework. It was a life I tore to shreds for my parents’ sake, but
now I can reassemble what’s left. If it’s not too late.
A loud thump comes from upstairs. Mara yelps. So much for
stealth.
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We sidle past the table into the living room, my sister’s face
reflecting my own trepidation. Not only did we miss curfew but
Mara went to a prom after-party when Dad told her not to, and I
snuck out of the house to go to that same party. The fact that I’m 70
percent naked and Mara’s breath reeks of beer will not help our
case.
I position myself a step in front of her, to absorb the brunt of
my dad’s rage, in whatever form it takes. It’s been three years since
he’s had a drink, but he’ll be defeated and defiant. Getting stood up
by Jesus does something to the ego.
The only sound is the clock ticking above the fireplace. Then
quick footsteps pad down the carpeted stairs.
Our ginger cat, Tod, peers at us through the white wooden
banister and emits a meow that verges on a bark. He leaps onto the
living room floor and swaggers toward us, yapping.
Mara sweeps him into her arms. “Shh. You’ll wake Mom and
Dad.”
I strain to hear movement upstairs, but there’s nothing, not
even a shifting in bed. Mom always wakes at the sound of Tod’s
caterwauls, if only to grumble vague threats at her beloved beast.
The house feels empty.
I hurry past Mara, who’s kissing Tod’s belly as his limbs dangle
over her arms. “What’s wrong?” she says, lifting her head from the
purring cat.
I kick off Kane’s sandals, then mount the stairs two at a time,
afraid to speak my worst fear, as if words could bring it to life.
Our parents’ bedroom door is a few inches ajar, but the room is
dark. They should be up right now, yelling at us (Dad) and heaving
sighs of disappointment (Mom).
I stop at the threshold, taking in the oppressive silence, then
push the door open.
Lying in the king-size, four-poster bed, under rumpled maroonand-gold covers, are two…things.
I tilt my head, as if that will change their shape and state and
aspect:
Human.
Motionless.
Wrong.

Preorder This Side of Salvation now!
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